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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

_Introduction and Highlights

This report summarizes the results of research effort undertaken as

a result of a proposal submitted to the National Science Foundation's

Division of Science Information in response to program solicitation

NSF 74 -'38, Category 4 (Economic Characteristics of Scientific and Tech-

nical Communicatibn). the effort focussed on the economic characteristics

of information analysis centers (IAC's).

Definition of an IAC. An IAC is a specialized information center

providing services in a particular technical area. More precisely, an

IAC is "a formally structured organizational unit specifically (but not

necessarily exclusively.) established for the purpose of acquiring, se -.

lecting, storing,,retrieving, evaluating, analyzing, and synthesizing

a body:of information and/or data in a clearly defined specialized
,

field or pertaining to a specific mission with the intent of compiling,

digesting, repackaging, or otherwise organizing and presenting pertinent

'information and/or data in a. form most authoritative, timely, and useful

to a society of peers and management." (See reference 1, Chapter 1.) .

-4_

IAC Background and,Recent Developments. (Forza detailed discussion,

see Chapter 2.) The IAC concept is nos particularly_new: as many as

thirteel\of what are now called IAC's were - formed by the federal govern-

.

ment before the turn of the century. dowever, many IAC's were formed

in the 1960's, and the IAC concept achieved considerable' prominence dur-

ing the decade. The underlying motivation for establishing and continu-
,i

ing these Information Analysis Centers was the proposition.that existing

information systems were'inadequatii. for users in other disciplines and

frequently were inadequate even to meet the needs of users within the

discipline. The publication of research acid development results was

leading to an explosion of data and concomitant difficulties of identi-
t,'

.

...tying which data were relevant to a particular,,problem and distinguishing

between valid dataand data of questionable validity. Another motivation

to develop the .speciald,rd-information collection and dissemination

services which would be provided by IAC's was the increasing availability

of automated equipment. Some individuals bell.eved that the use of automated

ii



data handling equipment could lowet the cost of meeting the user needs fer

accessibility of relevant information and assurance of the quality of the

information. However, &he total cost of such equipment was high and the.sc

"market'`' was disaggiegated. Consequently, sponefts of IAC's(many of

them federal agencies such as the Department. of: Defense) were necessary in

order to establish the IAC's.

Recently, the rationale for establishing and maintaining IAC's with

federal- funding has not been so_clear..---In the 1960's, the concept:of_

informatidn as a freely ayeilable commodity was dominant. Now, however,

the IAC's, their users, and their sponsors are facing,an.increasing num,-

ber of individuals who believe that information is a commodity for which

users should pay. The Department of Defense., which originated and still .

-

sponsors many IACts, instituted a policy in 1968 that called for centers

to charge for their services and work toward the goal of recovering 50% of

the contract face value by 1972 through user charges. The implementation

of this.policy emphasized the need for an understanding of the economics ;

of IAC operation and financing. The research effort described in this

report was intended to contribute to-such an understanding.

Purpose of the Research..: The purpose of the research-effort was to

improve the economic information available 'for formulating policies and

making decisions relating to IAC's and IAC services. Theobjectives of

the research were:

1. The development of a set of concepts and procedures
.

which can be used to perform'cost benefit studies of

informition.Service centers,

2. The application of these concepts and procedures to .

address crucial issues of mix, levels, and pricing of

information services provided by IAC's, and

3. The determination of the sensitivity of the results of

the applications to possible developments and innovations

in communications technology.

The intent of the research was to develop a framework and tools ffr :

IAC managers and policy makers that'. are based on sound economic principlev.

The results should establish measures which can help resolve issues of

optimum IAC service levels, mix, and prices.
1



Highlights. The remainder of.this executive summary provides a

brief synopsis of the results of. the research. Highlights, each of

which is describecrin more detail in a separate section below; include:

41IAC's have unique, distinguishingpharacteristics which

set them apart from other centers(offering information services.

These characteristics involve the functions of data evaluation,

analyses, and synthesis.

The research effort produced cost and benefit models that

illustrateinteractions among IAC services. The models. represent .

the first overall integration of observations about IAC's and.IAC

users with fundamental economic theory. Even with lower bound

estimates--of benefits; the models indicate that IAC benefits
r's

exceed costs. ;

°Benefit data are sparse, and threre are both conceptualand

practical difficulties with identifying the benefits of

information services.

"There are complex factors associated with the utilization of

IAC services. IAC service demand is consistent with a

residual, risk averse demand model, and several descriptive

characteristics of IAC services are judged to be important

to the user.

41.4 mathematical formulation of optimum Service levels indicate

two optimal solutions: one from society's viewpoint and one

from the manager's viewpoint. In general, these will not be

identical, and there is a potential incompatibility between

incentives for the IAC manager and for socially ideal investment

in IAC service./ The model provides the basis for designing

IAC policies and decisions; however, implementation awaits .

extensive empirical research.

eTechhological innovations can have significanimpacts on IAC

activities. The general'arealof electronic communications tech-

nology is expected to have subsiantial'iMpacts on IAC operatignS,

and these impacts are expected to be greatest in the time period

1980 to 1985. However, the impacts of the unicle, distingditW.ng

IACiunctions are judged to be less than the,iipacts of other

functions.

iv



Functions of an IAC

Chapter 2 describes Information Analysis Centers and provides

a background on their develbpment and their potential users. Thy'

primary.functions of an IAC, as shown in Figure 1, include:

Identifying and acquiring documents,' data and information;

- Scanning and screening;

- Evaluation of data and information;

- Performing research, data extrapolation, or data synthesis to

fill identified gaps in knowledge;

- Indexing and storage;

- Communication with other data basS; ,

Estimating-the needs, demands,,-and 'costs of particular

information. dissemination opportunities; and

The retrieval, screening; repackaging, and dissemination:

of the evaluated data.

The critical'function of an IAC is the analysis or evaluation

function. This function distinguishes an IAC from other information

centers 'or libraries which may provide data collection, storage,

retrieval, and repackaging services/ In addition, an IAC may perform

research, data extrapolation, or data synthesis to fill knowledge gaps

which may be identified by the critical evaluation,function. As a

result of the evaluation, analysis, and synthesis-functions, IAC's

contribute to a field of knowledge by providing a synthesis and codi%.-

fication of-knowedge which might not otherwise, exist.

An IAC may produce both customized (individualized) services and

produCts provided for a "mass market". Most IAC's provide several pro-.

ducts and services generally falling in one or more of eight different

categories. .

Handbooks or databooks typically include) data which may be numerical

physical constants, materials properties, or techniques which have been

established by research or practice. These books generally are intended

to be used asi-eference books by a relatively'wide audience.

State of the art reviews (SOAR's) summarize th,e state of development

of a particular technology or technical area. Like the handbook, a SOAR

typically is intended for a wide audience; it provides a snapshot of the

limits of current knowledge in a particular field.
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Critical reviews and technology assessments art similar to state ,

,

of 'the art reviews but may go beyond evaluation ofthe current statts

ofaleatnology., These reviews-and-Adsessuentsmay *include a. critical .

.

analyis of the limited factors in a research or.technical, area. A
.- .

teehiOlogy asSeSsment may-include aspects of assessments similar to

technology'forecast.

1dhlio 'hies typically are annotated and.may-include briefrab-

. _
Sracts.. 16:7.biblioiraphy may be,preparedin response to a request-from

-anIiadividuai0:Or it can 1;epreparedAiy the, IACfgr-a-Wide audience.

::Mesponses to-inquiries (theinquiry response service) is by defini-

tion a customized Service. Tie capability toprovide a custOmized're7-

4

. srionse
i
4 a telephone or mail inquiry was a key motivating factor in

establishing DOD IAC's.

"Current, awareness services/newsletters typical±y are' aimed at groups

of LAC users. In some instances, selective dissemination of information

.(SDI) services are provided to further screen the infortation'that an

LAC° user receivet on a regular basis.

Workshops/seminars sometimesare 'provided.for IAC users, and others,

to learn of new technical developments or to establish standards and

achieve consensus of prOcedures or research. needs., An IAC.may under-
_

take such'a workshop or seminar on its own, or it may respond to a

request _by a-particulartgroup.

Symposia,propeedings may be published for the IAC's own meetings

or the proceedings may be published for some meeting in the field re-

lated to the IAC's operation.

Cost Benefit Models .

Chapter 4 describes in detail the calculation procedures and cost'

and benefit models developed during the research effort. The chapter

includes example calculations of costs and benefits and illustrates
. /

the sensitivity of the results to changes-in parameter values.

The-objectives of the cost and benefit models are similar. Both

are designed to answer four questions:

1. ,What is the total benefit from (cost of) providing a

specified level of the` particular services offered

by the IAC?

vii
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2. What is the change in total benefits (cost) which

xesults from a change in the level of articular

service? ,

3. What are the relationships among the benefits (costs)

of providing the various-services?
That is, (1) given

-

that the IAC offers a particular set of services at

specified levels, what is the change in.total benefits

(costs) resulting from an increase or decrease in the

level of Oneservice, lhd (2) given that an IACProvides

a particular
setof"services-, what is the change 44 ...total

benefits (costs) resulti4 from the addition or. deletion

of particular services from the set of offered services?

4. 'What are the impacts on total benefits (costs)of imple-

menting particular innovatians?

The cost model is based on a structure ofl fixed and variable costs.

Fixed costs are those 'associated with all services (i.e.,. not allocatable

to'a par ticular service) and-costs which are invariant with the level of

service provided.,'Variable costs are costs associated with incremental

changers in providing a service.

"." The benefit model conceptually is based on supply and demand curve

graphics.- However, the calculation prodedure is based on an-estimate

of time saved-by the IAC user .and permits calculating benefits using

hand- calculators. If one assumes that the_,IAC'user can productively-
,

. ,

utilize the time, then this estimate of time saved/amounts to an esti-

\::.
mate .of 'the 'lower bound -of benefits due t using an IAC service. Both

the cost and benefit models are structured to account for interactions

--r
among services.

The lower bound estimates.of benefits (based' on time saved by using,

the LAC servics) provides a baseline calculationof IAC benefits; and

typical cost figures were utilized for both inquiry response service and

the handbook service: Even with the lower bound estimate of benefits,

benefits exceeded the costsof providing the service.
7-

These models accomplish a synthesis of economic theory with observa.

Lions about the cost of supplying (and the demand for) information

services from an IAC into relatively simple models and calc14atiOn



procedures.' Because the Modelp-inci;ide.a,stiMerate of preference. for,

..resource flows .(1.-e. the.: meal e. present'Valde (NPV) of benefits

and costs), Progampable.haidfcalculators simplify the calculation pro-

In any case; 1owever, the procedures'are simple endugh:to permit

."'Erequent use byAAO: managers and polidy makers'.
, .

Senaiti4kty apalYSZS'were 'performed to deteriine the impact of

changes in model paretiters.On the calculation results: The riensitivity

analyses ,indicate that,(1) costs are moderately sensitive to theassume&

time horizon, the, iAC..yrofessionale': salaries and time e#ended,-and the

allocation of fixed costs, ?and (2): benefits are moderately sensitive to-
. 1

the,assumed time horizon fand-thejlumber of users per year (of the.hand-,4-
.

"book) and'more sensitive'to the,. (handbook) price charged by thel.AC and.

\
to the annual benefit'(time:savedYpostulated for the user.. These

-sults indicate additional effort'and study spent on.itprovIng estimates

of benefits would be valUable that IAC accounting systems Should- ",.

providelor meaningful, consitenealloCation of major cost items, 14171'

cluding professionals' tite:; to 'Particular serviCe or product Outputs.

.

Measuring Benefits "IN

.4

Data on the actual value of service benefits are sparse. More-.

over, there are both conceptual.and piaatical difficulties with identify-

ing and quantifying thebenefits,..6f,inforMation services.
-

Benefits'from an infortationservice are of two types (see the

table below).: (A) private or organizational, and (B) social- or societal.

Social benefits arise from second order-effects and from the long tart

impacts of increasing technical knowledge. Such benefits derma from

the IAC's acting to synthesize and codify al>odY of .knowledge. 'These

benefits are difficult (if not impossible) to Measure or even 'to identify

consistently. However, such social benefits arebelieved to:be very real

and are. mentioned frequently as justification for supporting IAC!;S,with

p4blic funds and for supporting other knoWledge endeavors.: Private:or

organizational benefits
are.benefitsthat.-a6crue directly to the user of

the IAC, and these benefits are judgedioAbe only slightly more e#sily

quantified. The usual measure of private or organizational benefit is the



a.

user's "willingness to-pay": However, as disCussed in Appendix p, the

concept of willingneSs-to-pay may not adequately represent the nactuel",

valueito the user. Other factors such as..social barriers or organize- '

time' variables (see the discussion in the. latter part of Chapter 2)

''an invalidate willingness-to-pay as an indicator or private benefits.

Types of Benefits
1

Time/effort sav&g /(Compared with

alternative way4- to obtain information)

Data quality (precision', accuracy)

Data reliability (low,risk to use)

Data or service, uniqueness

7-----'
Intrinsic value of the information

(relative)
---

)Codification Of'knowl4dge

Second order benefits
(e.g., arising from
p 'rivate benefits)

These might arise, for example, as private benefits to one firm ok
individual have subsequent benefits on other firus or individuals;

resulting in a kind of "multiplier effect" which reflect the indirect

"benefits accruing to society.
-71

There is' at least Some support for generalized propositions-about

social factors which-influence potential IAC users. These social fac-

tors particularly are apparent when there are charges for. IAC services.

lk potential user, especially an engineer who-has been hired to be

a specialist in a particular technical 'area,, may be reluctant to

"reveal his. inadequaCY" by requesting information from an IAC. If there

is a charge for the service, the engineer's lack of knowledge is made

visible if he has to request authorization to expend money for the out-

side service.

Another social factor related to the user's organizational context
;.4

isr-tile concept of the information gatekeeper: There is evidence to

support. the notion that certain individuals in an organization act as

)

x
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"information, t Iteprs", providing information to Other individual )

tattle organization. 1They perform this.function without formalrecot- .../.

)mitidn of their status and with no forMial spot in the .organization chart .

,.....
k-7

If an IAC charges a fee for its service, and if an organization's -gate;*"
/

keeper does not have the authority to purchase information servlices,/

then the IAC service may tend to be Underutilized. In -this case, rather

.
i

,

than facilitating the flow of technical information, the /g acts
// 7 /

as an informal barrier to effective utilization of an information re-

;

/

source.

/
/

Another social factor related to IAC utilization/1/s the
possible.

.

resentment, of IAC personnel to having to assess a f affoi their service.

'Many IAC persOnnel may be reluctant to promote or qpicour,ge utilizationi, , ..

. of a service for which they must-asseas and con ota fee. This reluc-

tance 'As a carryover from days when information' Wasconsidered to be a

. .

freely. accessible, freely available-, public good.
. /

,-

,....

Although any generalizations about IAC secs have many exceptions,

several observations summarize th'e criteria that a model of IAC service

demand should-satiify. These observations include:

- Apparent low willingness -to -pay for IAC services by

potential and actual IAC users;
.

.

- Apparent high elasticity of demand, i.e., a seemingly

small increase in pride tends to produce a relatively

large drop in demand for.an'IAC service;

Small quantity of IAC service actually demanded (based

on the size of the potential market for IAC services,

the utilization of the service seems-particularrysmall);

- Knowledgeable indiVidualk who are informed about IAC

services but, who appear tb underutilize the services;

- High "real" value.of IAC3s,ervicee, in contrast to-the

low apparent willingness -to -pay and low utilization of

IAC services:
.4"

'IAC users typically are scientists, engineers, and technicians

engaged in technical pursuits. Chapter 6 reviews the characteristics

of IAC services which these users believe are important.

xi
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The characteristics of information and information channels judged

to.be important to the potential and actual'aAC user include: cost,-.

accuracy, currencyrresponse time, ease oraccess, ease of use, tech

nical.quality, coverage-of the. topic, underStandability, fortat, media,
.

recall, and relevance. Currently available evidence is insufficient
-

to define-the relationships among these characteristics or to deduce

the relative value IAC users place an these characteristics. It is
. ,

recommended that further research be undertaken to establish the relative

values of these characteristics, especially those characteristics which

are uniquely associated with IAC services.

Optimum Service Levels

Chapter 5 develops a mathetatical economic model that could be a-

prescriptive tool for policy and decision making. The model is a

supply/demand model of,an IAC which provides two services, handbooks and

inquiry response. The basic model accounts for a number of diverse and

apparently contradictory facts and observations about IAC's and shows

these to be consistent ` with rational economic behavior.

The approach is a mathematical formulation'of costs, revenues,

demands, and benefits by IAC operations (using handbooks and inquiry

response as example services).- The Lagrangian multiplier technique is

utilized-,to determine and compare implicit optimal values of the deci-,,

sion variables from the IAC managers' viewpoint and from society's

viewpoint. Two optimal-solutions are found: one from society's view -"

point and one from the managers'. viewpoint. In general,\these two

solutions will not be identical, illustrating the potential incompati

bility'between incentives foi'r the IAC manager and.for socially ideal

investment in IAC services. (These incompatibilities are discussed.in

further detail in Appendix C).

Implementation of the optimum decision demands considerable emipOr-

ical research. to speCify the detailed functional forms and parameter

values in the model. Numerical approximation techniques can then be

used to solve the set of equations.

xii
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Igpatts of Technology

reseatti) effort vial',,
`"*-11 ...Chapters..? and 8 Summerizethe results of

.-

;examined the impacts of technological trends aid
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1
microfiche reader (PAM),:and a scenario including-terminal-to-terMinal

confOrencing: The cost benefit model was applied to theSe-three scen-

%,;-

arioW'and compared-with-the model results for 1975. Because the model
,..

more carefully accounts for cost; the 1985 scenarios,eXhibit more

- , impacts oncost than they do on benefits. This indicates-, that the

E impact of technology on benefits will' not be on the lower bound of ben-

-1"
efits, but is likely to be further reaching, resulting in additions

individuals having access to IAC services.
, 4

In genefal, the impacts of technology,seem to be less on the dis-

tinguishYn'g characteristics of an IAC (evaluation, 10to analysiS, and

synthesis) and.on IAC management functions than on other funetiong.

This suggests that IAC operations, although affected by technological

change, will continue to have as their basis the key element of human

judgment.

Summary of Recommendations

IAC Accounting Systems. It is recommended that IAC managers and

`,,administrators continue to review their accounting systems and to make

the necessary changes-to'provide for meaningful, 'consistent allocation

of major cost items, including professional staff tini&, to particular

, service or product outputs. (The DLA-administered IAC's have two com-

monlsystem oriented toward these objectives).

Additional Research Efforts. 'It is recommended that additional

'research effort be undertaken to develop an improved understanding of '

the perceiVed benefits of, and value attributed to,'IAC services. The

research should eventually include experiments ttiat establish relation-

ship,' ,.

s'between service prices and the demand for the service," However,

,-

intermediate reselre0-should establish (1) the relationships among
_

information service characteriStics and (2) the'relative value IAC

users place on the different clusters of characteristics. Such re-,

search, especially on the unique characteristics of IAC functions, will

continue to be important, even with changing information technology and

technological innovations.,

xiv
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INTRODUCTION .

Background

The National Science Foundation's Division of-Science Information

(formerly the Office of Science Information SerVice) emphasizesirthe

development of concep \ s an& data on the economics of scientific and

technical information ommunication. The research effort described in

this report originated from program solicitation NSF 74-38, Category 4,

.which was directed toward the "Economic Characteristics of Scientific

and Technical Communication." The project focused on the economic

characteristics of Information Analysis Centers (IAC's)...:

An IAC is a specialized information center. More specifically, it

is

"...a formally structured organizational unit specific-
ally(but not necessarily exclusively) established for
the purpose of acquiring, selecting, storint,'retrieving,
evaluating, analyzing, sand synthesizing a body of infor-
mation and/or-data in a clearly defined specialized field
or pertaining to a specific mission with the intent of.
-compiling, digesting, repactkaging-, or otherwise organiz-
-int and wsentAng pertinent information and/or data .iii
a form mstt authoritative, timely, and useful to a society
of .peers!:; management.P1*

Additional discussion on the distinguishing characteristics of IAC's,

IAC services, and IAC users is'included in Chapter 2.

Many IAC's were developed in the 1960's when the pP4014#1g concept

was that of information as a free public commodity: Recet?yAhese

ters, their users, and their sponsors have begun to face the increasing

conviction that information is a commodity which should be paid for by

the user. The Department of Defense, which originated and still spon-

sors many IAC's instituted a policy in 1968 that called for centers

to charge for their services and by 1972 to be recovering at least,

50% of contract face value.
2

The implementation of this policy

emphasized the need for an understanding of the economic impacts and

implications of poliCY and decision options relating to the providing

Superscriptnumbers correspond to references listed at the end of each
chapter. A bibliography is included in Appendix A.

1.
1



and financing of IAC services. The research' effort described in this

report was intended to contribute to such an understanding.

Purpose and Objectives

The purpose of the research effort is to improve the economic

information available for formulating policy and making decisions

regarding IAC's and IAC services. The objectives are:

I. The development of a set of concepts and procedures which

can be used to perform cost benefit studies of information

service centers;.

2. The application of these concepts and procedures to address

crucial issues of mix, levels, and pricing of information

services provided by IAC's; and

3. The determination of the sensitivity of the results of

the applications to possible developments and innovations

in communication technology.

_
The intent of the project is to develop usable tools for IAC

managers and IAC policy formUlators which are based on sound economic

principles. The research effort includes the development of cost and

benefit measures for information services and the application of thesd

measures to issues of optimum levels, mix, and pricing of IAC services.

Report Overview

- The remainder of this report is divided into 8"chapters and 5

appendixes. Chapter 2 examines IAC activities, provides a necessary

background fOr analYzing7 IAC economics, and summarizes the observa-

tions about IAC operations and user behavior which the economicmodels

should explain.

Chapter 3 establishes the conceptual frameworic.for modeling the

demand for IAC services. This framework provides a basic demand model

that is consistent with the observations about the demand for IAC

services.



Chapter 4 describes the practical procedures one can use to cal-.

culate IAC costs and a lower bound on IAC benefits. This chapter also

demonstrates these calculation procedures aid preents the results of

an analysis of the sensitivity of the model to changes in parameter values.

Chapter 5 describes an IAC user decision model. This model comple-
.

ments the model, described in Chapter 4, providing a probabilistic formu-

lation of user behavior that is consistent with observations about IAC1

service demand and user behavior.

Chapter 6 addresses the question of how IAC users value the various

characteristics or attributes '(e.g., cost, timelihess, accuracy) of IAC

services. This chapter summarizes relevant user, studies and other infor-

mation about the relative values of information service characteristics.

Chapter 7 summarizes an effort that identified which technological

e--innovations and trends may impact onaparticular functions, IAC activities,
a

"and services. This analysis provided a basis for selecting particular

innovations for a4ditional study. x:D

Chapter 8 examines the economic impacts of two innovations: exten-

sive availability of terminals permitting terminal to terminal conferenc-

ing among researchers, and a new type of microfiche reader which would. be

;Wdely accepted: and utilized (a "cuddly" microfiche reader). The results

of analyzing the impacts of these innovations indicate how sensitive

calculation procedures are to changes in communication technology.

Chapter 9 summarizes the findings and conclusions of the research

'effort. This chapter also outlines needed and potentially fruitful re-

search areas indicated by this project.,

Appendix A is an overview of the relevant titerature,, including an

annotated bibliography. Appendix 13 is a glossary of terms frequently

used in economic analysis and cost benefit analysis. Appendix C is a

background discussion on government funding of activities that otherwise

might be left to private enterprise. Appendix D is an overall-project

narrative and provides a generally chronological account of the research

process. Appendix E is a formulation for a method of pricing, or

allocating cysts, to joint products and services.

3
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2

INFORMATION ANALYSIS CENTERS AND THEIR USERS

4
Introduction and Highlights

The purpose of this chapter is to /provide background information.

on Information Analysis Centers (IAC'S) and their users. The intent'of
-4

this chapter is.to summarize information and concepts that will be useful

in understanding the significance'and limitations of the models described

in subsequent chapters.

The information in this chapter represents a synthesist of background

data-known prior to the project. Comments and opinions provided by members

of the Overview Committee during the project,,and observations of.the pro-

ject team during and subsequent to the. research effort. The chapter

includes descriptions. of IAC activities, functions, products, and
1,

°services, and brief discussions, of different IAC mission emphases.

The chapter also includes a. summary discussion on potential and actual

IAC users.

Highlights include:

- The IAC concept, although not new, received considerable" emphasis

during the 1960's, with over sixty (of the approximately 108 feder-

ally sponsored) IAC's being formed during the period 1960, to 1969;

- IAC's currently are facing issues concerning roles, services, and

financial support;

- IAC's,.as distinguished from other information service centers, are
,

characterized by analytic, evaluation, and synthesis functions and

not just the screening, indexing, storage, retrieval, and repack'aging

of information;

- IAC utilization and benefits depend, among other factors, on the

information needs of the user, the availability of oth4 resources,

and social factors;.

-.The demand for IAC services appearsto,exhibit a high price elasti-7

city, and,potential users seem to show awillingness7to-pay that is

low compared with the actual value ofIAC'services.



Background ,

As defined by,a panel of the Committee on Scientific and Technical,

Information-(COSATI)
1

, an Information Analysis Center provides information

,services that are characterized by evaluation, analysis, and synthesis by

subject specialists. (Chapter 1 provides the complete definition of an IAC.'

The subjects range from brain informAion (the Brain Information Service
R.

at the UCLA SchoOl of Medicine ) to x-ray attenuation coefficients (X-ray

'Attenuation' Coefficient Information Center at tke National Bureau of

Standards),.

The IAC concept is not new - as many as thirteen of what are now called

IAC's were formed by the Federal Government before the'beginning of this

/
century.

2 However, 70% of the IAC's listed in the Directory of Federally

Sponsored Information Analysis Centers have been formed since 1960.

During the 1960's,the IAC concept achieved considerable prominence; at

least 62 IAC's weft formea'between 1960 and 1969
1

. The underlying motiva-

tion for establishing and continuing these Information Analysis Centers

was the proposition that existing information systems were inadequate for

users in other disciplines and frequently were inadequate'-even to meet the

needs of users wit n the discipline. The publication of"research and devel-

opmentresults was leading to an explosion of data and concomitantidifficul-

ties'of identifying which data were relevant to a particular problem and

distinguishing between valid data and data of questionable validity. Another

motivation to develop the specialized information collection and dissemina-
.

tion.services which would be provided by-AC's was the increasing avaiiabil-
*

ity'of automated equipment. -The -use of automated data handling equipment,

it was believed, could lower-the cost of me:eting the user needs.for access-7

ibility of relevant information and assurhnce,of the'quality of the dnformation..

However, the t,otal?Cost of such equipment was high and the "market" was

disaggregated. ,:Consequently, Sponsors of IAC's' (many of 'them federal agen-:

cies such as the Department of Defense) were necessary in order to establish

C

the IAC's.

.Recently, however, the rationale for establishins and maintaining IAC's

-with. Federal funding has not been so clear. .With the disbanding of COSATI and. its

6
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panel on Information Analysis Centers, there is no longer-a central

government-wide focus on IAC functions and probleEs. .tonsequentlY,

the IAC's are facing several issues:.

- What roles should the IAC's perform? Have these roles Changed,-

particularly.in view of the apparent International role of the

' Committee on Data for Science and Technology (cODATA) in perform -

ing the:data evaluation function?

- What services should the IAC's be providing? Should they Provide

the, current services or are there other services which would be

more beneficial to the users? .' ,

- How should the IAC's be supported? Should there be user charges,
..,' .

and, if-so, how should they be determined? ...

:The research effort described in this. report was intended to Provide
F

a framework for structuring economic data,that could assist in resolving-'

these issues.1...at should be_noted, however, that economic data are only

6 one consideration; the issues may involve inter alia, dimensions of national

defense, and national policy: .7

IAC Functions, Products, and Services

IAC's maybe quite diverse. ,Some-are relatively small operations,

having only one or two professional staff members who often are shared

with a larger organization. Other LAC's,,such as the National Environmen-

tal Satellite Service with 557 full time staff members, represent substan-

tial organizational entities by themselves. However, all IAC's have the

distinguishing 'characteristic of prOlading some degree of analysis and

evaluation of the-data they collect, store, and repackage.' consequently,

all IAC's share some commonality in activities Ana functi

IAC Functions. The, primary IAC functions may be. abstracted from the
= .

definition.Of an IAC (see Chapter 1,)-and from observing IAC activities,

These primary 'functions,` diagrammed.an'Figure 1, include::

- identifying and acquiring diCaents, data, and information;
0

scanning and screening;

- evaluation of data and information;
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- performing research to fill identified gaps in

knowledge;

Tindexing and storage;

ici.tion 'with other data bases;

mating the needs, demands, and costs of

cular information dissemination opportuni-

ties;'and

the retrieval, screening, repackaging, and

dissemination of the evaluated data.

The critical function of-an IAC is the analysis, or evaluation,

function. This evaluation/analysis aspect distinguishes an IAC from

'other information-centers or 'libraries which may provide data collec-

tion, storage, retrieval, and repackaging services. Note that the

feedback loop in Figufe 1 indicates that an IAC may perform research

to fill gaps in knowledge which may be identified by this critical

evaluation function. The screening function is performed twice: once

before the data or information is stored, again after retrieval but

before the information is disseminated to the user.

IAC Products and Service6.-* Table 1 lists eight basic categories

of IAC_products and services. This list includes both customized ser-

vices (individualized for a particular group, organization, Or person,

such as a responSe,to an inquiry) and products provided for a large

number of users (aimed at a "mass market", such as a handbook or data-
.

book). Not every IAC offers each of the types of products/services,

but most IACIs furnish several of the products/services shown in the

r.

-.table. Definiti ns of these products/servides may vary, but the follow-

ing paragraphs` indicate generally accepted distinguishing characteris-

.

Handbooks or databooks typically include data, which may be

numerical, on physical constants, mater roperties, or techniques

which have been established by research or prac e. These books gen-

erally are intended.to be used as reference books by a atively wide

audience..

a:

9
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Table 1. IAC-Products and Services,s7;

Handbooks /Databooks

State of the Art Reviews

Critical Reviews and Technology Assessments

Bibliographies

Responses to Inquiries

Current Awareness Services/Newsletters

Workshops/Seminars

Symposia. Proceedings

Also in magnetic tape form

State of the Art Reviews (SOARS) summarize the state of development

of a particular technology or technical area. Like the handbook, SOARS

typically are intended for a wide audience; they provide a snapshot of'the

limits of current knowledge in a particular field. )

Critical Reviews and Technology Assessments are similar to staid of

the art reviews but may go beyond evaluation of the current'satus of a

*technology. These documents may include a critical assessment of thew
limiting factors in a

,
research or technical area. -The terta -"technology

%
assessment", ratr..than eferring to the identification and evaluation

of'socialandseconcrordeeffects,impli-esmorean.assessmentofthe,status ....

and potential future of the technology;,it may include aspects 'd'f assess
* ,

.ment sibilat. to a technology forecast.
4
...e

Bibliographies typically are annotated or include brief abstracts. A

bibliography may be prepared in response to a request from an individual

or it can be prepared by the IAC for distribution to .a potentially large

number of users before there is an actual demand for it.

Responses,to.Inquir , or the "inquiry response" serViCe, is, by

definition, a customized service. The capability to provide a response to
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a telephone or mail inquiry was a key factor in the rationale for

establishing many Department of Defense (DoD) IAC's.

Current Awareness Services/Newsletters typically are aimed at groups

of IAC users, though perhaps not at as broad an audience as the handbooks.

In some instances, selective dissemination of information (SDI) services

are provided to further screen the information that an IAC user receives

regularly (e.g., a monthly list of new document acquisitions in the user's

area of interest).

Workshops/Seminars sometimes are provided for IAC users and,others

to learn of new technical developments, to establish standards or achieve

consensus on procedures or needs. An IAC may-sponsor such workshops or

seminars and may publish Symposia Proceedings of these and other meetings.

A study of IAC services must recognize the opportunity for, and-like-

lihood of, interactions among the services. Consequeas.W, analyses of IAC's

must examine the services collectively rather than singly. An obvious

example of service interactions is that of joint costs: an IAC, once it

has established a data base, can respond to inquies, produce biblio-

graphies, an produce handbooks utilizing this data 'base. A more subtle

example relate to the demand for services: an IAC ch publishes and

disseminates widely a comprehensive handbook may find reduction in the

number of inquiries it receives. Similarly, a poor handbook"may have little 4

impact on the number of inquiries and a com-Prehtnsive,well edited, handbook

may have a significant impact.

Types of IAC's. Different IAC's.maY place different emphases on the

various functions, and these different emphases may result from significant
,L4

differences in objectives. andr'tYPes of users being served. Three- different

-categories of IAC's may be distinguished: mission oriented, discipline

oriented, and synoptic/census bureau.

A mission oriented IAC typically serves a particular set of users;

addressing problems which may involve more than one technical discipline.

For example, the TaCtical Technology Center at Battelle focuses on techno-

logy related to tactical warfare; its subject areas include weapons, muni-

tions, armor, mobility and logistics, operations analysis, surveillance,

communications and electronics, socio-technicil sciences, and ecological

sciences.

11



A discipline oriented IAC emphasizes the review, analysis, assess-
.

ment, and synthesis of information within a particular discipline and may

serve diverse users. For example, the Thermophysical Properties Research

Center at Purdue focuses on information such as thermal conductivity,

thermal contact resistance, specific heat, viscosity, and reflectivity.

A synoptic IAC handles large quantities of data, often in raw form,

in areas such as oceanography and atmospherics. For example, the Bathy-

thermogyaph Data Processing and Analysis Facility at the Scripps Institute

of Oceanography has over 675,000 bathythermograph temperature-,,data readgs

in its holdings.

Each,of these types of IAC's may choose to narrow its scope by

selectively_emphasizing particular functions or data sources. As examples,

some IAC groups work primarily with formal published research literature;

other IAC groups emphasize problem solving and utilize as inputs both the

formal published literature and other sources such as government and

industry reports; and still other IAC groups emphasize research on raw

observations and empirical data. Another way of categorizing IAC's is

according to the stage of development of the technical area being served,

and this categorization may help characterize the role of the IAC. For

example, an IAC serving a technical area_ which is just emerging as a'well-

defined focus of research may, in essence, act^as a formalized clearing -.

house for the "invisible college" of researchers performing work in that

technical area. In a more established and less' rapidly changing technical

area, an IAC may serve as the archival repository for authoritative facts

gorobservational data. cause the role may differ-in the different stages

'of technological develtpment,_the benefits of an IAC may be substantially-
different within the different categories of IAC. 0

IAC Users

IAC Aers are at least as diverse as the IAC's they utilize, and

therefore it is difficult to offer meaningful generalizations about "IAC

Users". However, some concept of IAC service demand is necessary in order

to develop useful economic models. Consequently, .this section reviews what

is known and perceived abo IAC users through observations and relevant

user studies, stipulating t at the generalizations are not universally

applicable and that many exce tions may exist.

44.
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User Studies. The user of scientific and technical information (the

STI user) has been studied through numerous "user studies" over the past

fifteen years. Chapter 6 reviews and synthesizes some of the ones rele-

vant to IAC operation. One particular study warrants further mention in

this chapter: a Defense Logistic& Agency (DLA) study of DoD IAC users
4

(DLA administers -eight IAC's for DoD). DSA examined two aspects of IAC

users: their level of satisfaction with IAC services and their STI needs.'

For the first aspect, a survey established (1) 69% of the respondents..

were partially or.completely unaware of,the existence and'services of the

IAC's; of the remaining 31% of the respondents, (24 95% were satisfied

with the technical fields covered by the IAC's, and .(3) 93% were satisfied

with the products and services offered by the IAC's. (The firsrfinding

stimulated the initiation of new programs to increase the ness of

IAC's among DoD" scientists and engineers)..

Another survey aimed .at identifying jab' related STI needs of DoD

scientists. and engineers. This survey established that almost.three-

fourths of .the respondents experienced difficulty in locating, obtaining

and using STI. The STI needs.focussed on facts, data, constants, or

other research findings rather than other types of STI. (This finding,

supported the recommendation that DLA increase the number of handbooks,

databoCks, and state -of -the -art reports).

Social Factors. There is at least superficial', face validity to

several generalized propositions about social faCtors which influence .

potential IAC, users. These social factors arise, from the work environ-

ment of the potential user, particularly if there is a fee assessed for

utilizing iniAC-service.

A poteltial user, especially an engineer who was hired to be a spec-

ialist in a particular technical area, may be reluctant to "reveal his

ignorance" by requesting. information. from an IAC. More' precisely, he may

be reluctant to,reveal his ignorance by requesting funds (or an authori=

zation for an expenditure) for an'infOrmation service outside his own

organization. By having to request funds, the engineer's need for assistance



becomes visible, and he no longer may be perceived as knowing everything

.
he needs to know to perform his job.

Another factor related to the service charge is the pgssible resent-

ment of IAC personnel to having.to assess the fee for service. The concept

of providing.information as a free%service persists, and IAC staff are

not immune. Consequently, IAC personnel.may be reluctant t promote or

encourage the utilization Of a service for,which they must assess and

collect a fee.

A third sdcial factor is related to Tom Allen's concept of the infor-

mation gatekeeper, who acts as a clearinghouse for STI information within

an organization.
5 Because the gatekeeper is part of the informal organiza-

tional structure, he ,may not have the authority to purchase outside infor-

mation services.. ( An exception would be the gatekeeper who also was the

organization's lAarian.) Consequently, the IAC might tend to.be under-
,-

utilized with the gatekeeper acting as.an informal barrier to direct IAC

utilization by the individual needing the information.

These three factors, to the extent that,they operate within. the

potential IAC user's environment, all tend to reduCe the utilization of

IAC services.' They tend to prevent information needs from being translated

inlo actual demands for information services.

User Typology. Our understanding of (potential and actual) IAC users

is inadequate to permit the design of a meaningful typology, but any such

typology probably would include the following dimensions:.

- Informational requirements/situational needs. TWO eases may be

distinguished. In one casvil the user desires background informa-

tiOn that has no immediate utility. .Information such as that desired

to maintain technical proficiency and current awareness has.been

termed "nutritional information"
6

In .the other case, the user is

attempting to resolve an issue or to solve a problem; the utility

'of the informatio'n is determined by how well it helps solve the

)problem. The benefits of information services are.likely.to be

measured, or at least perceived, differently in the two cases.' For

example, information used In solving a problem will have relatively

well - defined requirements of timeliness (U'rgency), reliability/

confidence, accuracy, and precision.
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- Informational resources. Rather than examine potential users

accoiding,to the size of the employing organization, it seems more

relevant to consider the. informational resources available other

than the IAC. A potential user with an effective in -house infor-'.

oration service, ceteris paribus, will be less likely-:to utilize_

,IAC services than a potential user without the availability,vf..

such a service. Als6 included in this dimension,is the-nature
. .

of the information "market" in the-technical area of need. If

the .IAC effectively is the, only source for the needed information

service, then the potential user faces a different situation than

if there are several optional sources for the service.

- Financial resources and procedures. AssUming an IAC charges .a

fee for its services, a potential user who has no'discretionary.

funds or who has to justify expenditures for outside information

services is less likely to utilize an IAC service than a,potential

user who does not have these financial constraints. -

- State of knowledge/awareness- A potential user who. is technically

up-to-date in the IAC's field of competence may be fess. likely to,
g

-'utilize an IAC.service than one who. has greater information needs.

However, a potential user whO is ignorant or unaware of the benefits

' of IAC services is not likely to become an actual .user until..-he

recognizes the benefits..

- User's perception regarding the nature of the expense. The expense

of utilizing an IAC service may be perceived either as a-problem-

solving expense or as a capital expenditure. This perception

-might indicate the decision process that a. potential user engages

to decide whether or not to utilize the IAC service. ,(This dimension

could be,related, i.e.,'-nonorthogonal, to'the informational require-
.,

ments dimension discussed above.)

Summary:, Criteria for IAC. User Models.' Recalling.the stipulation'at the

beginning of this section, that manyexceiptions may exist to any genetali-

zations about IAC users, the following observations ("stylized facts")

summarize the facts that an economic model of IAC service.demand should
c

address. These criteria, although seemingly contradictory 'in some cases,"
0
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seem consistent with observations and the limited research findings

'on the demand for. IAC services or for information services in general,

- Apparent low willingness-to-pay for IAC,servicesby potential

and actual IAC users. Subsequent to the initiation of fees for

.

services after a period of free services, the number of requests

for service drops substantially. (In some cases, the center

experiences only a temporary drop in demand which later grows at

approximately the same rate as before the initiation of fees.

In othe cases, the demand has remained low.). Similarly informa-

tion center managers have reported that a significant number of

requests for information are cancelled when the requestor is in-

7,8,9
formed of the charging/fee policy.

- Apparent high elasticity of demand. Similar to the above observa-

tion, a seemingly small'increase in price tends to produce a rela-

...tively large drop in demand.

- Small quantities of IAC services actually demanded. This observation

is-a judgment based on the size of the potential market. for IAC

services. (It.pay reflect primarily a lack of awareness of the

availability of the services.)

- Knowledgeable individuals who are informed -about IAC services but

who appear to undertitilize these services. As opposed to someone

who is unaware of an IAC, this observatiOn
concernspotential users

who are well informed but do not utilize IAC's for other reagons,

such as the social factor mentioned above, or the lack of appropriate

financial resources or authorization. 10,11

- Apparent "realyalue Of IAC.services; Anecdotal. .evidence H. tuggests

that IAC services-have
high Valueta the user, in contrast to the

lOw-(apparent) willingness to-pay -And.16'w'utilizati
of IAC services,.

Interactions among service:demands. This is a postulate that has
.

. face validity; examples include, (1) the reduction or demand for an

inquiry response
ser11tyic&subsequent to the publicaC,n1 of a handbook,

and (2) the stimulus for the publication of a stare .f. the art review,

handbook, or bibliography arising from a high ntimbec of inquiries

regarding a particular subject or technical question.

16'
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3.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK: THE DEMAND FOR IAC SERVICES

Uction and H. hli hts

This chapter presents the concepts necessary to establish the

basis for cost benefit analyses of informaEion analysis centers.

The chapter includes a brief discussion of the model approach,

criteria which the conceptual framework must meet,%an outline of

the economic model, and a discussion of-the implicatiOns of the

model.

Highlights of the chapter include:

.
A conceptual framework which is consistent both

with observations
about-thetdeMand for IAC services

and with fundamental economicprinciples;

A potential'user:submodel which characterizes demand

fem. IAC services as a residual (excess), risk- averse

demand;.

'7 Graphical desCriptions of tie potential user: sub7-,

model and theeconomls model ofthe I.AC; and

Model..1mplications WhiCh:indude:episteMO1olical,

.1Ong-rangenear term, .and` iMmediate considerations.

Irtznedizit iMplications include the..basis

lines for calculating an estimated lower bound on IAC

benefits.

The,,Model Approach

The conceptual approach adopted for this study is economic

modeling of the IAC and the.(potential and actual) IAC user. Similar

to systemS modeling in any research effort, modeling of the IAC-IAC

user system accomplishes several objectives:

1. underStanding.- of the key elements and behavioral

assumptions, of how these elements and assumptions

interact in the, system's operation;

18
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measurement CabilitY-- by,circumscribing and

explaining system behaviorithe model identifies

items which require measurement and suggesesmethods

of-meaturihg-thete items;

3. requisite data - the model identifies what data

are necessary and-what data may be ignored.for

analyzing particular issues;

4: simulation capability - the model permits the

evaluation- of different policies.by determining the

outcome of alternative sets of assumptiohs and

parameter values in 'a prescribed, consistent manner;-

optimization possibility - the model parameter may

be varied to determine as optimum operating point;

if the model adequately represents reality, the

results may beused to set optimum operating conditionS

for the actual system; and

new results/extensions - by integrating all the parts .

of the systeM, the model may suggest previously un-

recognized reSuitt and policies which extend beyond

Ihe 'original scope of the model alone.

Model Criteria

In constructing models for specific systems, the approach is

to work from a general framework,' spPlicable to.a wide class of

phenomena, to ;a model which .ccoinstg^-for.the'observat.ions on, and

facts about, the particular system. The particular observations (or

"stylized facts" as they are called in economic growth literature)

for the IAC-IAC user system include those listed below. These are

summarized from the project team's observations, from observations

and comments from the uembers of the Overview Committee, and from

comments and observations from IAC managers and staff members.



(Chapter 2 discusses the background from which these observations are

distilled). The constructed model must, as a. minimum, be consistent
.

with these observations:

1. Low willingness-topay by actual and potential users

of IAC services;

2. High elasticity of demand for IAC services;'

3. Small quantities of IAC services demanded;

4. The existence of individuals who are knowledgeable

and informed about IAC's but who are non-users or

underusers of IAC services;

5. High "real" value of IAC services; and
.

6. Interaction among the'demands for different services; in.

particular, reduced demand for other'services with

creased handb k sales.

Model Framework

The principal. component of the IAC system model is the (Potential).

user sub-model. His demand for IAC services is modeled as a

residual (br excess), risk- averse demand:. It is a residual demand

because each user can, to some extent, supply himself-with' Information

similar to_that which an IAC supplies, and the'demand for IAC services

is thus the 'Iresidual",'or'"excess" demand. (Ironically

vidual'.s ability to supply himself, and thus avoid using the IAC, may.

depend on the quality of the IAC'shan

The model ,initially assumes that

sources for information of equivalent

dbook).

the potential user.has several

quality and is motivated solelY

by.eConotic efficiency : 'He thus makes .the decision on!the quantity

of-information,he purchases and chooses his supplier (IAC.or self)-Ot
r

on an economic basis. (Note that "self" supply can represent ali'non-

IAC alternatives,with no. loss of generality):

Figure 2-illustrates a potential user's supply and demand curves

for information: One supply curve (labeled "no Handbook"))1a a user's

marginal cost of self7Supply without an IAC handbook and the other

supply curve- (labeled "with Handbook") is.th't user's marginal cost
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of self- supply Ifith the IAC handbook. The latter is to the right of

the former,indicating that possessing an IAC haAdbook reduces the

cost of self-suPP1

Nork assume the user has no IAC handbook, and the IAC charges a price

of p* per unit of information service. Under these conditions, the user

will supply Q2 units himself (his supply curve is beneath the IAC price

for Q < Q2) and will:purchase -Q3 - Q2 unitslfrom the IAC. In general,

the model indicates that the demand for.IAC information services is the

difference between a user's demand and supply curves below their- inter-

section. Figiare 3 illustrates the demands for IAC services corresponding

to Figure 2,.. Note that the model, as described thus far, indicates the

following:

- the highest price a user is willing to pay for IAC services is

far more elastic than the demand for all information services;

- the user's possession of an IAC handbook reduces his demand

for (other) IAC services. (This latter statement is not surpris*ng,

since a handbook may be,'in a real sense, the product of experience

in other service's.) 4

The model as constructed above is a deterministic model with a

rational, optimizing user, and it already accounts for several of the

stylized facts for which it is intended. However, additional factors

must be added if the model is to account-for the remaining observations.

This is accomplished by developing a probabilistic model, and the assumptions

for such a model are summarized below..

First; assume that IAC services have a randomly distributed value,

and assume the user'periodically must "justify", his use of an LAC by

demonstrating to an "auditor" that over the preceding period the benefits'

from using the IAC have exceeded the costs. Assume the usersuffers a

penalty (perhaps only psychic) if, at' audit'time, benefits :do not'exceed

costs; and, moreover, he enjoys only a small reward if benefits-do exceed

costs. Under these circumstances, the user will be riskaverse. He may

_be willing to accept a,probability of perhaps only 5% that at audit time

benefits will not exceed costs. It can be easily shown that even if the

expected value of IAC use is positive, the user may never find the risk

22
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acceptable,particulary if audits'occur at frequent, intervals and the

opportunities for 'AC use are not frequent. This model illustrates the

ratiOnalityofsorrepotential users not to use an IAC, even though its

expected'long.run value is positive. (This result stems from the in-

stitutional justification process which IAC use often. entails).

Implications of the Model

The model summarized above accounts for all the "stylized facts"

initially presented and_thus serves as a convenient descriptive tool.

It also offers a useful framework for economic analyses of IAC's. The

utility as a framework seems to be evidenced at four distinct levels:

epistemological, long run applications, short run applications, and

immediate applications.

Epistemological. At this level, the model provides a rational,

internally consistent systemiiation of the bits and pieces of knowledge

of IAC economics. It provides a framework for additional speculation

and suggests potentially revealing experiments which could lead to

greater understanding of the demands for IAC services.

Long Run Applications. The model identifies concepts for which

measurement techniques must be developed, especially if optimization is

attempted. For example, an optimization model for IAC managers and

policy makers seeks to set what might be called_a "second best" price'

for IAC products and services. This "second best" price is a prAce

which is socially optimum Within a constraint, the constraint'being that

the IAC should break-even (revenues equal expenditures). Thus it is

necessary to haVe measures of service benefits, costs, and break-even

leVels in order to determine the desired service price.

Short Run/Near Term. Applications. The model focuses attention on, .

variables,far which data now do not exist but for which data should be

collected in the near future, especially for complete cost benefit analyses...

For example, historic data necessary .to construct'demand curves for IAC

services are sparse, and careful records of the number of users atdifferent

price levels should be kept.

s.
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diate Applications. The immediate utility of the model is as

a guide to a "first cut" cost benefit analysis, and later chapters of

this report emphasize this application. Figure 4 illustrates the con-

ceptual basis for a benefit model which provides a lower bound on benefits,

and the following discussion is based on this figure.

The total net benefits of an IAC re-represented by the region_cir-
_,

cumscribed by the points

ABCHJGF
Similarly, the net benefits from a handbook are represented by the region

outlined by

ABCDEF,
_ and the marginal net benefits of other services are represented by the

region

G E D. H J .

If Q
2
- Q.IQ' the demand for IAC services, ks small, then handbook use

accounts for the greatest portion of IAC benefits. The value.of handbook

use is the area between the supply (marginal cost) curves, and the

value can be calculated from the product

.
(cost savings per use)x(number of uses).

The next chapter describes in more detail procedures for calculating

the benefits and costs of IAC services. These procedures, based on the above

conceptual framework,-permit the IAC manager or policy maker to estimate

costs and benefits associated with an IAC service or with the entire IAC

operation. These calculation procedures are designed to provide a well-

'defined method that requires only a hand calculator,(preferably a program-
:,

mable calculatorr for efficient'operation.
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COST AND BENEFIT MODELS AND CALCULATION PROCEDURES

Introduction and Righlishts

The establishment and operation of an IAC result in costs and

benefits both to the direct users of the IAC and to society as well.

The ideal model would account for all the significant costs and bene-

fits, both private and social. The paucity of, and difficulty of ob-

taining reliable data, especially benefit data, or estimates from the

existing data renders such a model currently impractical. The models

described here quantify some of the benefits td the user of the IAC

and the costs of'providing IAC services. The models are intended to

be useful for decision making by IAC managers. The following sections

describe the objectives of/the models, review the cost benefit approach,

and Cleatribe the benefit and cost models, calculation procedures, and

some preliminary results.

'Chapte*i highlights include:

- Cost and benefit models that are consistent with fundamental

economic principles and that are simple, easy -to use (requir-

ing only a Iland calculator);

- A st'raightforwar'd fixd-plus-variable cost calculation procedure

based on cost component data that can be routinely collected

by an<1AC;

- A benefit calculation procedure based on estimates of the

. 'value of "user time; saved"; this yields,a,lower
bound on

estimated benefits from IAC services;

- Example baseline calculations using the, procedures indicate

that benefits exceed costs even for conservative, lower

bound estimates of benefits; and

- Sensitivity analyses indicate that (1) costs-are moderate,ly

sensitive to the assumed time 'horizon, IAC professionals'

salaries and time expended, and the allocation of fixed costs,

and V) benefits. are moderately sensitive to the assumed



time horizon and number of users per year (handbook) and more

sensitive to the (handbook) price charged by the IAC and to

the annual benefit (time saved) postulated for the user.

Model Ob ect es

The object v s of the benefit model parallel those of the cost

model. As such, each model is designed to answer four questions:*

1. What is the total benefit from (cost of) providing a

specified level of the particular services offered by the IAC?

-2. What is the change in total benefits (costs) which results from

a change in the level of a particular service?

3. What are the relationships among the benefits (costs) of

providing the various services, that is, (1)TiVen that the

IAC offers a particular set of services at specified levels,

what is the change in total benefits (costs) resulting from .

an increase or decrease in the level of one service, and-(2)

given that an IAC provides a particular -set of services, what

is the Change in total benefits (costs) resulting from the

addition or deletion of particular services fromthe set of

offered services ?. .

4. What are the impacts .on total, benefits (Lasts) of Implementing

particular innovations?

Review of the. Cost Beneffi Approach.
a

Cost beeefit analysis is a method 'for evaluating the relatiye

worth, or.value, of a particular decision, policy, or course Of .action

compared with other decisions, po cies, or actions. The evaluation is

based on economic measures of- the value of a project; these measures

may include cost or the benefit cost ratio, the paybatk period, and

net present value (NPV). For examining the economics of IAC's, NPV is

an 'appropriate measure.

The NPV of a project is a single number representing the net bene-

fits of all present and future resource flows, where future costs and

benefits are discounted to account for the decreased value of a future
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benefit or cost. (For example, it is evident that one would prefer

.'having $100 now rather than receiving $100 a year from now; having
, .

the $100 now permits its investment and its.being produCtive for a

year. If one is indifferent to S100 now and $110 a year froirThow,",.

then one's discount rate is .10, or 10%.).

A more precise forMulation for the net present value (NPVY. of

a project having costs C and benefits B now and thrOugh H future time

periods is

NPV = Bp -00
B1 -C14. B2 -C2

(l+d) (l+d)
2 (l+d)H

=
B
t Ct , where

t=0 (l+d)t

13' = benefit (positive resource flow)lin -time period t,

C
t
= cost (negative resource flow) in time period t,

d = discount rate; and

= time horizon (generally taken as the economt

lifetime of the project.)

Evaluation of two projects-, or.scenarios,,can be accomplished by

Computing the- NPV of the .iesource-floWs'for each of the projects,. and

the additionalllet benefitsof one over the other can be caitulated,b5iy

subtracting th&NPV of onecfrom the NPV of the other. However, because

the difference between the sums of two series is identical to the sum

of the differenceS between the series, the net benefits of one project

over another can be calculated by finding the NPV -:of, the differences

in costs-and benefits-between the twa projects. Similarly, one can

also cAculate the present value of the time stream of benefits and

compare this with the present -value of the time stream of costs; this

is the approach illustrated in the following sections. (Appendix B

is a glossary-which
includes terms used in cost benefit analyses.)

In performing the evaluation, two issues are important: costs and

benefits accruing to whom, and the choice of discount rate. These con-

siderations are discussed'in the folloWing paragraphs.
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Determining Costs and Benefits. For a particular project and a

particular decision context, two sets of individuals may be distiriguished:

a set, A, of individuals whose members will be affected by the project,
0

and a set; B, for whom the project is being conducted. Normally, sett,

A and B will not be- identical, and A, will not be 4a subset 'of B. If

this is the.case, then externalities, impacts not included in an'evalua-

tion of the impacts on the set B' for whom the project is intended, will

exist. Externalities can be particularly evident when one analyzes a

project (e.g., a-madufacturing operation) from an investor's viewpoint:

the actual cash flow enters into the analysis, but noncash costs (e.g.;

air, and water pollution) and benefits (city prestige and pride resulting

from the new Industry) are not included.

For the models presented in the following sections, the viewpoint

is.D.S. society{ .'Benefits and costs accruing to individuals and organi-

zations outside, the U.S.. are not included. Similarly, as discussed in

Appendix 'D the analysis quantifies only private/organizational'benefirS. ,

From Figure 5, for example, the benefits of the handbook can be

calculated from the difference between the "users' supply curve (without

the handbook)" and the IAC supply curve. Figure 5 can be interpreted

as a "snapshot" view of the aggregated supply and demand curves or of

the'supply and demand d6fVet7which a particular individual might perceive

at a given instant of time. Thus the benefitg.for a year would be esti-_
mated'by accruing the benefitt for each use over,the-number of:uses dur

ing the year- For each use o boOk4 tha benefit (the difference
,

between the Users''supply curve d the IAC supply curve) can'he estimated

to be the time saved (e.g., in' hou rs).multiplied by the value per unit

time (e.g., ourly salary rate of the IAC user times an 'overhead factor).

;The Present value of the'benefits from the-handbook. would, then le the

ditcounte4 stream of annual benefits summed, over the life of,the handbook.

Determining _the Discount Rate.,, 'For an analysis from a,sociatalview-th'

point, the-appropriate rate is the societal discount rate, representing

the degree to which society as a wholeigmilling'to give up present

consumption for future Consumption: Although.Congiderable-;research'and

debate are eVident, economists .generally : -have, concluded that calculating
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the _social discount rate is not amenable to economic analysis aloe -.
_ . .

Moreover,- there is no widely accepted, "correct" rate to. use in cost

benefit:analyses. '-Some analysts have argued EOr rates as lOw as

others have used the government loan repayment interest rate .(e.g.,

8.5%). For 'this project, a rate of .6% is used as a baseline rate,

but a sensitivity analysis indicates that the results. are relatively

insensitive to the assumed rate.

+IQ

'Benefit Model

Scope and Limitations. The benefit model, as presented in the

following paragraphs, can be used to address the first and second of the

questions. listed under the above section, "Model Objectives." The

model/subsequently :can be extended to address the third and fourth of

those questions.

The model utilizes' estimates of benefits based on the value of time

.saved as a result of using an /AC service, a private Or organizational)

benefit.' This estimate presumes that the- alternative information supply

" "self supply") ..Wciad.yield data or information. having quality equivalent

that provided by/the IAC. Because a ley role of the IAC is td assure

j
data quality (through

0 the functions of ana,lysis, evaluation,. and syn- '

thesis), there is,\Josrima facie, reason to believe that the IAC data would

have greater intrinsic value(e.g:i- there would.baless risk or uncertain-

tx associated with using-IAC'data). _Consequently,-this method of estimatr

irAbenefits is a lower bound on Whefits, at best; there might be other.

approaches which 41, establish a higherlower bound. 'However, even

with this limitation, this method. at least establishes a quantitative

estimate of benefits that is.consiatent -with fundamental economic princi-

.

pies and with a coneptual framework that can he a basis for subsequent

improvement.

Model Formulation. The. total benefits.in a giVen time period (to

/
. 7

risers of an IAC can be expressed as:
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B= E
raj

j=l 1=1 -'

where I A.
-

bji
= the net benefit to the i

th
user of the j

th
seivice.

mj = number of users of ,the j
th

service

k = number of services

Since it would be extremely difficult to determine the benefit to each user

of each service, the approach to simplify the calculation of total. benefits

is to estintte tle average benefit to each user and then-multiply this

:benefit by'the number of users. of the service. Using this approach, the-

expression for total benefits in a given year

where

B = El xi + ;2 m2 + bkmk

17)k
= average net benefit to each user of the kth service

)

mk
= number Of users.c4 the k

th service per time period

:- This approach `results in the total. benefits per time petiod. To .

.determine:theimet-presentvalne.(00 of future benefits, thebenefits in

Juture,Years Mustbe.\ iScounte8'uSing an appropriate discount faCtor: The

net present value of the stream of benefits can be'reOresented as'

where

*Ea

NPV
B

B
1

*B
Bh

(1+r)
1

(l+r)_,

B
h
= benefits to users in year h

r.= discount rate
4
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Alternatively, the net present value of -the benefits for each sermtce can

determined and then summed to give NPVB:

NPV
B

= NPV
1
+ NPV

2
+ NPV

k

where

NPVk .= present value of the-stream of net benefits

for the k
th

service.

For the purposes oe this model, the latter approach is used. The pro-

cedures for calculating the benefits of each service are outlined in

the following sections. ,

Benefit Calculations. The quantitative measure of benefits used

here is the time (and thus money) the user saves by utilizing an IAC

service rather than obtaining the information by alternative methods.

This approach_sesults in a lower bound on the benefits of an IAC because

it ignores the-value of the information to the useasand any benefits to

society that result from the existence and operation of the IAC.

Two. basic conditions arise in the consideration of the benefits'of

LAC services. In the first, the-benefit to the user in terms of/time saved

occurs only at the time the service is'provided (as does the cost of ob-
.

taining the service from the IAC). This. is the case for.inquiry.response

and bibliographic search services.. In the second case, the benefits may

continue to occur in later time periods even though the cost of obtaining

the service only occurs once. This is the case for handbooks and to some

extent for state of the art reports. In the first case, the IAC service

will normally be used once in answering'a specific question whereas in

the second case the user may refer to a handbook on several occasions over.

a period of years to answer,different questions,
.',

For the first case, he benefits per time period can be-calculated'

using the following rocedure:

).,..._ .
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1. Estimate the time (in hogs) the user saves by utilizing the

IAC rather than obtaining the information by alternative means.

2. Estimate the per hour value of this time to the user (e.g.,'

salary plus overhead).'

3. EStimite the cost to'the-user of obtaining. this information from

theIAC.

4. Calculate the benefit to each user by multiplying the results of

step (1) by the results of (2) and then subtracting the results'

of (3).

5. Estimate the number of users of the service during the time

period of interest (normally one year).

6. Calculate the benefits (per time period) by multiplying the

results of step (4) by the results of step (5).

The benefits for inquiry reSponse services and bibliographic search

services can be calculated for as-many future years as desired. This

stream of benefits can then be discounted using a suitable discount factor.

where

B
NPV

D(IR) (l+r) (l+2 2r) (l+r)h

ma) = net present value of benefitof inqu

response service

= benefits in yea h from .inquiiy response- service

r = discount rate

For.the second case,'a slightly different proCedure is-used since

benefits are assumed to continue. for as.many.yearS asthe handbook is,

useful, although the cost of purchasing.the handbookoccurS only once.

The proC'eatire to calculate benefits in any given. year.is as-follows:

1- -Estimate the cumulative sales of the handbook through the year

of interest.

2. Estimate the average number,of hours that the. handb#Ok saves1each user each year.
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3. Estimate the per hour value of this time to the user.-

4. Multiply the results of step (1) by-those of step '(2) and (3) to

obtain the gross benefit for the year of interest.

5. 'Estimate the sales of the handbook in the year of interest.
4141

6. Estimate the purchase price of the handbook.

7. Multiply the results of step (5) by the results of step (6).

8. Subtract the result obtained in step (7)-from the gross benefit

- step (4) - to obtain the net benefits to all users for that

year.

This procedure should be repeated for as many years as the handbook

is considered to be useful. The resulting stream of benefits is then

converted into the net present value of benefits using a suitable discount

factdr.

Preliminary Results. Applying the above procedures for a set of

reasonable estimated values yields initial estimates of benefits, and a

sensitivity analysis provides guidance on which estimates are most critical.

Table 2 presents the name of each model parameter, an assumed baseline

value for this parametera range of possible values, and the sensitivity

of the result of the model (NPV) to changes in this parameter for an,in-

quiry response service.' This sensitivity measure is defined as

NPV
P1 NPV! P1

-where

iP
1
= the change in 'parameter of interest

ti

P
1

= the baseline valueVof the -parameter of interest

NPV = the change in NPV due to change in P1

NPV = baseline value of NPV

The sensitivity is useful'iwassessingsth changes in the output of

the model,to changes
in-parameter'values,' ThUS, if the sensitivity of the

model to a certain parameter is'1.9, then a 10% change in the value of that



Table 2. Benefit Model Parameters - Inquiry Response

Baseline Expected

Parameter Value Range of Values Sensitivity

Time Saved Per Use (Firs) 5 0 - 16 IND

//-
Number of_Uses Per Year 1 0 - 10

Value Per Hour ($) _15 5 - 30

Annual Benefit ($) 75 10 - 100 3.0

Price Charged by IAC ($) 40- 0 - 1000

Number of Users Per Year 1000 100 - 3000 1.0

Discount Rate (2) 6 3 -12 -0.3

Time Horizon (Yrs) 10 5 - 20 0.7

.T?

NPVB (Using BO,seline Values $257,603



parameter (from baseline value) will change the output of the model by

19% (from the baseline value).

Note that the first three parameters in the table houis saved

peruse, number of uses per year, and value of time saved per hour - are

combined to obtain the annual benefit to each user and that the sensitiv-

ity is expressed in terms of this annual.benefit rather than the three'

parameters separately. As the data in the table demonstrate, the results

of the model (at the baseline) are very sensitive to estimated annual

benefits and to cost to the user of inquiry services, while the results.

are relatively insensitive to choice of discount rate or'to time horizon

considered. Using' the baseline values for all the'parameters listed,

the net present vale (per user) of the inquiry response service is $258:

Similarily, Table 3 presents parameters, baseline parameter values,

ranges of parameter values and sensitivities for the benefit model for

handbooks produced and sold by an IAC. As with t e inquiry response

the_handbook model is sensitive to the esti to of annual benefits

to each user: It is most sensitive to the lifetime of the handbook. It

is relatively insensitive to the cost of the handbook (sales of handbook

held constant) and the discount rate used. Using the baseline values of

the parameters listed, the net present value per handbook sold is $44.
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Table 3. Benefit Model Parameters - Handbook

Parameter
Baseline Expected

Value 'Range of Values Sensitivity

Time Saved Per Use (Hrs)

Number of Uses Per Year

2

el

,
P - 16

0 - 10

41=

Value Per Hour ($) 15 ,5 -: 30 .

,,,

Annual Benefit for Each User ($) 30 10.- 1000 1.7

Cost of Handbook ($) 35 5 - 100 -0.7

Lifetime of Handbook (Yrs) 5 2 - 10 2.4-1'

Total Number of Handbooks Sold 1000 100 -' 20,000. 1,0

Discount Rate (%) 6 '' . 3 - 12 -0.2

Percent of Total Sales by Years 115%;2-25%i
3-25%;4-20%;
5 -15%

NPV
B

(Using Baseline Values) .E .$44,359



Cost Model

Scope and Limitations. The cost model is intended to address the

four questions listed under the above section, '!Model Objectives"., This

allows.the cosis.of oPeratingan IAC at particular levels of service to be,/

compared with the estimated benefits of the IAC at those levels. of eervice

to determine the level or mix of servic that is economically optimum.

The: emphasis'of the model -is on e onomic rather than accounting

costs; the former is A measure of the total, resources employed in an IAC

and thus is the relevant variable for decision making.. ,For clarity, the

derivation and formulation of the model includes each significant cost

item explicitly rather than using an overhead rate which aggregates the

indirect cost elements. This'formulation.thus permits the model para-

meter values to be varied to correspond with the individual.character-
-

istics of a particular IAC..

Model Formulation. The first step in choosing an appropriate gen-

eral form of the model is the listing of the relevant costs involved in

the overall operation ,of an IAC. These cost categories, shown in Table 4',

include all costs thought to be significant by the prziezt team. These

costs fall into one of two categories: fixed coste or variable costs.

Fixed costs are those costs incurred that are independentof the level of

output (at, least over some fairly broad range of output) while variable

costs vary directly with.the output (level of services provided) of the

IAC. Examples of fixed costs are rent, utilities, and subscriptions to

journals and periodicals. Examples of variable costs are project salaries

and reproduction and duplication. It appears obvious that some general

cost categories have both a fixed and a variable cost component. Thus,

some salaries conveniently may be considered fixed, such as the salary of the

IAC manager, while others are variable costs such as the salary of persons

working on responses to inquiries. This presents no particular difficulty

as long as the cost can be reasonably separated into the fixed and variable

components.

Based on the objectives of the cost model and the costs involved in
0

an IAC operation, a fixed cost plus variable cost model appears to be the

to

'most appropriate general form for the model. Thus, at.a given level of

output, the_total cost may be exp s ed as
,
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Table 4. Components of IAC Costs

4

FIXED COSTS

RENT .

TELEPHONE

FURNITURE AND EQUIPMENT

QFFICE SUPPLIES'

SUBSCRIPTIONS .

ADVERTISING AND MARKETING

COPYING AND REPRODUCTION

P STAGE

VEL

COMPEER CHARGES

. SALARIES

VARIABLE COSTS

SALARIES.

COMPUTER CHARGES

REPRODUCTaON AND PRINTING

SUPPLIES -
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TC = FC + VC
T T

where

TC = Total Cost ($)

FC
T

= Total Fixed Costs (costs independent of output)

VC
T

= Total Variable Coits (costs which vary with output)

This form assumes constant marginal costs- for diffe(ent levels of

service. This assumption seems reasonable for a wide range of service

levels, but 4.t would not necessarily hold at very low (or perhaps very

high) levels of services. '

Since an IAC tyOlcally offers more than one service and 'since one of

the objectives of the cost model is to predict changes in total cost as a

,function of the output of the different services; the'general form of the

model can be expressed as

or

TC=.FCi + FC2 + + FCk2+

k
TC = FC. VC: n.

J I 3-j. _

where

+ VC2 + VCk nk

FCC = fixed cost attributable to service j,

VCi = average variable per;, it cost of service j,

n = number of-units of t of service j, and

j

k = number of services offered.

This form of :he del assumes that all costs-can be uniquely associated

with a partfar ..--vice. In general this is mot true. Examples are

the salary of manager and the cost of maintaining a data base
, -

used by more than one of the-IAC services. These costs, which belong to

the :geher-al class of joint casts, are properly a part of the total cost

of the IAC operation and as such should be reflected in the unit costs

(cost of one unit of IAC service, e.g., one hour of bibliographic search)

for the IAC services. For the most part these costs, however, would be

incurred even if a service were eliminated by theIAC. For the purpose of



estimating total costs of the IAC, it is,valid to collect all of these

joint costs (which are also fixed costs) into a single unallocated

fixed cost category.. In this manner, an arbitrary allocation scheme

is avoided and the model is still able to predict changes in total cost

resulting from changes in the levels of services' provided or froi the

deletion,or addition of a'service. In this case the model is expressed

as

TC = FC
u

+ FC
1
+ + 7Ck .+ VC

1
+ ..+ VC n

k,k

or

where

TC = FC
u
+

/

FC = unallocated fixed cost

k

+ VC.n --
3

J=1

Cost Calculations. The above equation allows computation-of the

iotai costs'of operation of an IAC for given levels of each service,'

e.g., 1000 hours of bibliographic search. If a method is chosen for

allocating the unallocated fixed costs, the abover,9,5300.on may also

be used to calculate average unit cdstS and total costs for each partic-
.

ular service, and thus serve as a guide to pricing each service.

As envisioned in the cost model presented above, the costs are

annual operating costs. The ,net present value (NPV) of the stream of

future operating costs, either for total costs or for an individual ser-

vice cost, is calculated from the following:

where

a
444

.NPV =
c
1 + C2 + ....+ Ch

(1+0 (l+r)
2

(1+r)
h

C
h

= cost in year h for complete'IAC operation dr

for any individual service

h = time horizon

r-= discount rate

41
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Notice, however, that the above NPV Calculation is not limfted to!b9,N,L

evaluating operating IAC's. ' If a new IAC is envisioned, the.calculat45n.,
46,

would simply include one or more-years of start-up cost.t.and then several

(as many as desired) years of operating costs. The resulting calculation,

would yield, the NPV of IAC costs for its lifetime, for the first ten

years, or for some other specified period,

Preliminary Results. To demonstrate the nature and utility of the

cost model'as outlined,above,.a value for each cost item has been assumed.

These values are then used to,Compute the total cost of providing 2000

hours of inquiry/response service over one year. This total ($73,55l-in

our example) is then used,to compute the sensitivity of the modelto

changes in values of the various parameters. These sensitivitieS,.cal-'

culated according to the methodology outlined below, allow one to focus
J

on the criticalcost parameters associated with IAC's and thus to con-

centrate on obtaining valid data or good estimates of values for these

critical parameters as, inputs to the.caldulations.
.

...2carrying thpcalculation one stePp`further,and derivi4i a net present

value 'for inquiry/response costs (for this example) yields a value Of

'$246.,935- for ten years. This comtares to a net:present value, of bene-

fits of $257,&00 using the techniques described in'the benefit section.

..

Table 5 shows the sensitivity of the model to each-of the parameters '

of.interest for inquiry/response service. For simplicity, 25%-of the

.fixed costs have been allocated to inquir)>/response. :,,Then a 10% change

in the cost, of each item, e.g., rent, was assumed and the efect.on

total cost of inquiry/response measured according to the following:

where

ANPVc AV
Sensitivity = NPV V

If

NPV.r.....net present
af---eosts of.inquiry/response service

ANPV
c

change in net present value of, costs of inquiry/

,response service

-Using adjusted annual operating cost._ ,/ .
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.a:

.

Parameter

Fixed Costs
Rent
Telephone
Furniture, Equip..
Office Supplies
Subscriptions
Advertising & Marketing
Copying & Reproduction
Postage
Travel
Computer Time o

Computer Terminal
Salaries

-4° Manager 7500
Clerical 4000
Professional 6875

Fringe Benefits
Allocation. Factor for
Fixed Costs

Variable Costs (Per Hour
of Professional Effort)
Salaries

Professional $13.67
Clerical $1.24

Computer Time & Supplies $5.00

Number of Professional Hours
,Expended Per Year on'Pro-
yAding Inquiry Response
Service°

Discount Rate (%)

Time Horizon :(Yr)

Baseline
Value

Expected
Range -of Values Sensitivity:,

200
.75a

.900

450
1250
2500
600.
450.

'1750

1500
450

18375

$ 1500-- $ 3000
600:- 1200:

600 - 1800
300
150 - - 2500
1250 7 6500:

300'7 1200
'31D0 900

1500 - 6000
900 - 4500
300 - 750-

12580 - 25000

2756 1875 - 3750

.25 .1 = .4

$14.91

$5.001

2000

$10-- 20

8

500 10,000

,

Annual Operating Cost
Annual-Revenues (@ $20
per _professional hour)

'Adju-Sted Annual Operating Cost $53,551

-NPV
c

of Adjusted Annual 9perating Cost 7 $246,935

6 12

10 5 20

. 03

. 01

.

.02

.03

.p2

.25

.04

.46

.41

.14

.54

0.7
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baSeline valueofalparticular parameter of doSt--
. .4..

model, e.g., rent

DV
-vs

= change in value-of.the particular parameter

This is a measure of haw fast the total costs of a particular IAC

service change when some,individual component of the costs varies.

Examination of the table showsIthat the onlyparameters to which

the model' is Very,isensitive are labor'reltted parameters '(salary, fringe

ipenefirs, number of man hours expended) and fiXed cost allocation pare-
,

meters (what percentage of fixed costs. are allocated to each service).

This implies that-the salary datacollected for-input to the model

should be based on a cost accounting system that accurately allocates

all personnel time among the different IAC activities. Also, the

method chosen for alloCating overhead amongthe various services-should

beb-,ed on antgOrithm most appropriate to the IAC under study.

A similar table of sensitivities could be constructed for each of

the other services. For state .sOY ene art reviews and bibliographic

search services, the prOcedure word be essential) '-the same as:for in-
%

.quiry response. For. handbooks. the methodology --is also similar except,

that most of the handbook production costs are incurred prior to pub-

lication and handbook revenues (and benefits) occur in succeeding years.

Thus the NPV approach is-the only way in which handbook costs could-be

calculated. and reasonably- compared to benefits.
,

Conclusions

( .7EetisCussiOns.preserited.in this chapter lead:to

conclusions: 4

the follaW14-
,

1. These models.provide a-means by which' IAC managers and

decision maker can begin to.quantitatively analyze the

benefits an costs arising from the operation of-an IAC

or other inforMation service Center.

2. The difficulty of,obtaining reliable .d.ii*:45.ri the total:

benefitsof an IAC (to users and to society) has led to

the adoption of a benefit model which results in ,a,lwer

bound of benefits. is,lower bwid,Alowever, can be
)
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-

sitlificant as shown by, the example, calcuIations and is

?f -the .same magnitude as, but generally larger, than, the

Costs 'derived from the cost model.

Because-of :the.availability of good cost .data, the cost

model is much more cobprehensive than the benefit. model-

-.4and represents a gOod approximation-to the total costse9f ,

prbyiding a particular service or of an IAC as a whole.- ,

4. The results of both the benefit' and cost models are highly,'

sensitive to the estimates of some parameters 'and ess?en-.

tially independent- of the estimates 'of Other variables.
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'IACPOLI.CY AND DECISION MODEL

Introduction and Highlights

This chapter develops' a math'ematical economic model that is

to offer a prescriptive tool for IAC policy and decision makihg: The chap-

ter includes the development of a supply-demand model for two services, hand-
.

books and inquiry responses, that ass es interactions between the two

services. The chapter includes discussions of-the prescriptive results of

applying the model, simplifying 'assumptions which improve its utility, and

intended

Current barriers. td its practical application.

TA evolving concept that information is not a public good but rather

a quasi-public gooil or even a commodity, governed by the economic rules of

supply and demand, requires the application of 'traditional economic concepti

to information services. The model in this chapter-applies standard economic

theo, ry to account for obserVations in the information services market, parti-

Cularly observations about IAC's.

The approach is a mathematical formulation. of casts, revenues, demAnd;
. .

and benefits of IAC operations, using handbooks and inquiryNresponse
.

examples of services: The Lagrangians multiplier technique providesa means

for determining and comparing
implicit-optimal values of the decision varia-

bles from the IAC manager's viewpoint andzfrorr society's viewpoint.

Highlights include: 6 -

A basic model which mathematically accounts for.a.number. Of diverse.

and appatently contradictory facts -gild observations about 'IACIs and

shows these to be consistent with'rational ecdhomic.behaviorv'

- Illustrations of the model's relevanceto isspes of IAC service leyels,

mix,. pricing, and government support;

- Illustration of how 'a societal optimum solution to the model may

differ from an IAC manager's optimal solution to the model; and

- Discussion-of barriers to implementation.



"Basic Model

The following mathematical model'addresses the issues

mix, pricing, and government Support of IAC services. We assume the ,

IAC produces two goods, a handbook and inquiry response.: The variables

of level,

within the model are:

the number of copies the'IAC'handboOk'produced and sold.

the number of units c±-inquiries

is one man-hour of service).

the .price of.a handbook.

the

54
the

R
I

the

C
H

the

C
I

the

TR the

TC the

fl the

B n
H

BI

B

serviced by the_IAC (a unit

price of a unit,of inquiry resPonse.

revenue earned from handbook sales.

revenue earned from inquiry responses.

tOtal,Vcost of handbook provision. .

total cost of inqUiry response services..

total revenue earned by the IAC. 40,,

total costs incurred by the IAC.

net revenue (or profit) r,f the IAC.

the, total social benefit derived, from the IAC hadbooks.

the total social benefit derived from. the inOliy response

the total,social benefit from the

The behavioral relations within the model are the demand for hand-

-book,

= f (P P ) ,
1111 -< 0
aP
H

3H
, > 0

and the demand for inquiry response

1
I DI ai

.= f (P ) , --.7.,- < 0 , TT,
I'

P
li Dr

> 0
I . H

(1)

(2).

These demand equations reflect the possible substitution between hand-
_ .

bookS and inquiries. The first equation indicates that' a lower price

for inquiry response will decrease the demand for handbooks. The second



equation indicates that a lower price for _handbooks will decrease

_demand for inquiry fesponse.

The revenue expressions are

the:

RH ....pil.

The cost relations may be written as
.

H
1

E .

= g. (H,ZI) >
aH

ac
1,

>

and 2H `are variables.

Z = 1 if I > 0

.v0

= 0 'Otherwise

if H.> 0

= 0 otherwise

(3)

(4)

(5)

These 0 -Z variables reflect the common data base which a handbook and

inquiry response share: 'Thus, the cost of providing inquiry response

depends on whether a\data base is already available (as would be the

case if a handbook were produced). If so, a large fixed cost is

avoided. Likewise, the cost of providing a handbook depends on whether

inquiry response is provided. If so,.the necessary data base exists,

and cost is avoided.

The total cost of the IAC is

TC = CH + CI
I

and the net revenue ds

R = TR -TC.

(8)

(9)



We express the. benefits to society o

H
aB
H

H
= B (1) ,

BE
aBia

an IAC's handbook as

These benefitS represent the difference betweewthe:users

mation supply curve with and icithout.a..handbook.
: -

The benefits of inquiry response are given by the area under' t.

social demand curve for that service. Of course, theflocial demand-,

curve shifts higher-or lower depehding on, the existence of a handbook..

(10)

We:assume:the private cots of (6) and (7) also represent the social

COstsof'an IAC. That is, there are no external diseconomies, in run-.

1.1ing an IAC. For example, the social demand equation may be

- a Z I
1 H

SD(I,Z11). 7 a

So that

B .= a I - I- (a I )/2
I 1

H 2

(12)

(13)

Equatibns 1 -10 and 11 or'13 coMpriSe the elements of the IAC .

decision.model,.. Note that two distinct pointS-Oi view may. be Adopted.
4- A

°in IAC decision making.-, One viewpoint is that of the IAC manager, and
, .

the other is that of society: While it is reasonable to'postulate

that society is interested in maximizing net benefits to its members,

the morletion of the IAC manager is not quite so apparent. The manager

does hot -own the operation,.nor does he report to anyone who, does (as-

suming we remain in the realm'of public IAC's). Of the several possible

alternatives, we choose constrained revenue (or sales) maximization as

the motivation to ascribe.to IAC managers: This criterion captures the'

desire of IAC management to expand the operation as much as financially

feasibleince IAC's are.subSidizedthe.government:, the:manager's

sales.expansion-is limited:by...the level of subsidy 'available.



The approach in the following analysis isto characterize the

outcome of management's policies and compare these outcomes with

socially optimal outcomes. When differences eXist, the reason for

the difference is expZared and corrective policies discussed. The

interdependent issues of interest are the level, mix, pricing, and

subsidy of the IAC services.

IAC.Management Perspective. :The constraint. faCed by IAC management

is

.

that its losSeSmus not exceed its subsidy or

- = TC - TR

S

where S 'is the amount of subsidy. Subject (14), the expression

to maximize is

TR = RH + RI

(14)

For convenience, inequality (14) may be changedto

TC - TR = S
(15).

-"-

since it is known a priori that any subsidy will be fully utilizes to.

expand sales. The relevant Lagrangian expression is.

L = RH + RI A(S TC + TR)

or

L = PE - H + PI I + AD g
H (H,ZI) - gI(I,ZH) + PH H + Pi I]

are control variables, :we should
Since,, for IAC management, prices

further substitute. to obtain

L= P
H

fH (P
H'

P
I
) + P

I
fi(

H
)

'

g
.1

(f
H
(P P ),Z ) - g

1
(f

I
(P P ),Z )

H' I I I' H H

+ PH fH (P
H'

P ) + P fi(P P
I I' H
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First order conditions are
, .

H I
.3 L af + fII(p ' a-p__) + P I of--?
aP

H
aP

H

H
3P

H

H H
- aa_ af gI af I

afH apH af
ap

(17)

aL = P 3fH I ri
a. f + f P )I, H

aPI. aPI ap I

- agH 9fH

L H . aPaf

ail

afi 3PI

P af + f+ p
H PI'

aP

= 0

3L = S gH(fH(PH,
3),

fH(PH' P ) + P I (P P
H
)

:Societal ,PrrSpective. By way of contr`ast, the :soCial objective is
o maximize Net SoCial. Benefits,



NSB = -

or

NSB = BH + B
I

- (CH + .CI)

or

NSB = BH(E0 + BI( I) H,ZT) - g (I,ZH)

Or

,

NSB = B-
H
(f
H
(P
H' I

)) + f
I

CR ,P
H
)) -

H
"
H
(PH'PI7'ZI) g

I

(f

I

First order conditions are

;NSB = ;BH of aB/ a-iI 3 afH

afIl 3P
H

_I BP H ap
d r H af.. H

;NSB'=-;BH afH BI af/

a
P

;P
I af I ;f

I- PI

H H'I I
- ag af ag af

af
H ap

I af
BP

F 0

(22)

In general,the s6lution' (PH,-Pi)' (18) ,: and (19) isi

different from the solution (P *JP *) (20) and
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.Implications ofDifferent Optimal Solutions. If explicit functions

were available for all basic equations, then (with a possibly. good:deal.of:

effort) exp4.eit solutions. could be found to the two systems.' This would

certainly facilitate comparisons between management's desired - outcome

and the socially desired outcome. If substantial differencesexist,

government tax-subsidy policy could be.used to establish ag eement: Taxes

or subsidies on:the individual goods offered forsale by the IAC could

produce. the proper ratio'of one gOod'to.anotiler, and a lump sum tax or --

subsidy could-effect-the overall proper level of production.

The foregoing .remarks. implicitly assumed positive levels of'outputOk...
/

-

for batti-handbooks and _inquiry response. Of course, this need not be the -

. _. 4
case.-IIndeed, the possibili ty of one Or-the'other set at zero'`output is

...--------<

permitted by the 0-1 Z variablesP In order to properly consider the deter-

'.mination-of-Whether a particular good. is offered `by an IAC, equat'io'ns

and '(1%) must be solved under three .conditions:.

I: Z11 = 1, Z 0

II: Z
H
-= 0, Z

I
= 1

III: Z
H

= 1, Z
I
= 1

Likewise, equations (20) and

conditions.

%113):.

(21), .must be ,solved under the same three

practical conclusions from the above discussion include:

1. Pricing, mix, level, and government support of IAC services

..should be simultaneously determined.-

2. This determination requires a' great deal.ofFunavailable-intor7-

mation -- namely the forms and parameter values tor the model's

'basic e4:ions.

3. Given the adequacy of the model as a descriptive tool, govern-

ment (ax- subsidy policies are sufficient to. induce optimal

resource allocation within.an''IAC.'.



Analytic Extension with Simplifying Assumptions. The analysis can

be carried a step further'if one is willing to make some simplifying
J

assumptions about the form of the equations underlying (17) - (21)\. In

(----Nparticular, assume most equations are linear, the demand for handbooks is

negligibly dependent on the price of inquiry response, and both handbook,

and inquiry response are provided. The modified equations now become

H = be
(1)

= .42 3P. ÷ bi4:'
I H

(2)'

C
H

= Co + ,
(6)'

CI= C2 + C3I
(7)'

B = BE-(H) , aBH 0 ( H)
311 ax BH

(,1.0)

.
BBI

> 0, , a (
BEI

)
(11)

ai ax ai ---

EquatiOns (10) and '(11)
are,still-eXiiressed_implicitly but they capture

/

-,fhe presumed existence'of diminishing marginal benefits from both.H and

I. NOte.that (2).! has not sacrificed the cross elasticity between I-

Qand H. The modified donditions,ecessary for sales maximizing prices

are

+ H.+
I
b 4 + cib l c3b,/7 PHbi ± H Pib ) = 0

7 P11)3 -+ I + (+ C 3b 3 - Fib 3 +

(Co + Cali) (c2 c3I)

+ PH H I-

(1)::. and (2)' can:be
sut?stitUeed-itto-(19)', which. can then .be .solved

for PH as a function of

P = '
I

'1 54
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(17)' and (18)' can each be solved for a, equated, apd solved for PH:

P
H

= h2(PI) (24)

The RES's of (23) and (24)-can be equated to produce a solution,

PI'

h2(PI) (25)

Finally, sing.(23),

= hl(P ) (26)
I

P and PH Are the prices which are optimal frop the IAC's management's
40

point of view. Turning now to the social perspectivg, the first or der

conditions are

- 3BH b + as' 114 + c.311.4 --o . (21) '

3H 31

- 3B- b3 + c3 b3 = 0

31

(22)'

With (10)" and (11) explitly stated in terms of H and T, and substitut,z.L,

ing from .(1)' and (2)' ,"socially optimal_ prices <Pii*,PI*X could'be

determiried.

Oiily by chance would (P
H
*,P

I
*) =,(P

H'
P
I
X, so that in general IAC

Management's behaVior would need tor,be modified. This could-be accoml-

plishcd by a tax/subsidy scheme in whidh the revenues received by the

IAC are appropriately modified by taxes/subsidies on -the goodS sold to

induce management' to produces- at .the (P *.P *)

--:DfscusSibn and Conclusion

H .--1

The above approaciNtigtimed it is feasible to determine the un=

cOnitrainecLsoci4ly'optimal.fevel of IAC Outputs'andthensto achieve
.

. that level,via appropriate finanCiai-:InCeniVes,(taxes-,and subsidies)

management. ASomewhatmpxe-Tealistic point of view Would .be

to.assUme a maximum amount of subsIdy is,available to an IAC, where.
,

that maximum is less..than would-be necessary.to achieve the Oirerall-

This:is:a''Second best'problem since the first best



is now ruled out as unfeasible. The problem is to maximize (20), con -'-

strained by (15). The solution may be characterized by a set of first
. .

order conditions (as above), and a tax/subsidy:Scheme constructed to

induce-management to,attempt to achieve those "second best" levels.

There are two hurdles which'must be overcome in order.to:implement-
.,

a:model of the type-discuSsed here. The first htrdleis the-speeific4-.

tion of the functiOnal fOi-mS and parameters. That.is, the demand', cost,.

and benefit functionS-Must'be known.- The secondhurdle is a reasonably:

efficient method for.solving the characterizingequations to find.
.

Optimal.priceS and/or levels of outputs. Of these hurdles, the first iS

by far the more difficultemanding, a great deal ofempirical research..

The second hurd,le can be overcome by.numericaI approximatikin*techniques .

implemented, on a computer.(
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USER-VAthES OF INFORMATION SERVICE CHARACTERISTICS

Introduction, and Hi )ghlights

This chapter is intended to be a summary and iyntheiis of relevant"

literature and data'on how IAC users perceive'the characteristics of,.

IAC services and how they Value these-characteristics. PriMary inputs

to this chapter include the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) study
1

on IAC

user needs, the Defense Documentation Center teh year requirements and

planning study2, a study by Forecasting Inteinational, Ltd., on a fore
te

cast of technology for the scientific and technical information.

communities3, and an unpublished report by Tom Allen
4

.

Chapter highlights include:

-,IAC user characteristics, particulaily how users perceive the

.value of different characteristics of information-and service

channels, require additional study as a necessary step toward

improved data for economic analyses;
. ,

- IAC users typiCally-are engaged in.technical work (as opposed

. to management of a technical area) and. utilize. facts, data,

and constants;

-The usage and awareness of IAC's both are low *mpared to the

size of the potential-user audience;',and
e

.- Characteristics of infOrmation-and channels of teehniCal infor-

mation judged.to be.4mliortant to_the potential and actual IAC

users .include: cost, accuracy,,curren61, response time, ease

of access, ease of use, technical quality, coverage of.topic,

understandability,format-,media, recall, and relevance.

Research is needed to further define the relationshipa,among.

these characteristics and-to deduce the xelative value of each

chiracteristic to the IAC users.

57
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User Characteristics of DLA

Two specific user meed studies have been performed on the group

of IAC's sponsored by the Depa-rtment of Defense and.administeredby
.

.

the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA). .The, findings of these two -studies

can be summarized and applied to the' question of how users perceive the

value of IAC services.
1

According to the first 4 a directly applicable study, the
, .

Defense Logistics Agency effc. ..z.he primary mission of.the DLA-adminig-
6'

ter'ed IAC's is "to collect, review, and select from. the world's litera
:

ture scientific and technical information of interest tó-the Defense

Community (DoD -and DoD contractors) and to evaluate, synthesize; and

dissetinate this-information in formats most useful to Defense scientists,

engineers and teCllnicians:"1

From the information'in .this,stUdy,
thelisers of MCIC, MDC, and

other-16D IAC's can be described as- scientists, engineers and tech-

niciansemployed by either DoD activities 'or DoD contractors who are

working within the IAC's areas of technology. These personnel manage

technical work, and perform technical tasks and a variety of miscellan-

eous duties. The respondentg to the .survey carried out these activities

in the fOl-I.O14ing ratios:
-3i%.of tasks consist of managitg technical'

work; approximately 53% in performing tasks (design and development.

engineering 13.2 %,' testand evaluation 15.7%, and research texperi-

.4!
mentation 24%). :1,1e rethainder,is di.vided among miscellaneous tasks.

The onOent-g. generally need more facts, data, findings, or
"e. .

cons :%. ,,,..4-othei .types of i drmation. In other words; respondents

,-...

.prefer '-leed'the type of info mation.tyRdcally contained in data
. ._

-

.books and.. ndbooks above that contained in oqher types of IAC produc
o.

-an&-.services
esn-ReSPondet also

problems in locate g, obtain... -
, i, -

ing%and Using scientific-and technical information and speAnd a signifi-

eaot amount Of the!kr time, in thege :activitieS.-,
Resi.ondents"obtain the

*reatest amounts of scient4A.fic and technical information frotCt4dr"

fromtheir own-collections and .from colleagues.

,e,

.Ones finding of the survey was that'only 31% Of-all-DoD scientists

.'and engineerlare awaze,oft7the existence of IAC's. This. finding expi"ains

to ,a great,degree the observation that IAC's are underutilized.
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These findings are supported by those of the second report, the
. ,

Defense Documentation Center (DDC),10 year requirements and planning

study.
2 The user survey-conducted as part of this-study was more

general than the DLA study, covering users, and nonusers of all DDC

services, not just IAC's. Many detailed cross-linked statistical

tables which would have been useful in describing IAC users are not

included in the report. However, several of the report's observations

do deal directly with IAC's. Table 6 shows the percentages of D6C

users who have used various IAC's.' These percentages show the use of

IAC's by support personnel to be lom overall, the average being 14.4%.

Even-So, the percentage for.supPort personnel are much'larger than the

percentages for'bench nd management IAC users.

From these two eports we can draw a general picture-Of the:uSer

communitY.forth DLA-administered IAC's and of their information seer-

ing behavior, and can relate it 'in a general fashion to those :character-
-

-

i:stics of an InformStiOn delivery system that a user values. .--

Perceived Value of IAC Delivery Channel. Characteristics

Econotiiic analyses- of services related to information often'slIde

into a morass of issues related to the value of "data" or "information"

rather than the value of the service which furnishes the data or provides,
*

access to the data or information. The tDC study put it this way:

No value measures of information.have been
developed which would be-usefUl in making
economic decisions. Information has subjective
and- pragmatic value to its users, but this value
has been difficult, if not impossible, to
measure. to date-:... '.

Chapter 3 'discusses theA.mportance.of making-the' distinction between-

the value of the Service and the value of the information. Only in the

case:that an. IAC provides totally unique information could the value of

the IAC be measured by the valueofthe information. Consequently, it

is nisiessary,from both a practical and. conceptual viewpoint that the

value'of'an IAC'be studied with an approach that examines the value of

IAC.-Service. This is consistent-with a marketing approa01, adopting
0



-

Table 6 . Percentages of DDC Users Who Piave ,Used. Various
Information Analysis Centers*

INFORMATION ANALYSIS CENTER
SUPPORT BENCH MANAGEMENT

742.0% 7.9%
Infrared Information and Analysis Center 429%

7.9%

Metals and Ceramics Information Center 39.7% 3.4Z 6.8%

Shock and Vibration Information Center 37.5% 2.3% 3.2%

Chemical PrOpulsion Information Agency 36.4% 1.7% 6.8%.

Reliability Analysis Center
31.8% .6% 5.0%1

Nondestructive Testing Data Support Center '27.3% .62 , '..4.3%

Thermephysidil and BAectronic Properties
Information Analysis. Center

3.42 -3_6%
(

Plastics Technical_EValuatiOn Center' 25.0% 3.22 :
\

DoD Nuclear Information and. Analysis Center 19.3% 5.1% 4.6%

;.Mechanicil Properties Data Center 18.2% 3.4% 4.3%

....
.Eltetronic.Properties Information Center 17.0%

13.6%
0.0% 3.9%

Tactical Technology Center
13 0.0% -- 2:92'

Machinability Data Center 10:2% ,,, .6% 2.5%

Radiation Shielding Information Center 9.1%. 0.02 .7%

Physical Data Group, Lawrence Livermore

Laboratory -
7.9% 2.3%- 1.8% .0

USAF Environmental Technical Applications

Center !;' .

6.8% 0.0% .4%

Environmental Information Division

(Air Force)
6.81 1.1% 2:9%

Strategic Technology Office Data Base 5.7% 0.0%

Soil Mechanics Information Analysis Center 5.7% .6% 1:4-

Coastal Engineering InformItion Analysis

Cenrer
.3.4% Q.0% 0.0%L

Cnncrete Technology Information Center 3.4% 0.0% 1.4%

Hydraulic Engineering Information Analysis
..

Center
2.3% .6% .3%

Pavements and Soil Trafficability Infor-
A.-

mation Analysis Center 2.3% 0.0% : 1.1X'

Chemical Kinetics Information Center 2.3% 1.1% 1.42

Data Collection and Processing Group,

Scripps Institution Of-Oceanography 2.3% .6% 2.5%

X-Ray Attenuation Coefficient Information

Center
1.11-

.1%

.6% 0.0%

AInstitute of Polar Studies . .

.6% 2.5%

l'Bathythermograph.Data Processing and

Analysis Facility 0.0% 0.0% .4L.

544

Source:- Auerbach Associates, Inc., DDC.10 Year Requirements and.

Planning Study, Volume In- Technical Discussiotii-

Bibliography, and Glossary, June_ 13, 1976,

C;
C...;".
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the viewpoint that the IAC is an information delivery system, utilizing

handbooks, responses to inquiries, etc., as channel for delivering

the information..

The following parlagra bs.summarize literature'fielevant to this

approach. Forecasting Inte ational-(FI)' conducted a study whose re-
.

3
sults are pertinent ; theD and DDC studies are directly related; and

Tom Allen's work provides eifuI general information.4,6

FI'Conducted a survey..of m bers,of five scientific and technical

information (STI) communities to determine their ideas of the relative'
-

importance of seven informatiqn (delivery) system characteristics. The

five communities were the health community, industry, the library com-.

munity, the academic community and the financial community. The systems

_characteristics studied were:

accuracy
browsability
security

. convenience
. cost

timeliness (currency
availability of hard copy of information)

Table 7 summarizes the results of the survey for each community and the
,

entire group.

The DLA and DDC.studies contributed very little specific data. con- .

-cerning delivery system characteristics valued by the user. The DLA

study did provide some information on the types of delivery systems

valued and types of information needed by IAC.users. The survey found

that IAC users felt that,the most important products that can be produced

or offered by IAC's are 'handbooks and databooks. The study also concluded

that DoD scientists and engineers -have a great need for summary-type

',information. More specific findings indicated tit DLA- administered 'IAC.'s

.are underutilizedbecauSetheir potentialopserS in the DoD laboratories-

nd contractor organizations are unaware of- their existence. In eValu-

ating current IAC services, u

was with the timeliness '(resp

ers noted their greatest dissatisfaction

nsetime) of the .IAC inquiry service.

This would indicate that respOnSe time is one characteristic to which

users attach importance.

The DLA report presented an interesting sidelight which could be of

interest in.future work in determining benefit measures. One of the
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Table 7. Relative Imporrtance of Information Delivery System

Characteristics to Five STI Communities

Characteristics
(Rank-ordered
by Croup .

Aggregate)

Entire
Group

:-MeaSure

Health
Community

Of ImPortince
Industry

to:

Library
Community

Academic
CoMmunity

Financial
.Community.

Accuracy
8 2 8

Browsability 24 4
2 - 8

Security 22 8 4

Availab*Ity of
Hard Copy* 20 4 2

Convenience.' 18 4 2 8 2

Cost 18 2 2 -8

Timeliness 3.6 a 2 2 2

8 (High) 2 (Loy)

4 (Medium) - 1 (Negligible)

O,
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primary goals of the IAC's:is to free defense scientists, engineers.

: and technicians from_the time-consuming and,nonproductivetask of

lOdating,,analyzing and extracting infoxmatton in their work: This

goal'irdicatei that timesand-dollars'Saved are appropriate.: daiures

of benefit." Time Costs'could be measured by asking,respondents to

list the information which they spend the greatest Amount.of time
A

.

locating, analyzing, condensing, extracting and applying to their work.

Dollars could".be Measured by-asking the respondent tO':eStimate the total..
savings to htmself if:,infoimation were readily available.in'an eavot.517.,

Use format.

The DLAreportImplies the following characteristics as being im-

portant to the User: c,)

Cost-
Timeliness (response time
Availability
Format
Relevance

The DDC study just touched on user values of information delivery

System characteristics. The user survey found that users would-not pay

unless the quality of service was substantially'improved and targeted

toward their precise needs: The. survey also found that increases beyond

the current level of response time would be unacceptable. From survey
. .

results, the researchers implied the need for improved access to 'AC

services by bench level personnel.' Major probleth areas were found in

information quantity received, quality, response time, and currency.

Minor problems appeared to be in format and media. The following char-

acteristic's are distilled from the DDC report:

Cost
Relevance
Quality of service
.Response time
Accessibility
Quantity of information received
-.Quality. of information received
Currency of inforbation received
Format
Media

An interesting note on cost: the DDC researchers found that users

are. unaware of cost of information. They stated that: "In many cases,

.0,
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the overwhelming majority of user organizations attach no contingencies

to-the-amount:of money u-srs spend n
2

n informat4on services". This

finik tends to ditcountst s. a valid Measureloi.-iMpot.tanCeto

the useror,-at leas calls-fOrtareful scrutiny of-all cost-related

conclusions.

Tom Allen, at MIT, has done extensive work in-measuring 'infor-

mation needs among engineers and scientists: His work highlights three

characteristics of information Channels of importance to the user:

Accessibility
Ease of use
Technical quality or reliability'

Allefi-found that accessibility of the information channel almost

exclusively deterlanes frequenc)(of use.and that perceived technicaf_

quality influences the decision to,Only.a minor' extent. An engineer

will choose the channel which minimizes'his loss .initerms of the physical

or, psychological effort which must be expended to gain access to the

channel.
6 Ga,

-

Victor Rosenberg's findings support Allen's (although Aosenbetg

includes ease of use as part of accessibility). Rosenberg notes that:

"Relative priority of the most frequently used channels has been estab-

lished by almost all studies, and in almost eve case the analysis

has shown that one of the most significant factor din determining the

priority is the availability of the Source."
7

From hit findings, Rosenberg draws the conclusion, important to
.

the IAC's, that users',preference rankings' are more closely related to

their evaluations of information-source accessibility then to estimation

of the amount of information expected. The information gathering_behavior

of users,is governed by the facilities available and changet to reflect

'a change in the availability of facilities..

The research highlighted in the preceding discussion and subsequent

deliberationspermitted the synthesis of a list of those characteristics

%.\

appropriate.for analysis.of, IAC delivery system channels. Theses syn-

thesized characteristids are:
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Cost
Accuracy
'Currency

: Response time
- -_

-T.,ase of access :.

:Ease of use
Technical quality,

topic-

quality,

erage.o
. ';.":...-

derstandability
4

v

Format
,

Media ,

.

Recall.-

Relevance
,

The definitions of these characteristics are showia in Table 8.
. _

Table 9 presents a survey of the characteristics .,tcited ,by rich background
- . .

document discussed above and the resulting synthesis.:' /

Asgh;te'stof the approPriatenets. of ,-'he, -synthesize characteristics
4

. ' 1

, , . 11, .21 _

and as a transition.
tep- in relatingser-VaIiieS to the IAC /user system,

. . .

the study team r-elated -dharacterdStics -6.-i, importance to users to the
. . t- :

,_- .various IAC delivery channels. The result is shown in Table 10. Cost,

"/

r

O

ease of access, and media type were judged important-in every case. Con-
e-.

versely, recall and relevance are apfbpriate measures, only ta those

channels requiring complete_search of a mastefile, query response,

abstracting and indexing,- and literature search.

I e
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Table 8. Definitions' of 'Synthesized Characteristics'

of Importance to IAC User.

Cost

Accuracy

-
Response time

Ease of'Access

.Ease of Use

Technical quality

Coverage of topic

Dollar,cost of using the delivery chhnnal

Whetherdat# is input and antiliue wfthOUt,

error
. .

The up7to-dateness of information delivered

Elapsed time between a person's request for

information and the.arrival of the

requested information

Availability of access when and where required

Ease of operating system/channel

P.
Subjective evaluation by user of expected

performance of delivery channel, .

Comprehensiveness Of information' delivered
A

Understandability Ease

Format

Media

Recall

Relevance

-

of comprehending information:delivered:'

-Physical arrangement in which information

delivered

Wayin Which the information appears (e.g.,

hardcopy/CRT display/microfiche)

Percentage of appropriate information in a

Tile that is retrieved by system ,

Percentage of information retrieved that is

.

_appropriate to user needs.
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-Table 9. Survey of Delivery. System/Channel Characteristics f Importance to User

.
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Time).
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Ease of Use .

Technical Quality
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Cost
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'Ease of. Use
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Table 10. Delivery Channel Characterittics:of Importance to User

RelatecLto 1AC.DeliVery ChanneisL
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Summary and- Conclusions (N,

.

This investigation,ofuter values' suggests three conclusions:

1. There is a need for detailed studies of IAC users,

their characteristics, and their perceptions of the,

channels by which IAC's7deliver information. The

DLA and DDC studies indicate that such information can

be obtained through surveys of users, pariicularly groups
0 0.

of.1AC's 'which deal with specific disciplines or Manage-

able multidisciplinary areas.

2. Users of DLA-administered DoD IACis primarily are

scientists, engineers, and technicians employed either

by DoD. activities or by DoD contractors working within

the IAC.s areas of technolOgy. They manage technical

work, perfOrm technical tasks, and are responsible for a

variety0001scellaneous duties. Generally, the users.

needf1:i-s, data, findings; or constants rather than..

other types of information. Users.have problems locating,

obtaining, and using scientific' and. technical information.

They obtain the greatest amounts of scientific and tech-

nicalinformation froM their local technical libraries,

from their own collections and from colleagues. Both
. ,

usage and Awarenessof the_IAC's are low within the pos:-.

sible'userunivere. SupPort.pgrsonnel use the IAC's

much more than bench and management personnel. However,

even among .support _personnel, usage is low. -Less-than a

third of all Doll scientists and -engineers are aware of the C'

existence, of IAC's.

3. IAC usere'consider"thefollowing chanpel characteristics

important: cost,, accuracy,, currency, response time, ease

of access, ease of uie;.--technical quality, coverage of topic,
.

understandabil4ty, format, media, recall, and relevance.

Current information is inadequate to determine the relation-.

ships among these characteristics or to determine the

tive values users assign to these characieristics.

69.
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7

IMPACTS OF TECHNOLOGIES
ON IAC'S AND IAC USERS

Introduction and Highlights_

The purpose of this chapter is to examine potential impacts:

of-techhology and technological innovation on IAC's. and IAC users.

The chapter, based on,effort that is described in detail in four

Project workingpapers
,3,4

, provides' a background-for Chapter 9,

which examines the impacts of two particular innovations on 'AG°
.

costs and ,The time period examined extends to 2000 in

periods: 1975-1980r-1981-1985, and 1986-2690-

The next section summarizes impacts on the IAC itself, evaluating

the effects of selected technological trends and events on IAC inputs,

IAC outputs, and internal activities. The third section examines the

Impacts of techpological trends and events on IAC-product and service

characteristics,. -The chapter concludes with a brief summary and con-

:

clusions.

Chapter. highlights include:

- The time period 1980-1985 is judged to be the time of greatest

technological impact on IAC's and their operations.,

- ,-The development of a portable, acceptable microfiche feader

'could have a substantial impact on the handbook service.

- Electronic oommunications technology is a general area that ds

judged.to-have substantial 'impacts on IAC operations, especially

on theinqUiry response service.'

- TechnoiOgical trends and events appear,to have-significantly

lesS'impact on the distinguishing functions of an IAC (evaluation
.

and research) and on IAC management than' on other information

center functions.

Impacts on IAC Functions

Figure .1 ,(Chapter 2) illustrates the functionSand activities

of_IAC's, and this diagram may be a useful reference for the discussions

which follow. Technological trends and events which can affect IAC

functionstare'examined in three segments: events and trends which can

affect IAC inputs, events :and trends which can affect internal activities

of th'e IAC, and events and trends which can affect the outputs of the IAC's.
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Table 11 shows those trends and those events in each time period

that significantly impact the input activities of the IAC. Overall,

the technological trends and events examined primarily affect the

entry bf documents and information into the IAC system. ft6wever, among.

the high impact trends and events, impacts tend to cluster by input

.'type within time :names. The strongest cluster of.impacting events

falls in the 198,9-85 time period.: The greatest single impact will be

caused,f)y the advent of automatic OCR multifont readers in comMon use.

Information no longer being created predominantly in document form (i.e.,

hard copy, microfiche, etc.) will have the second greatest effect. Note

also that documents are the type of inputs likely to be affected modt.by

this set of technological trends and events.
\

able12 presents the technological trends and events which have

the greatest potential impact on the internal activities of th IAC.

-.. These trends and events primarily affect the activities of indexing,

storage, and comEiunications with other data bases,. ,Here, as in'the case

of input activities, the time period of greatest iMpbtt'activity will be

1980-85. The event of greatest single impact, the use. of the laser for

facsimile transmission at a speed of 5 million pages per second in con-

junction with image input and storage, falls in this time frame along with

, second ranked image storage. The advent of a computer- linked network

of IAC's and the use of natural English language file inquiry- updating
o

are also seen as being significant during this time frame. The time

period 1975-80 contaiAS one very significant event, the advent of cheap,

automatic indexing of natural language text, 1985-90 contains two, the

use of one integrated master' thesaurus for all S&T data bases and the

adoption of associative or.content-addressing based upon the availability

of cheap, large memories. Among the trends,.the deCrease in cost of a

typical on-line search in a large domestic S&T data base (using an inter-
.,

active terminal and standard telephone lines) is judg*A. ha e the

treatest potential for impact on internal activitieS6.f:,. 'AC'S,

As evidenced by the column sums, certain of the,internal IAC activi,

ties appear to be affetted significantly more than others' by the set of

technological trends and events. In particular, the evaluatiOn function,

research to fill, gaps, the accessing decision, and the final screening

(before repackaging and dissemination) were functions judged to be less

affected by the technology than otfier functions. Note that these are

9 c



_ Table 11. -TeChnoIogical Trends and Events.-Affecting IAC Inputs'

TRENDS

Percent of SST infOrMation Generatois/Efseri '1

v143 Accessto a ReMote Inter.aCtive . .- :-

'Terminal Increases:
. ..: --, .

..

Cumulative Number of FaesimileTranaceivies
Installed Increases' - Y

..

:

COS:: of Cross Country,(Nptiise),I0cmghR., - .; 2 -,

:

2 /1 7 ,

Distance Telephone Line Decrea'Os

.

":4,
. . .

-

1975-80 EVENTS
,,..

'. -
'.. '

:;;--.. -, ,-----.
Cheap. automatic Indexing of-riatural 4 1 4 1,. 10

- -
language text, .5

International technical data system:sccessed 2 2 2 :4 10
by company library via. electronic 14.0....

/4 -

Ratio of non-print:iiint publiShed materials 4 2y 2

is 2:1
. ,;,..,5,..-,

2 - 4
-

-1.

,

r

-
. 19807198Y EVENTS,

. .

Natural English language fire inquiry-
updating

sta of aLt data entered cajtured in' NR ferm 4w .4 4

-at poi of origin'

1

A 4 1S

4
Autpmatic OCR Multifont xeaders in common. '4 '8 1 21

use

/Laser used fOr facsimiletransmiss:,_ 4 . 1 13

million:pagea per second (In conjure .

.4

With i.Mage input and sforage)-

Information no longer created predominantly 8 4 4 1 17

in document ,form.,'

1985-1990 EVENTS

,"Video phone conf cinr ''' 1 - 1 1 , 4 7 -\

1 1 1 4 7

Instant network conferencing available to . -,

90% of SST personnel _1 1 1 4 ,7

-. Video petsonal'communication with ficsimile 4 - 1 1 10

tranSceiving- '!sYS,.,
-.;

1

Cable TV or similar permi . .ome/o Tice 1 1 1 4 7

Storage of text images coo ive costs

,.

Ito hard copyersion
..

-v 53 31 4 7 18
...

Extensive 2-way CATV

4-

17
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Technolog cal Trends and Evenis Affecting-
Internal IAC Activities

1

O.
Z.
-,
.11
.11
%a

is
..tr

.13
` ,,,
I..

9
a

OM0..
. -14

10o
.es

i

10t
0
05

.0
4

V

-C.o
-C

V
0o
..e..
U
0

12
L.,

8
0...l
0a
'vs

as
. C

5

a.4

1

, ..45
fli

11*

II

C
..4

C SO
1.1 .2

'C. AI
u .00.aa
.1 NC

,

1 )2 1 2 7 4

4,.. 1 2 4 1, 1 1 1 21

1 1 2 4 2 1 2 17

a.

1 2 2 1 2 2 eq.

Vr.:4".2rs
ITt

4 4 2 4 2 1 1 1

'1 8 4 2 2 4 4 4 32

1 4 4 1 2 2 1 A 24

2 4 8 4 '4 4- 1 .4 36

1 4 4 4 4- 4 1 1 25

1 8 4 2 2 4, 4 4 32

4 2 4 8 4 2 4 1

4' 1 1 1 1 1 2 4. 22

1 1 8 4 1 4. 4 8 47

1 i 8 1 1 8 1 1 31'

1 4 4 1 I. 4 1 4 23

8 ,2 8 2 2 1 4 34

4 1 1 1 1 1 1 "4 -22'

36 62 62 51 34 148 29 '52

....et
11,4

;TRENDS

Cumulative Nuaber,of Facsimile
Traniteiyers .. 1

Installed Increases
. :

.
.

Cost Of Typical On-Line Search in.& Large 4 2

Domestic S4T Data Base Caine an Inte'ractivi

Terminal and Standard Telephone Lines

Decreases

Bandwidth Commoo1y Employed for SL7 Access to 1

Remote Time-Shared Coo/toter Systems

Incr aaaaa 0
Average Access Time forKagnetic Tape '7-.. 2 1

Decreases

1975780 EVENTS )
.1 , ,

Source "locator"
4' 2

Cheap, sutonatic Indexing of natural 2 1

language cemt
.

Raticrornon-prIairprint published materials 4 1.,

1102:1
:.t. ..

;,. .

.

..19BD:isrvrwrs

amase to-put and storage
4 1

Communications so cheap that large =Caprice 1 1

can be shared between geographically dispersed

computers °

Natural English language file inquiry- 2 '1

updating
\

Conp.ter-linked oecwork of LaC's 1 4

,...,

501 of all S6T personnel have personal auto:-

nated"dsta base
-4 . 4

-° Laser used for facsimi;e transmission-5 8 8.

million `pages per second (In corijunction

with image input and storage)

1985 - 90 EvnTs

Associative or conthnt-addr.t.ased senor.lea ' 1 1

(cheap and large)
.

.
.,

t *emote graphic terminals ulth 110 capability,' 2

,

1

cost $100
4 .

... . ,..

Oni Integrated teeter thes'aurus'.foi ell S4T .2

data bases - w, -
..

Coble TV or stotlarperolta 'hoLe/office; 4 4

storage of text...Images at competitive- costs

to hard copy versions
E 47. 36



the management. function (accessing decision), functions unique to an

IAC (evaluation and,research), and the final judgment of data relevancy.

In short, these functions judged least likely to be affected by tech-

.nological change, are judged to require human judgment that cannot easily

be replaced by-technology.

The technological trends and events with the greatest effects on

the output activities of the.TAC's are shown in Table'13. Again:1980-1985,

appears to be the period of greatest activity with two of the technologi-

cal events with the strongest potential for impact falling in this time-

span. The greatest potential for impact, is attached to the attainment

of a level of 50% of all scientific and technical personnel having their

own personal automated data. base. The effects of this event will be "felt

through the competition that these personal automated data bases will

offer IAC services, particularly handbooks. -The use of the, laser for

facsimile transmission at 5 million pages-per second in conjunction with

image input and. storage, the event which was judged. so significant to IAC:,

internal.activities, is also seen'as' being of great potential impact to

output actildties. In the time frame 1985-1990 only one event.was assess-

ed,as being 'very significant to output activities. However, that,event,

cable TV or similar permittinghome/office storage of text-images at cOm-

petitive costs to hard copy versions,. was judged to have very significant
.

potential for impact on output, functions. The-trends and events affecting

output functions ap'pe'ar to affect handbook production more than the inquiry

response service. r

Table 14:summariiethe trends and events of greatest potential

impact, classified by time period' and by functional area (IAC inputs,

outputs,,and internactivities). 'Technology appears to impact IAC

internal activities more than either input or output functions, and 1980-

1985 appeaLPrs to be the pericid.of greatest technological impact.

Impacts on IAC Product and' Service Characteristics

Two information delivery channels,, handbooks andjnquFry response;

'were assumed in order to-estimate the impacts of trends and. events on

the service characteristics judiged.to be important_to the 1AC user. (These

service characteristics are discussed in Chapter 6.), Tables 15 and 16

present the-results of an assessment of the..impacts on the handbook.
;
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Table 13. Technological Trends and Events Affecting IAC Outiuts

.

.

0
J-h0
als
W
.:4
0
0.0 0
.0 Ad0 o
OA

7
0000
I:3 .
M

C4

,
s.04

St

'

TRENDS
.

Percent of S&T Informafion Generators/Users
with Access to a Remote Interactive

Terminal Increases

Cumulative Number of Facsimile.. Transceivers

Installed Increases.

Bandwidth Commonly Employed for S&T Access to

Remote Time-Shared Computer Systems Increases

High Speed Printer-Print Speed Increases
.

.

1975-8,0 EVENTS

Poriable/acceptablecmicrofiche reader
. .

Ratio of non-print:print published materials

is 2:I:

1980 -85 EVENTS
. . .

Image StOrage
..

.

50% of all S&T personnel have personal automated

data ,base .

Laser used for facsiMile transmission-5 million

pages per second (In conjunction with image

input and,:5Storage)-
,

-

.. 1985 -90- EVENTS

.
,

Cable TV or similar permits home/office storage

of text images at,cOmpetitive costs to-hard

copy versions
.

Z

.

1

.

2

4

4

4

8
.

8

.

8

44

4

4

2

.

4

34

8

12

10

12
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Table 14. Summary: Technological Trends and Events of Greatest Potential Impact on IAC Inputs,

Internal Activities, and Outputs

FUNCTIONAL AREA.

INTERNAL ACTIVITIES OUTPUT ACTIVITIES'
TI? PERIOD INPUT ACTIVITIES

1975-1980

1980-1985 Automatic OCR pultifont

readers in iondion use

Information no longer created

predominantly in document

form

1985-1990

Cost of a typical on-line sear h

in a large domestic S6T data se

using an interactive terminal ad

standard telephone lines decreases

Cheap automatic indexing of

natural language text

Laser used for facsimile trans-

mission-5 million pages per

second (In conjunction vith image

input and storage)

Image input and storage

Computer4inked network of

IAC's

Natural English language file

inquiry-updating

One integrated matter thesaurus

for all S&T data'haees
/

Associative or content-addressed

memories '_heap and large)

50% of all SU personnel

have personalautomated

data base

Laser used for facsimile

transmission-5 million pages

per second (In conjunction

vith image input and storage

Cable TV or limner permit.

home/office storage of

text images at competitive

costs to hard copy versions



Table 15. Relative Impacts of Technological Trends and Events

on Handbook Service Characteristics

Charectariatica of Importance to User

CP

I. I. 0u u 114
0 0

3
.
le

; 0 " 4 2

Trends of Greatest Potential Impact

Cumulative number oflacsimile transceivers 1 1 1 1 1 1 1' 1 1 1 1 11

installed increases

Cost of typical on-llie search in large SAT 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2. 1 1 1 13

data base usisg interactive terminal and
standard telepboaa line decreases .

Percent of users with access to resort inter- 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11

active terminal increases

Sandvidth commonly amployed.for SAT access to
remote time-sbared computer systems increases 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11

NNast Significant Events Through 1990

Laser facsimile tram:mission (up to 5 million 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 '1 11

pages/second)

Image input to @torne and image storage 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 13

Natural English language file inquiry and 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11

updating available

Cheap, automatic machine indexing of natural 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 4 1 16

language text

A computer-linked network of IAC's will be 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 13

available to SAT users

At least SOT of all SAT personnel have almost 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 11

completely automated personal data baikes

Ratio of non -print published'SAT materials 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 4 15

to printed products is 2:2

Cable TV or other electronic aetbods permit 2 1 2 '1 1 1 2 1 1 2 4 17

bone /office storage of textual images cost-
competitiva with hard copy versions

One integrated master thesaurus exists for ...

all SAT data bases

Associative or content-addressed memories
possible due to use of large, inexpansiva
meaory units

Remote graphic terminals with input and output 1 1 1 1 1 1

capability available for $200

1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1113

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1111

-
Informatioa no longer created predominantly 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11

in document form

Source locator (directory of 14C's plus

thesaurus)

Automatic OCR Aulti -font readers in common

use

1, 1- 1 2 4 1 -1 1 1 1 1115

1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 13

Z 21 19 19 19 21 la 22 21 18 25 24



Table 16. Relative Impacts of Technological Trends and Events
on Inquiry Response Service Characteristics

Charaeteristies of Importance to User

s.

3

2
U to. t)V.

4 at

a.o .4 0i ...4
0 ..,
O m0 .1.o r a

as

Trends of Greatest PotentiAl Impact

Cumulative number of facsimile trans-
ceivers installed increases

Cost of typical on-line search in
.large SAT data base using Inter-
active terminal and standard telephone
line decreases

Percent of with access to remote
interactive terminal increases

Bandwidth commonly employed for SAT
access to remote time-sbared computer
systemx increases

1 2 1 4 2

4 1 2 2 1

1 1 1 4 4

1 1 1 1 1

Most Significant Events Through 1990

Laser facsimile transmission (up to
5 million pages/second)

Image input to storage and image
storage

Natural Engliab-language file inquiry
sod updating amenable

Cheap. automatic machine indexing of
natural language text

A computer-Iinked netvork of IAC'a
will be available to SAT

i
At least 502 of

t
all SAT personnel bays

almost completely automated personal
data bases

Ratio of non-print published SAT
materials to printed products ls 2:1

Cable TV or otber electronic method.'
permit home /office storage of
textual images cost-competitive wit
bard copy versions

One integrated master th exists
for all 3AT data bases

Aosoclative,or content-addressed
menoriespoesible doe to use large.
Inexpeosive memory units

Remote graphic terminals vlth input
and output capability available for
$100 -

Information no longer created pre'
dominantly In document form

SOurce locator (directory of lAC's
plus thesaurus),

Automatic OCX multi-font readers in
01070 use

I

1 1 4 1 1

1 2 1 2 1

2 .4 . 2 2 1

1 4 2 1 1

1 1 4 2 1

1 1

1 1 1 1 1
-

1 1 1 1 1

2 2 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1

2 2 1 4 4

1 1 1 2

1 1 4 .4

1 4 4 .1 2

22 31 30 32 28

2 1 1 1 I 4 2 2 22

1 2 2 1 1 I I 1 20

4 1 1 2. 4 4 1 1 29

1 2 1 2 1 1 16

1 4 4 2, 2 2 1 1 22

.1Zd 2 1 1 2 1 1 1

1- 2 1 1 I 1 1 1

13

18

1 4 4 1 1 1 4 4 29

2 4 4 1 1 1 4- 1 27

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 13

1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 15

1 1 1

1 4 4 I 1 1 4 4

1 A 1 1 I 1 4 4

4 1 1 2 a A 2 2

2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

2 1 I .1 1 1 1 1

1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2

IS

26

22

35

13

20

19

27 36 31. 20 32 29 30 27



and inquiry response services.

Table 17 summarizes the most significant events and trends by

service and by time period. 'Note that none of the trends and few-of.

the events appear to have much potential for affecting the characteris-

tics of the handbook service. Becausestherd may have been inadvertent

screening of significant events and trends, the original cross-relevance

matrices
I
were utilized again, this time with,more user emphass rather .

than a technology emphasis. .The results of this second assessment are

shown in Tables 18 and 19; these results are summarized by service delivery

-mode (handbook or *inquiry response) and time period in Table 20.

The two analyses were then merged to form one combined set of trends

and events judged to be significant for each delivery chAnnel. .The results

of this merged analysis are shown in Tables 21 and 22. Within each table

and each time'period, events are listed in 'decreasing order of importance.

As'shown in Tabler21, none of the technological trends considered

was judged to have a significant potential for impacting the handbook.

Howeyer, technological events were found in each time frame with the

potential of such an impact. In 1975-140, the handbook may be signifi-

cantly affected by the advent of a portable/acceptable microfiche reader.

Such a reader would particularlyaffect format and media characteristics.

4 The cheap, automatic indexing of natural, language text will affect cost,

ease of use; and format at a very moderate level.

In the 1980-1985 time frame, the use of mathematical models on com--:

puters as direct input for-numerical control systems will significantly

impact the'handbook.: Effects will be felt in cost, accuracy, technical

quality, format and media, making this the event th-the broadest impact

on characteristics of the handbook.

Both analyses showed that in 1980-1985, cable TV or other electronic

methods permitting home/office storage of tettial images which is cost.-

competitive with hard-copy versions will moderately affect the, handbook

through slight impacts on cost, currency. and format'`, and a moderaZe affect

in media.

Table 22 presents the merged analysis cp.f trends and events WIth

significant impact on query input and response. A large number of trends

and events were judged to have a potentially significant impact on this

delivery channel.

Ea,
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Table 17. Summary: Technological Trends and Event's of Greatest
Potential Impact on Handbook and Inquiry Response ,

Service Characteristics

HANDBOOK

1975-1980 EVENTS

.Cheap, automatic machine indexing of natural language text

1985 -1990 EVENTS

'Cable TV or other electronic methods'permit home/office
.storage of textual i=nag cost- competitive with hard.

copy versions

QUERY RESPONSE

Trend

Percent of users with access to remote interactive
terminal increases

Cumulative number of facsimile transceivers installed

increases

_Cost of typical on-line.Search,in large S&T data base
using interactive terminal and standard telephone
line decreases

1975-1980 EVENTS-

Cheap, automatic machine indexing of natural language text

Source lc-ator (directory of IAC's plus thesaurus)

1980-1985 EVENTS

A computer-linked network of IAC's will be available to
S&T users

Laser =,sed for facsimile transmission-5 million pages per
second (in conjunction with image input and storage)

i.:tomatic OCR multi-font readers in common use
2

Natural English- language.file inquiry and updating available

1985-1990 EVENTS

Remote graphic terminals with input and output capability
available for $100.-

. .

One integrated master thesaurus exists for all S&T data bases

AssoCiative or content-addressed. memoriea possible due to
use of large; inexpensive memory units



Table 18. Trends and Events Affecting Handbook Related to

.
Characteristics Important to User,
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High pact

1980-85

Laser used for facsimile transmission-5
million pages per second (In conjunction

with image input and storage)

1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 11

1985-90 a

501 of all SW/ personnel have persOtal

automated data base

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11

Cable,TV or similar permits hone /off ce .2 1

storage of text images at competitive.,

costs to hard copy

2 1 1, 1 1 1 1 2 4 17

Moderate Impact

Trend

High speed printer print speed increases 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11

1975-80

Portable/acceptable microfiche reader 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 8 23

Integrated editorial processing system
provides process control for computerized

type - setting

4 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 16

1980-85

Image input to storage and image storage 1 2 -1 1 1. 1 1 1 2 1 13

Mathematical models on computers as
direct input for numerical control

systems

2 4 1

4

1 1 1 4 1 1 4 4 24

Electronic or microimage composition
used by subscription information services

4 1 1 1_ 1 15_

Information no longer created pre- 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11

dominaritly in document form o

E 19 15 12 10 10 10, 13 10 10 20 23
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:Table 19. Trends and Events.Affecting Inquiry, Response Related to

% .

-, ChafaCteristics Important to User. . ,
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Characteristics ,of Importance to User
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Moderate, Impact

Trend

Percentage of SST information
seder:tors/users with access to a
remote interactive terminal increases

1975-80

6
1 1 4 4 4

Termieal-terminal conferencing. -) 4 1 4

Low -cost :mini links between IAC's And 2 2 4

smartterminal in home/office

International-technical data system 1 1 1
ge,

accessed:by company library via
electronic I/O

1980-85 .

WatUral English language file inquiry- 1 4 1 1 4 die

updating

50% of all SST'personnel have perspal 1 1 1 1 1 1

automated data base

1985-90

VideO phone conferencing 1 2 1 1 1 2

.Extensive 2-way CATV 4 1 4 4 4 2

Instant network conferencing -2 4 4 1 4 2

available to 90% of SST personnel

Cable TV or similar permits home/. 1 1 1 1 1 1

office storage of text images at
competitive costs to hard copy. E 18 18 22 22 28 23

versions

4 4 2

4\ 4 4
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Table 20. Summary: Trends and Events Whih Significantly

Affect.Charhcteristics Important to User

Aft

HANDBOOK

1575-1980EVENTS

Portable/acceptable microfiChe reader

1911-1985EV'INTS

1Katheatical models on computers as direct input for

numerical control systems .
1985-1990EVENTS - .

.

..

-.. N,..

Cable TV or other electronic methods perrilt home/office

storage of textual images%cost-competitive with hard- ?

copy versions
P

MI

QUERY.INPbT

Trend

Percent of S&T information generators/users with access to

a remote interactive terminal increases

'1975-1980 EVENTS

Low-Cost mini links between IAC's and smart terminal

in home

Terminal-terminal conferencing

1980 =1985 EVENTS

Natural English-language file inquiry-updating,

1985 -1994 EVENTS

Instant network conferencing available to 90Z of

S&T personnel

Extensive 2-way CATV

QUERY RESPONSE

Trend

Percent of S&T information generators/users with access to
a remote interactive terminal increases

1975-1980EVENTS

Low-cost mini links between IAC's and smart terminal

in hone

Terminal - terminal conferegcing

1985-1990EVENTS

Instant network conferencing avairable to 90Z of SBT

personnel

Remote graphic terminalsvith ./0 capability cost $100
.

Video personal communication with-facsimile transceiving

el"

5



Table 21. Merged Analyses Summary: Trends and Events Affecting

"°. Users of Handbooks

Trenas: None

1975=1980 Events1

-

-Portable/adtePt#ble microfiche' reader

.
Cheap,-- automatic,inde_xing,o5 natural language text -

19801985 Events

AManicmatical models':On computers as direct input fin-

numet"ICal,controlsystems .

.

1985-1990 Events
..

..

. .. a. C.

Cable TV or Other-electronic methods permit home/office

storage of textnal4MageS- cost-competitive with hard. .2.

copy version:
S

A

:to



Sable 22. Aelted Analyses Summary: Trends and Events Affecting

Users of Inquiry Response Service

Vtr

Trg4s, -

Percent of S &T Informatio generatots/users with,acceSs

to remote interactive term l,increases

Cumulative number of facsimiletrahsceivets installed

increases 5 ,

ast of a typical on-line &catch in a large domestic-

S&T delta base using an interactive terminal and

standard telephone lines decreases
,

1975-1980 Events'
°

1,6w-cost Mini links between IAC's and smart terminals

in home /off ice

Terminal/terminal conferencing

Cheap, automatic indexing of natural language text.

Source locator

1980-1985 Events

Computer-linked network of IAC's

Natural English language file inotiry-updating

Laser used for. facsimile,trasmission-5 million

pages per,second (in conjunction with image" input

and storage)

Automatic OCR multifont readers in common use

1985 -1990 Eirents

Instant network conferencing available to 90% of S&T

personnel

Remote graphic terminals with I/O capability cost $100

Extensive 2-way CATVa

'Video personal communication with facsimile transceiving

One integrated master thesaurus for all S&T data bases

Associative or-t-ontent-address6d memories (cheap and large)
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4.

In both analyses,'one trend stood-61t as having a potentiallY pOwer-
'

lul impact on'user valued characteristics of,the query deliver); channel°, .,.,.

The 'increase in the,; percentage of scientific and technical inf,ormationk,
;g;

generators and users having access to remote interactive terminals will

significantly impact response time, ease of access, ease of use, format,

and media. It will'mderately affect understandability.

Two other trends are. of significant potential impact based on data

from the analysis of trends and events of greatest potential overall

impact. The increase in the number'of facsimile'transceiversixstalled

Will significantly-affect response time and media and will moderately''' .

impact ease of. access and ease of use. A trend of decreasing cost of

typical on-line search in,a large domestic scientific and technical data .

,

base.(using an interactive terminal and standard telephone lines) will

have a significant impact on cost and moderate impaCts on currency,

response time, technical quality and coverage to topic.

In the time frame 1975-1980, low- cost.mini computer links between

IAC's and smart terminals in the shame or-Office will have a very signifi-

cant impact, affecting currency, respOnse time, ease of access, ease of

use, format,, media, recall and relevance significantly, and cost and

accuracy mode'rately. Terminal-to-termin4conferencing will alsb have a

significant impact through its strong effects on cost, currency, response

time,,ease of access, format, media and relevance, and its moderate effects

on ease of use. Cheap, automatic indexing of natural language text will

significantly impact accuracy, technical quality, coverage of topic, recall

and relevance, and moderately impact currency. The "source locator" will '

significantly affect response time and ease:of access, and moderately

affect ease,of use.

From 1980-4985, four technological events were judged significant.

The availability-of a_computer-linked network of IAC's will significantly

affect currency, technical quality, coverage'of the topic, and recall.

It will moderately affect response timckand ease, of-use. The advent of

availability of natural English language file-inquiry-updating was seen

as being moderately significant during its analysis as one of the overall

potentially significant events. Its significance was upgraded in-the

second analysis because of its diFect effects on query input. It was seen
r
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a.

to affect accuracy, ease of acce'a's and eaSe of use significantly, all

to impact technical quality moderately. The.use of the laser for

facsimile transmission at a speed'of 5 million pages per. second (in

.
conjunction with imageinput and storage) would significantly affect

currency, technical quality and coverage of the topic. The common use

of OCR multifont readers would have a moderate significance through its

strong affects on accuracy and currency.

The time frame 1985-1990 presents the greatest number of significant

events. The availability of instant network conferencing to 90% of .

scientific and technical personnel will have widespread significant

impacts on query input, strongly affecting accuracy, currency, ease of

access, technical quality, format and media. It will moderately affect

cost, ease of use, coverage of topic, recall and relevance. The avail-

ability of remote graphics terminals with input /output capability at a

cost.of $100 will 'have a.major impact on query response. These low cost

terminals will have a major impact on format, significant impacts. on

response time, ease of access, ease of use and media, and mOderate impacts

,

on cost, accuracy and understandability.
Extensive 2-way CATV will affect

query.input,significantly
impacting cost, currency, response- time, ease

of access, format, media, and relevance, and moderately impacting ease of

use.- Video personal: communication with faCsimile transceiving will signi-
.;

ficaitly,affect the cost, ease of access,,and media of querjr response',

while-moderately affecting its accuracy, currency, response time, ease-of

use, understandability; and format. The existence of one integrated master

thesaurus for all scientific and technical data bases will significantly'

v. impapt quality,, of topic, recall. and relevance of the

query, and will moderately.iffect its accuracy. Finally, -the possibility

of associative or content-addressed memories due to the use of large,

inexpensive memory units will affect the technical quality, recall and

relevance of queries significantly.

3
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8

SENSITIVITY OF COSTS AND BENEFITS

TO TWO TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS

Introduction and Highlights

The analytical models developed in this study have a major

application as tools for assessing the impacts which changes

communications
technology will have Uponthe anticipated costs--

and benefits-of IAC prOducts and services. This chapter describes

the utilization,of the models for this purpose and provides,a test

of their.applicability as tools for IAC management.

Highlights include:

- Model paraMeters with sufficient detail to perMit projection's

of IAC service costs to 105.-

Three alternative
scenarios-for 1985: a "baseline", or surprise-

(

free scenario, a scenario including 4, portable acceptable

microfiche (PAM)- reader, and a scenario including terminal-to-

terminal conferencing.

- Model.benefits (lower bound) are relatively insensitive to the

changes presumed by the 1985 scenarios. However,_ costs are

better incorporated into the model and consequently the 1985

scenarios exhibit higher costs, particularly higher salaries

for the evaluation/research functions.

Rationale for Selection of Innovations

In this chapter we postulate

in the form of "scenarios" of the

"1985 and, based 'ion available data

in 1975. This elOmparison permits

three alternative possible futures

IAC and its environment in the year

,
compare these with the IAC6as it was

examination of the related changes

which will most probably occur-in the various model'parameters thereby

affecting anticipated costs and benefits.

The first of the scenavios:is the "surprise-free" baseline against

which we can assess the impact of two technological innovations which

Appear likely to have significant effects upon IAC's andtheir.users.

The innovative events-examined are the
introduction and widespread

adoption of a portable-,acceptable microfiche reader, (PAM often

-,
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referred to as a "cuddly microfiche reader") and the development within

the S &T community of a substantial network permitting terminal -to=- terminal

conferencing. Detailed discussions of theprecrse form which we are

Aipulating for these developments and the explicit assumptiOits which are

Made to generate the requisite. level of detail for application of the

models are included in subsequent sections of this chapter. This section

explains the reasons for the selection of these particular innovations

:for consideration.

1 -Chapters 6 and 7 describe analyses which

fogical trends and events explored in earlier

their relative impacts upon IAC functions and

of IAC pkoducts and services which are valued by 114C users insofar as

these have-been identified. Also, in the early stages of-this project,
- .

the members of the'Overview Committee were presented with a list of some

O

compared selected tecHho7

studies,
3,7

in terms of

upon the characteristics

potential' innovations and asked for their opinion-of those in three given

time frames which would have significant impacts on IAC's and their users
.._

The Overview Committee's responses and the relevance analysis were used

to produce a "short list"*of potentially significant innovations. Use of

data from one of the early studies, specifically a series of probability
,,

estimates for the occurrence of s ch innovations-by a specified year which

was provided by experts in relevan fields, enabled the selection of events

which have been estimated to have a 90% likelihood of l'..ppening by 1985.

The ultimate selection of the two innovations to be applied was

based on the judgment of the study team% Tie chosen innovations are

considered representative of a much wider class'of potential changes which

will prObably affect the specific IAC 'services of inquiry response and hand-
.

books. .

Definition of "Baseline" (Surprise-Free) Scenario

This scenario is based upon the assumption that no'radicarchanges

occur which are likely to affect IAC operations between the present (1975

in this case) and the "snapshot" date of 1985.. Thus, extrapolation of

.present trends will define the parameters of concern, extrapolation being

defined in this context as basically judgmental and rationally defensible

rather than purely mathematical. Due to the inherent-variation and un-

certainty in the 1975 data,-it did not seem either valuable or justifiable

to apply sophistidated mathematidal curve - fitting, and extrapolation

. techniques:-
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To conceptualize the impacts of the innovations on cost and benefits

of IAC services, the project team utilized the conceptual "supply/demand"

model described in Chapter 3 as a. framework for analysis. Figure 4 in

,Chapter 3 illustrates the supply and demand model graphically. It would

seem that in the absence of "surprise", i.e., if only current growth

patterns wed be considered, these curves will remain an adequate descrip-

,
tion of the relation of the IAC to its pibtential user environment. Quail:-

tative variation may occur in both supply of and demand for information

services.. The cost can also beexpected to change, but the_positional
7

and topological curve shifts will affecethe basic contention that

the potential market4or IAC services. or for a particular channel for
,

delivery of an IAC service will be defined as that area bounded by the
%

supply and demand curves below their intersection; by the cross -over line

Where self -supply'is cheaper than.IAC supply; and.by the boundary where

the service becomes more costly than-its perceived value as, measured by

'user's willingness-to-pay.

Granting, therefore, that this same diagramatic representation

remains valid, we do not attempt to apply dimensions to relate the 1985

and 1975 versions. Rather., in considering the changes due to innovations,

we relate the shifts in the curves due to one or another of the innova-

tions to the 1985 "surprise-free" configuration without attempting to

define that configuration precisely.

The quantitative cost-benefit models, on the other hand, are applied

under this assumption of "no radical change" by/pi-Ojecting cu;4ent data

itla with established historic trends, by analogy with her

parameters whose anticipated behavior can be predicted with an ac ptable

degree of probability, by subjective "informed judgment" based on expli-

citly formulated assumptions, and where no other data are available, by

stipulating a value and observing the results of applying the model in

each specific case.

Table 2.3 summarizes the predicted parameter changes,thataffect

the models:

- Benefit model, inquiry response

Benefit model, handbook

Co'st model, inquiry response

- Cost model, handbook=

92
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Table 23. Baseline Scenario for 1985: Variation of MOdel

Parameters Over a Decade

Parameter

-1985:1975
Value

Data Source
Reference

Benefit Model: Inquiry Response

3.Time savedNoer use

Number of uses per year
(by one client)

. .

Value/hour of user time 12.5:8.9 = 1.40

Price charged by IAC 6% p.a. = 1.79 1-

Number of users per year 1

Benefit Model: Handbook

TiMe saved per use 1

NumbePt.of uses per year. .1

Value/hour of u-S-er.,.tine 12.5:8.9 = 1.40

Cost of handbook .
26.6:18.6 = 1.43 2

Lifetime of handbook 1

Number of handbooks sold/year 1

IAC Cost, Model: Inquiry
Response and Handbook

Fixed: Rent 6.5:5.4 = 1.20 2

Telephone ,5:17 = .29

Furniture &
equipment 6% p.a. = 1.79 -

Office supplies _28.2:21 = 1.34 2

Subscriptions: If 490:462 = 1.06

250:166 = 1.51

Total' = 1.60
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Table-23. (Continued) Baseline SEenario for.1985:' Variation

of Model Parameters Over a Decade,

Parametei

IAC Cost Model. (Continued)

198'5:1975 Data Source

Value Reference

Fixed: tdvertising &
marketing = 1.41 4

Copying &
reproduction = 1.30 2

-4

Postage 24:13 = 1.85 5

Travel ---
.086::076 =-1.13 4

Computer time 3:11 =.27 6

,Computer terminal . .21:2%7 = .08

Salaries:

Manager 0 1

22.5:15.5 = 1.45 4

Total = 1.45

Clerical # 51.7:51 = 1.01 2

9.5:7 = 1.36 3

Total -7 1.37

Professional It 67.5:51 = 1.32

18:12.7 = 1.42 4

Total = 1.87

Total = 1.59

Fringe benefits 25% '85 salaries:

15% '75 salaries

= 2.65

Allocation factor 1

Variable: Salaries:

Professional 1.87 As above

iClerical 1.37 As above

Computer time 15,

supplies 3:11 - .27 . 6

Professional hours 67.5:51 = 1.32

Discount rate 1

Time horizon 1
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for this 1985 baseline case. The table lists the defined parameters,
\_61

ehe ratio of theii projected 1985:1975 values, and the-data sources/

emplbyed in deriving these estimates. All dollar amounts are measured

in
4
current, not constant dollars. The following paragraphs disqps

predicted variations in the individual parameters. Data sources in both-

text and table are given as a number referring to an entry -in the list

of references at the end of this chapter.

In each instance for which a parameter is predicted to change from

its 1975 value, the change will be noted in the text in the following

form. The first decimal figure represents the multiplicative factor
-

for computing the 1985 value, given the 1975 value. The numbers in

parentheses are expressed as s ratio indicating-how this factor was

derived. For example, where the 1975 salary for a technical engineer

is $8,900 and the 1985 predicted value is $12,500, the multiplicative

factor is'1.4 (3.2.5/8.9).

Benefit Model for the Inquiry Response Service. In the case of

inquiry'response, time saved per use is defined as the time v;hich would

be chargeable to locating the desired information rather than irle elapsed,

time between making the request and receiving the response. As such, it

appears reasonable to assume that this parameter does not change' during

the decade of interest.

The number of uses per year is defined as the number of time

'specific user avails himself of this service during Orie year- This

number will certainly vary during the year. However, we believe this

variation is dominated byithe extent and nature of the user's experience

with the IAC, his position and length of service in hisown organization,

and similar factors, rather than by whether the year is 1975 or 1985. For

the average user of the averageJAC,-the number of uses per year may increase

due to the fact that hi has become more familiar and, thus,- comfortable

with the use of IAC services. However, this effect does not--1pear to be

predictable. Hence, we have assumed this,factor remains constant.

Lacking information as to the precise identity of the user population

in terms of those whose time is saved by use of this service, we make the
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assumption that the rate of increase of, the value per hour of user time

is the same as that of the median salary of the male technical engineer
1

.

This assumption gives a ratio-of 1.40 (12.5:8.0 in current dollars.

The price charged by the.IAC is a dependent rather than an inde-

pendent variable and is a function of outside funding through subsidies.

We-assume a 6% inflation rate.

As was the case for"the number of uses of the service by a single

user, one would intuitively expect the number of users per year. to increase

with the age of the partAUlar IAC. However, based on the data available,

we have assumed the number will remain constant for the average IAC. The

largest span of historical data available to us is 8 years, for the

Machinability Data Center, and this appears to have roughly stabilized

over the last 5 years.

Benefit Model for the Handbook. The analysis of the parameters off'

time saved per use, number of users per year and value per hour of user time

follows the same rationale. as for the inquiry response service.

We do not have adequate data on historic variation in handbook cost

to project this parameter far ahead, Fortunately, the model is relatively

insensitive to this variable. We have based the estimated pTice increase

of 1.43: (26-6:18.6) on the average prile for scientific and, technical books

published in the U. 0.9,,r,sirIce,160.
2

We have assumedt lifetime of the handbook will remain constante
d

'during the period, of nterest. This parameter is probably governed by
.

the time sensitivity of the contents and, therefore, can be expected to-

vary according to the maturity of the technological field. ..:FC,

":a,- z-:- ',. --

Based on the data available, the number of.handbooks0.-. ..;Rer annum
7..,,,..i...._;,7:.,

is projected to stabilize a few years after introduction of ,-handbook.

Therefore, we have assumed a constant value as the typical case.

Cost Model for Incuiry Response. Looking first at fixed costs,, rent

-Is clearly both time and location dependent. Therefore, for analysis

purposes, we haVe taken the national average value per square foot for the

information industry in general and. have assumed no increase in area

occupied., These assumptions yield. a ratio
2

of 1.20 (6.5:5.4).
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Fixed cost for the telephone is a function of the number of hours

spent on the telephone, as well as the average cost per hour. We have

assumed that the former will be- constant and have projected the 1985

average cost per hour to be lower by a factor of .29 (5:17) on the basis

of the findings of a previous study.
3

Respondents in'thatstudy indicateer

that by 1985 such communication costs would probably be independent of distance.
tit

We make the assumption that the fixed costs-of furniture and equipment7'-

Include both purchase/rental costs and upkeep. In the baseline scenario,

it is implicit that no radical change in the type of equipment needed

will occur. The projected increase of 1.79 is based on a 6% inflation
0**-

rate.

We assume that the fixed cost:of office supplies will be dominated

by paper costs which haye risen dramatically =and are projected to double

in the twenty years.from 1960 to 1980. In the decade of interest to this

study, the ratio would be 2 1":34

Fixed 'costs of subscriptions are governed by two-factors here, the

number of publications to which the IAC subscribes and the cost of an

individual subscription. Both of these will depend on the particular

orientation of .the IAC itself. We have combined the fields of physical

science, mathematics, computer sciences engineering, and engineering,

and have assumed that-the number of subscriptions will grow at the-same

rate, 1.06 (490:462), as the national journal output in ihesefields.2

The cost per subscription is based on this same combination of disciplines,

assumes that the IAC has an institutional subscription rate,'and is pro-

jected to increase by1.51 (250:166) in the ten year period.2

-Fixed coSts'Ior advertising and marketing .is a judgmental figure

based on 2% of the gross annual income of thelIAC's The 2% was based on .'.'

a review from a variety-of sources covering service industries in general.

The parameter of fixed costs for copyin_g_and reproduction is a function

of two lactors:.the number of pages copied and the cost per page. The

estimated figures here are based on increases in photocopying costs.. We

assume a constant number of pages, and assess the total cost increase rate,

1.30 (48:37), as that of a page of photocopy.
2
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Since first-class mail can be aisumed,to be the predominant mode,

used for alloffice mail, the projection of the fixed costs of postage,

1.85 (24:13), is based. on the projected per ounce costs of this service.
5

Based on current practice for the IAC's included .in our survey,,, fixed

costs for travel are assumed to increase at the rate of air travel per '

mile, with no significant change in'the number of miles traveled: Due

to inflation and the oil crisis, the' trend in this. parameter has changed

radically over the past four years. Two separate projections were made,

representing the extreme boundaries of a probability sector, and the
4

factor of 1.13 (86:76) is an average of these extremes.

The figure for fixed costs of computer time measures IAC expenditures

on computer operations not related to the inquiry response. service. This
-s

is best represented in terms of an indicator such as connect time charges
.

h would apply if the computation vire performed using time-shared
6 1-

4cilities. Since charges are predicted to drop is,57 a factor of .27-(3:11)

between 1975 and 1985.we have employed that modifier for this parader.

Fixed costs for use of computer terminals will vary considerably

according to the type of terminal. Present trends indicate an increasing '

tendency towards using the "intelligent" or "smart" terminal, and the'

.,-Cost estimate given here, .08 (.21:2.7), reflects this trend but assumes

noRLadical breakthrough in equipment. capabilities or costs: We also assume

that rental costs will follow the same curve'as'purchase costs.
7

Fixed costs for salaries are considered in,three categoriei:

managerial, clerical and professional. The salary figures for managers

are based on the assumption that the manager is male-or, at least, is

paid at the same rate as a male. 'The corresponding multiplicative factor

over the decade is then 1.45 (22.5:15.5). Similarly, clerical help is

assumed to be female, gii/ing a value, of 1.36'(9.5:7), and professional

salaries are averaged over male-and female trends since 1962 giving a

factor of 1.42 (18:12.7).

In computing a total salary figiire, it is assumed in accordance with

Chapter 4, that the IAC staff involved with inquiry response consists of:
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1 manager (1/4 time)

2 clerks (each 1/4 time)

professional (1/4 time)

, We have allowed for,the fact that staffing requirements -and

individual salaries, will increase over the decade. We assume that

the number 'of professionals will- increase at roughly 1.32
" - r;1.

the rate of increase of relevant journal articles- in.s'the
- o

previously defined; that tbe number of clerical personnel

(67.5:51),

fields

will increase

tat the rate of.l for every 10 professionals; and that the number of

managers will remain constant over the decade.

'Fringe benefit costs are very difficult to predict because of '

the lack of a clear definition of what constitutes such benefits, the

uncertainty of their "real cost" even after they have been defined,

and the need to predict changes in either the nature or extent of

benefits over the decade olf concern. The 1975 "fringe benefits"

figure in practice has been quoted as,between 15% and 20% of total

salatries. Social trends such as thekdecreasing work-week, more paid

sick leave, and negotiation of generally more "labor-favorable" contracts

beveled to an increasing ratio. Therefore, we_estimate an-increase

to 25% of totaL/salaries by 1985.

The multiplicative factor in this case is the-ratio of 25% of the

total salaries of 1 manager and 1.32professionals, for 1/4 time, and

1.01 clerks half-time; to 15% of theleotal salaries of 1 manager and

1 professional 1/4 time, and 1 clerk half-time. This gives a value)of

2.65 (7302.8:2756.3) using the salary figures previously computed.
. .

Despite the changing rationale fortbe eStablishrdent of an alloca=

tion factor fol- fixedrcosts, emPiriCakobseivations have shoWn that this

factor tends t,o remain fairly constant overlong periods of time..Accotd-

ingly, in this base-line scenario, we assume no change in the factor

through 1985.

Turning to variable costs, salaries on a per hour basis will change

at the same rate predicted .for the salaries included in fixed-Costs.'

Variable costs for computer time and supplies are assessed -in's°

many different-ways that it is difficult-to give a generalized figure
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for this parameter. We therefore assume that if a professional ,spends

.the same proportion of his time in computer operations as he does now,

the computer charges in current dollars per professional hour will be

likely to decrease at the same rate as connect-time, .27 (i.e., 3:11

by 1985 .
6

r

The number of professional hours expended per year on providing-
.

inquiry response service is likely to go up as the data-base increases,
-,

even if, as we are assuming, the number of inquiries processed remains

the same. Relating this to the number of relevant articles,
2
we have

an increase factor of 1.32 (67.5:51) by 1985.'

We assume that the discount rate and the time horizon re-Main

unchanged.

Cost Model for Handbooks. The cost model for, handbooks has the

'same total fixed operating costs as the inqUiry response service (one-

fourth of total fixed operating expenses). The changes in the indivicl-
.

ual-cost components are presented in the discussion of fhe cost It .

for-theinquiry response service.

The preparation costs (writing, editing, typesetting, proofing)

-for a handbook are almost exclusively salary costs. Thus, the change in

the costs from 1975 to 1985 should be the same as that -for other IAC

salaries, Using-the overall composite ratio (managerial, professional,

clerical) yields a factor of 1.59 for the change in salaries between

1975 and 1985.

,printing costs are assumed to change in approximately the same ratio

as copying and reproduction costs, or .48:.37 = 1.30. -Thus printing costs

of $5 in-975,become $6.50 in 1985.

The selling price of the handbook, as discussed under the Benefit

Model, will rise by a factor of 1.43 over the decade of 1975 to 1985.

This is based on the trend -in the prices for scientific and technical

books published in the U. S. since 1960.

The lifetime of the handbook and the discount rate are predilted

to remain the same.
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Effects of Innovation 1: Portable., Acceptable Microfiche Reader (PAM)

This discussion presumes the development of a Amply constructed,

highly acceptable portable fiche-reading unit which could be used by

an individual at home or in the office. By utilizing new technology. such

as "fish-eye" 10.cro-imagery, the poor read quality now widely encountered-

would be radically improved with consequent increase.in user acceptance.

On the basis of information from manufacturers now working on the develop-

ment.of such a product,-the estimated future price is around $100 per-unit.

'As described in Chapter 7, the studyteam performed a.refevance

analySis on the impact of the PAM an the IAC products and functions, and
0

on product characteristics perceived as important by the user. The con-

tlusi6ns of this analysis were that the PAM would:
'0-

- have a minimal effect on,query response.

- have a moderate effect on handbooks in general. This impact

would be expressed mainly in a change of medium and some

accompanying change ins-format. There would also be some minor

impact upon the cost and currency of the information produced.

- slightly affect storage, retrieval and repackaging requirements

internal to the'IACA.tgelf.

The baseline'stenario developed above permits a more detailed and
5

specific analysis. Consider first,-however, different ways in which the

PAM could affect the IAC and the IAC's potentiaL and actual market..

The wider acceptance of microform which a PAM would achieve would

result in reduced storage requirements for a fixed amount of data. Because

microforl is cheaper to produce, more and more information would be'pro-

duced in this form,once acceptance wes certain. ...tk presenttrends Continue,

by 1985 the price differential, will, be about 8'.5 (17:2) between a paper

and a fiche copy of the same report.
2 A probable result of this would le

an increased tendency for individuals and companies to store more data

themselves, thereby decreasing their need for outside information` services.

We do not believe that these changes would greatly affect the demand

for the type of service provided by either inquiry response or handbook.

However, introduction of the PAM could lower the cost of/alternative (i.e.,

non-IAC) sources of inquiry response if the Use of microform increases

the relative speed of consulting such alternative sources, thereby lower-

ing their cost as measured in time expended.
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In our Analysis, we assume,that, if the IAC handbook is produced

as microfiche, a policy will be adopted calling lona complete reissue
14..7

of the handbook every year and frequent updates of appropriate segments

during the year. Frequency of update would depend on thesubjectmatter,

i.e., on the maturity of the technology as reflectedbY its:probable rate-
,

-of-change. We hive chOsen a quarterly update in this case, -which might

consist of only a single microfiche representing 9.6 pages of textual

material. The savings to the IAC of-producing fiche.rather than had

copy would probably be offset by the more frequent updating.-, One intan--

gible benefit of this policy to the user Would be'the increased currency

of the information.

Table 24,,suromaiiies our analysis of the changes.from the 1985 base-
.

line to,i6e anticipated as a result of the PAM.innovation. The.specifit
0.

change.s.are discussed in subsequent paragraphs...Those'parameters which

are unaffected are not mentioned except whete-they are of special. interest.

Any parameter. shifting Tess_ than 5% is considered unaffected.
4

The number of uses'per year of the inqUiry response service by a
0.

single client decreases.10% to,ref,l.:eCt the probability that'the client

will store more data of his own or will use someone else who does so as

a source. For the same -reason, the number of:users may also fall, but'

by the less than "significant amount' of 5%.

With regard -to the handbook benefit model, we calculated a more,

moderate reduction in cost of handbook than.-;that used in the surprise-

free scenario, which was based on a projection of prices charged.by

NTIS for their reports in fiche and hard copy. This difference in cost
.., -

reflects the facts-that there will certaihly'be a "switch-over" penalty

in, changing from,paper production to microform equipment, and that "cost"
v.

is defined as price charged for a-uni,que;product and,-aS such.,is not-likely

to drop so radically. A 'price- reduction 'from $35 to $10 is. postulated.'

The lifezime'of the handbook'has been assumed to drop from the.preSent

.5 years to one-year based on our tiM stimate for issue of a- new hand-

book. For purposes of this analysisi. have defined"life-time" as the

time period from one-issue to the next.: The number of handbooks.sold per

year is assumed to increase by 10% as a -consequence of decreased price.

Combined with increased currency. .
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Table 24. "Alternative Scenario No. 1 for 1985: Vafiatihns Due to

the Portable, Acceptable Microfiche Reader (PAM)

BASELINE INNOVATION 1. (PAM)

1985:1975 1985:1975

Parameter Value Value

Bertelit.Model: Inquiry Response

Time saved per use

Number of uses per year

1

(by one client) 1 .9

Value/hour of user time 12.5:8.9 = 1.40

Price charged by IAC 6% p.a. = 1.79

'Number of users per year 1 - .95

Benefit Model: Handbook

Time saved pe
)1.

use 1

Number of uses per year' 1

Value/hour of user time 12.5:8.9 = 1.40

'Cost of handbook

Lifetime of handbook

Number of handbooks sold/year

IAC Cost Model: Inquiry

26.6:18.6

1

1

= 1.43 10:35. ='.29

.2

1.1

Response and Handbook

Fixed:

ri

so.

Rent

Telephone

Furniture &

6.:5:4

5:17 =

6% p.a.

=

.29

=

1.20.

1.79

equiPment

Office supplies 28.2:21 = 1,34

Subscriptions: # 496:462 = 1.06

250:166 = 1.51

Total = 1.60
12 .60

(1

.t

+ ) = .89
17



Table 24: (Continued) Alternativf Scenario No. .1 for 1985: Variations

Due to the Portable, Acceptable Microfiche Reader (PAM)

Parameter

LAC Cost Model (Continued)

BASELINE 'INNOVATION 1 (PAM)

1985:1975 1985:1975

Value Value

Fixed: Advertising &
marketing

Copying
reproduction

Postage

1.9F1.35 = 1.414

.48:2.37 1.30

24:13 = 1.$5

1.17

i.10

Travel .086:.076 =-1.13 ,

Computer. time 3:11 = .27

Computer terminal .21:2.7 = .08

Salaries:

Manager # 1

= 1.45

Total = 1.45

Clerical # 51.Y:51 = 1.01

9.5:7 = 1.36

Total = 1.37

Professional # '67.5:51 =.1.32

18:12.7 =1.42

Total = 1.87

'Total =1.59

Fringe benefits 25% '85 ,salary:

15% '75 saIar7

Allocation Factor

Variable: Salaries:

=

Professional 1.87

Clerical 1.37

Computer time
supplies 3:11,= .27

Professional hours 67.5:-51 = 1.32.

niscount rate 1

Time horizon 1
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In Considering components of the cost model for inquiry response,

'specifically, increased investment and maintenance costs for furniture

and,equipment, we find no significant change from the baseline case.

y one,professional researcher assumed for this model, only one

, at. most, two need be considered. In order to be truly

. the. cost .of the PAM reader will be of the order of $100,

which-when amortized over 5 years can be disregarded. The cost of

purchasirigmicrofiche production equipment would presumably be ascribed

to the handbook service.

Office supplies will include microfiche as well as paper, but

without knowing the proportionate usage by different services there is

do rational basis for modifying the baseline estimate. Microfiche is

not very likely to be used for inquiry response. If it is used for the

handbook,-the more frequent updating and publication of new editions will

probably offset the inherent cost advantage of fiche over paper.

The estimate for subscriptions will change because of the general

_shift toward microfiche. We calculate that the number of subscriptions

will remain the same as for the baseline but that the cost of those

received in fiche will be down to .12 (2:17) of the paper cost. Based on

our'earlier study
3

, fifty percent of S&T professional literature dissemi-

nation will.be in microform by 1984. Accordingly, we estimate that half

the subscriptions will be at the reduced price. The adjusted subscription

total ratio of 1985:1975 values with PAM therefore becomes .89.

Copying and reproduction costs undoubtedly will also reflect the

shift towards microfiche, but it is difficult to quantify the variation.

If handbook pr Oucelon is Counted as a "fixed cgst" relative to inquiry

response, thiS parameter will.e dominated by the greatly reduCed cost of

microfiche versus paper.disseminationi somewhat modified.by the increased

frequency of update -and republication, and the increased sales. If this

parameter is considered to be invariant with regard to all specific servi-

ces, it will still be affected by the assumption that 50% of incoming

material will'be in microform, so that reproduction-of fiche-to-fiche or ,N

fiche 7to-hard -cgpyWill be involved. Theformer isvmuch cheaper (2:17 by. -)

19!55) than paper-to-paper. The latter is currently about twice as costly

pet page as phbtocopyfilg, but 'likely-Ls become much cheaper as demand in-

:
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creases. Accordingly, we hive assumed that,reproduction costs will

drop by 10% in current dollars in this scenario.

A similar consideration has to be applied to postage. Micro -

'fiche weighs much less than paper (about 1:64 by information content).

We assume that the microfiche makes up 50% of the total pages dissemi-

nated and is(sent fourth class, while the other.50%goes by first class

mail. Based-on projeCted changes in postage rates, the multiplicative

factor .is 1.10.

The only other quantity that seems likely to change in this

scenario is the number of professional and clerical hours. As a conse-

quence of the more frequent handbook updating, there should be some

reflection in terms of increased hours. :However, the variable in this

model refers to inquiry response, whereas the increase will show up in

connection with the handbook. This may result in increased staffing

requirements which In turn would affect the fixed salary costs.

The parameters for the cost model for the handbook change in

several ways to reflect this scenario. First, since the handbook

will be published once a year and updated on a quarterly basis, the

costs of handbook preparation will occur every year, rather tSan in

just the first year of the five year cycle.. It is likely,,however, that

a larger share-of these costs will be incurred in the firSt year since.

the following years will involve an update process, rathez, than prepara-

tion of an entire0_ new handbook:, Therefore, the total handbook prepara-
.

tion costs, wbich arekassumed equal to the one -time preparation costs

in the surprise-free scenario, are distributed as follows: .33% th the

first year and 16.7% each year after the first. IIK

The printing cost of the handbook will fall significantly since it

will be published in fiche rather than on paper. As discussed previously,

the price differential between a paper copy sand a fiche copy of the samq

report in 1985 should be approximately 8.5:1. Thus, if the printing cost

of the hard copy is $ .50 in 1985, the "printing" cost of the fiche ver-

sion should be about 76.

The price of the andbook will fall from $35 to $10 because. of the

drop in the lifetime of th andbook and because of the lower cost of

printing due to conversion to fic
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Although the lifetime of the handbook is reduced from five years

to one year, the time horizon for considering costs and benefits is

maintained at five years to provide a comparison between this and the

other scenarios. This is consistent with the assumption that the

annual publications of the handbook after the first year are more like ,

updates than like entirely new handbooks. The discount rate remains the

same.

Sales of the handbook are predicted to increase by 10%. This means

that instead of 1000 handbooks sold over a period of five years, 1100

handbooks will be sold every year for five years. .

Effects of Innovation 2: Terminal-to-Terminal Conferencing (TTC)

Terminal-to-terminal conferencing allows the user to connect

hi's terminal with the terminal(s) of one or, more others/so that direct

communication can take place. This innovation represents a phase of

communications technology midway between the telephone conferencing

capability that exists today and the cable television (CATV) and video ,

phone conferencing of the future. Its widespreTI adoption will affect

the IAC in rious ways, both supportively and competitively. Support-

ively,-it wi 1 primarily affect the inquiry. respons ervice by raising

the benefits provided by that service. The user, sitting at his terminal,-

can direCtly communicate with the analyst at the IAC as the analyst works with

the computer. This gives the user much surer-control over the form of his

'....T-request and enables him to receive almost instantly the output from the

computer. He can then review the output,and.discuss changes with the

analyst. He will keep his paper copy of the terminal/terminal conference

as the official response of the IAC.,

.

Terminal-to-terminal conferencing also allows the analyst at one

IAC to call upon the data banks_ of othet IAC's by "ringing up" his counter-
.

part on the terminal. The user then has access-to the combined knomiedge.

of several IAC's.

- On the other hand, terminal-to-terminal conferencing will make it

both easier and cheaper for a potential user to consult non-11X suppliers

once their identity or location is known to him. In terms of the con-
/

ceptual model, the total demand for inquiry response services from all

sources will rise since a new type of information; that of information

source location, has.now entered the system. A new or expanded invisible
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college will emerge based upon TTC which may have the effect of reducing

the total demand for handbook-type information. From the IAC's point of

view, therefore, the handbook will be unaffected or else will be less

in demand. The inquiry response service will be subjected to opposing

trends: a decrease due to users employment of TTC to access alternative

sources, an increase because of referrals through the invisible college

and the creation of a demand for different types of information.

Table 25 summarizes the specific impacts of TTC in terms of the

cost and benefit model papameters. Again, we consider changes less thai

5% insignificant and we will discuss in the text only thos4g-parameters

significantly affected or of special interest.

The inquiry response benefits, as already mentioned, will be intangi-

ble in many instances since they consist.of improved user interaction and

participation in the response activity, hence, increased user satisfaction.

The number of uses per year by one client may drop as he becomes aware of

alternate sources so we have estimated,a 10% decrease. However, consider-

ing all of the trends di'scussed above, we have estimated a 10% increase

in the number of users.

Where the handbook is concerned; the time saved per use may decrease,

notibecause of decreased elpectiveness-of the handbook, but because this

measure is relative to alternative sources whiCh may now be more effective.

We have shown this as a 5% decrease. Because we feel that the handbook

may be referreto during TTC transactions within the S&T community, we

also show a 5% increase in number of handbooks sold per year as a conse-

A, quence of increased awareness.

Applying the ingbiry response cost model, the expenditures for

furniture and equipment may increase as much As 10% due to'the need for

purchase and maintenance of terminals. This estimate may behigh since

terminalpcosts are predicted4o decrease radically by 1985. However,

we allow the figure to stand since the decrease in price will probably

be offset by the introduction of ancillary equipment or more sophisti-

cated terminals. Although-the nature and balance of office supplies may,

change, the total cost is still likely to be dominated by paper costs

and will remain as reflected in the baseline scenario.



Table 25. Alternative Scenario No: 2 for 1985: Variations Due

to Terminal-to-Terminal Conferencing

BASELINE

1985:1975

Parameter Value

'Benefit Model: Inquiry Response

Time saved per use

Number of uses per year
(by one client)

Value/hour of user tsime 12.:8.9 = 1.40

Price charged by IAC 6Z p.a. = 1.79

4
Number of users per year 1

1-

Benefit Model: Handbook

Time saved per use

Number of uses per year

INNOVATION 2: TTC

1985:1975
Value

.90

1.1

1 .95

Value/hour of user time 12.5:8.9 = 1.40

Cost of handbook 26.6:18.6 = 1.43

Lifetime of handbook ,

Number of handbooks sold/year 1

IAC Cost Model: Inquiry
Response and Handbook

Fixed: Rent -6.5:5.4 = 1.20

Telephone 5:17 = .29

Furniture &
equipment 6% p.a. = 1.79

Office supplies 213.2:21' = 1.34

Subscriptions # 490:462 = 1.06

250:166 = 1.51

Total = 1.60

Advertising &
marketing 1.9:1.35 = 1.41

Copying &
reproduction .48:.37 ='1.30

Postage 24:13 = 1.85

1.05

1.97
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-Table 25. (Continued) Alternative Scenario No. 2 for 1985:

Variations Due to Terminal-to-Terminal Conferencing

BASELINE INNOVATION 2: TTC

1985:1975 1985:1975

Parameter Value Value

IAC Cost Model **(Continued)

Fixed: Tfavel .076:.086 = 1.13

Computer time 3:11 = .27

Computer terminal .21:2.7 = .08

Salaries:'"

Manager 11 1

22.5:15.5 = 1.45

Total = 1.45

Clerical If 51.7:51 = 1.01

9.5:7.= 1.36

Total = 1.37

Professional # 67.5:51 = 1.32

18:12.7 = 1.42'

Total = 1.8T

Total = 1.59
_ .

25% '85 salary

Fringe benefits ".15% '75 salary

2.65

Allocation facior 1

Variable: Salaries:

Professional 1.87

Clerical 1.37-

Computer time &
supplies 3:11 = .27

Professional hours 67.5:51 = 1;32

Discount rate 1

Time horizon

I
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Copying and reproduction and postage may be affected, bit probably

not significantly. Because telecommunication is more expensive than

postage, the bulk of responses will probably still be mailed out except'

where speed_ is a factor.

The impact of this innovation upon computer time and computer. terminalt.

ges depends Nery much on how these charges are assessed. According

vta:iiur interpretation, computer time is concerned mostly with accessing

large data bases and would probably not be significantlyaffected by

the introduction of TTC.., However, terminal usage would certainly increase

in connection with functions involving research to fill gaps and in inter

action with the inquirer. The figure of .12 quoted here represents a 50%

increase over the baseline scenario. Thisjs the minimum to be expected:

it may easily go as high as 1002 (.16), however, we elected tor use the

more conservative estimate.

We have assumed no impact on salaries. A/though the increased

interaction capability would put a greater load on the professional staff,

and,hence, increase the number of personnel,'this increase would be-counter
.

balanced by a decreased load on the clerical staff where material was

transmitted directly via the terminal.

Finally, the variable factor of computer time and supplies directly

chargeable to the inquiry response service has been shown in the table

as unchanged on the basis that increased usageand decreased cost will

balance each other: The wide community increase in terminal usage should

result in a terminal purchase/rental'costdecrease even more significant

than that postulated for the baseline scenario. ,

The impacts on the cost model for the handbook-are relatively minor.

The changes in the allocated share of the IAC fixed operating costs are

presented in the discussion of.the inquiry response cost model. The

handbook preparation costs, handbook'printing costs, and selling price

are the same as the 1985 .Surprise-free Scenario. Sales.are-predicted to

increase by 5% with respect to the 1985 scenario so that a-.totalof 1050-

handbooks will be sold over the five year period rather than 1000. The

time and discount rate remain the same. .4-

1"-
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'Application of Cost and Benefit Models to Scenarios

Applying the cost and benefit.models to the inquiry response service

and handbook service for this scenario (1985 surprise-free or 1985 SF)

produceS the results shown in Tables 25 and .26. The net present value

(NPV) of the "operating" costs for the inquiry response service rises

from $246,939 .(1975 scenario) to $383,473. This is primarily a result

of the significant. increases in salarftes predicted for the 1985 surprise-

free .scenario. On the other hand, benefits to users change slightly,

dropping from a net present value of $257;603 (1975) to $245,827 (1985 SF).

This is a change- :of slightly less than 5% and is not considered significant.

The overall effectsis, thus, to change from a positive net benefit (bene-

fits to users minus IAC operating costs) to a negative one because of the,

significant increase in operating costs without a corresponding increase.

in benefits to user. The breakeven point (net d6sts to IAC equal to net

benefits to users) for the 1985 surprise-free scenario is 3270 hours per

year (number of hours customers are charged for) compared to 1918 hours

for the 1975 scenario. This 70% increase, as pointed out above, results

primarily from Salary increases.

T'or handbook service, the net preSent valUe of the "operating" costs

changes from.e.$201,662 (1975) to $301,142 (1985 SF) again primarily due

to the significantly higher salaries predicted for 1985. The'net present

value of the benefits to users rises from $44,359, (1975) to $61,216

(1985 SF). Thus the overall'net benefit changes' from $-157,303 (1975)

:

to $-239;926 (1983 SF). The breakeven point fOr handbooks (benefits to-

'users equal operating costs),. fOr the 1985 Surprise-free.scenariO.is
./

1

3448 copies over the fiVe'yea0ife-bf the andboa.(average annual, sales

of.690)'as compa''red to 32571(average annUal.sales'of.651) fOr the 1975 .

'scenario.' This is a .6% increase in the.breakeven point< and is-barely

significant.

The results of applying the cost and benefit models to the 1985

PAM SCenario are presented in Tables 26 and 27. For the inquiry response

,serVice,.the net present value of the net costs of 'IAC operation is
111

$369,159 and the net present value of net benefits to users is $160,119.

This gives an excess of costs over benefits of $209,040, which is 5276'

greater than for the 1985'surprise-free scenario. The breakeven point_

for this scenario is 4936 bouts, .157% higher than the 1975 scenario and

51% higher than ttie 1985 Surprise-free scenario. The higher breakeVen
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Table 26. : ummary of Costs, Benefits and Breake;ven Points for.

Inquiry Response' .

SCENARIO
NPV

COSTS($)
NPV

BENEFITS($)

"MT
B -C($)

BREAKEVEN
POINVEIRS)

.1975 246,939 257,604 10,665 1918
at , 7-

1985 Surprise Free 383,473 245,827 -137,646 270

1985 PAM. 369459 160,119 -209,040 4936

1985 Terminal, 384,460 185,401 -199,059 5100

'
Table "2 SUMmary of Costs, Benefits, and,Breakeven. Paints for

Hindbook.Servioe"
. .

WV 'NW' NPV BREAKEVEN

SCENARIO COSTS($) BENEFITS($) B-C($) ,POINT(VOLUMES)

1975 '201;662 44,359 -157,303. 3257

1985 Surprise Free 301,142 61,216- -239,926 3448

1985 PAM 274,869 148,273 -126;596 1829_

1985 Terminal 300,033 58'857 . -241,176 3648

, .
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point results from both higher operating costs and a lower level of

benefit to each user.

For the handbook; the NPV--of IAC operating costs are $274,869 and

the ITY'of benefits to users are $148,273, giving an excess of $126,596

of costs over benefits. This is a lower deficit than for either the

1975.or the 1985 surprise-free s.00fario. The breakeven point, howeVer,,

is 1829 copies per year. Direct:comparison of sales volume between this.

and the other scenarios is difficult because'the method-of publishing is

different as is the lifetime of the handbook,(one'year instead of five

years)., Thus the 1829 sales might (and probably would).be to the same

purchasers each year while for the other-scenarios, the sales are assumed

to be to different purchasers each year.

.Application of the cost and benefit models to the 1985 Terminal -to-

Terminal Conferencing'yields the tresults-presented'in Tables 26 and,27..

For.the-inquiry response-service; the NPV of the net costs of IAC opera-

tion is $384,460 and.the.NPV of ,benefits to users is$185,401,yieIding
.

an exces--, of $199,059 of costs over benefits. As with the other Scenarios,

this deficitis primarily a_result.of higher salaries and within the. limits

.of the model, no major InCrease'in the level of service.or of benefits to
. .

users.' The breakeven point. is 5100 hours'oharged to users. This is the..

highest of any of the scenarios andis.166% higher.:than the 1975 scenario.

yalue- .

.

For the handbaok,theNPV of net operating costs is $300,033 and the

.NPV of benefits to users is $58,857, giving an excess of $211,176 of.costs

over .benefitS. The breakeven point is -3648 over the five year life of

the handbook -(average annual'sales of 730) which is 12% higher than the.

1975 scenario. This demonstrates the sensitivity of costs and benefits

to. sales volume. Since most of 'the handbook costs are fixed (associated

with handbook preparation), total costs go up very slowly as a function of

sales. The marginal cost of printing is the onlY'significani variable cost..

Benefits are, however, linear with respect to sales. volume. Thus, a

doubling of sales increases: costs Fby only a small percentage while benefits.

are doubled.

.1 -1 0
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,CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Highlights

The research efforrdeScribed in this final report has yielded

improved knowledge about IAC's and IAC economics. This improved

knowledge should benefit policy formulation and decision making on the

levels, mix, and pricing of IAC services. Highlights of the research

effort and the results include the, following points:

- An IAC performs evaluation and research functions which make an

'IAC and its services and activities distinct and unique among

information centers and other information services.

- The research effort developed models for performing cost benefit

analyses, of IAC's; the models are consistent with observations

about IAC's and with economic principles.

- Data to permit calculations of costs and benefits are lacking;

particularly lacking are benefit data.

- Potentially incompatible incentives exist between federal

funding policies (guidelines for IAC managers) and economic

efficiency considerations.

- Technological changes can affect IAC operations, particularly

durinithe 1980 -1985 time period. However, the impacts of.tech-

nology are likely to be less on the unique IAC functions than

on other information center functions.

- IAC/cost accounting systems should include thd identification)

and allocation of major cost items in a useful, consistent

manner. The system should provide for detailed allocation of

personnel. time.,

- Additional research is needed to' estimate'therbenefits'iof the

IAC services which utilize evaluation, analysis, and synthesis.

1 f)
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Uniqueness of IAC Functions

An IAC performs many functions that other information centers

perform,and an IAG's activitiesinclude many that are common to most.

information center operations: These functions and activities include

the collecting and.screening. of data and documents, the indexing and

storage of information and documents,*the accessing of stored infor

mation and the communication with other.data bases, and the repackaging

of information to meet the particular needs of the users.

However, an IACalso performs functions that are uniqueand that

make an IAC distinct from other,information centers. The unique func-

tion of an IAC is evaluation. Not only does.the IAC screen.data and

documents for relevancy to the subject area, but the IAC evaluates the

data and information. This evaluation activity examines the quality of

the information and coMparesthe content of the documents with related

information in the subject field. When the results of these evaluations'

indicate acknowledge gap, the IAC may undertake research to fill the

gap. The evaluation and synthesis, generally performed by subject

specialists, set an IAC apart from other centers which provide informa- ,

tion services.

Cost Benefit Models

The research. effort produced models of costs and benefits associated

with IAC services. These models have'several characteristics:

1. The models treat multiple services and illustrate
-

'interactions between services;

2. The models ade consistent with observations about 04

demand for .IAC services and with fundamental economic

piinciplas; and

. The benefit model permits the calculation of a lower bound

on benefits to the IAC users.

However, the benefit model does not permit'an estimation of the

social benefits; and there issome indication that the 1oWer bound

estimation of benefits is too low. Using the models to develop only

quantitative estimates of benefits does not reveal sufficiently detailed

information on the impacts of technology, which is judged toproduce
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impacts on tie expected value of benefits and the. Potential for benefits

(rather than changing substantially the lower bound on benefits).

Perhaps thAmost important aspect of the models is that they pro-

>
vide a consistent framework for examining the economics of IAC's. The

models incorporate known observations about IAC's and furnish a frame-

work for fdrmulating hypotheses and making future observations about the

supply and demand for IAC services.

Data Availability

There are 'insufficient data on the demand.for IAC services to permit

meaningful studies using the benefit model. The cost model provides a
.

framework for utilizing normal cost accounting data, and thus the avail-
.

ability of cost data exceed's the availability of benefit data.

FUture studies are needed to improve the information available for

calculating benefits. It is'recommended that additional research effort

be undertaken to develop information in two categories.

The first category is that of private (or organizational) benefits.

Information should be developed which would permit More meaningful esti

mates of the benefits of IAC services to the user. In particular, the

relative values, of the different characteristics of the IAC services

(e.g., timeliness, cost, accuracy, precision) need to be examined.

The second category, is that of social (or societal) benefits. The

1
indirect and Societal benefits of IAC operation, such as.the benefits

resufting from the codification. of knowledge,. should be examined.' These

benefits may greatly exceed the private/organizational benefits of an-

IAC, but currently there are not data to permit an estimate or a calcu-

lation of the magnitude of these benefits.

Potentially Incompatible Incentives

Currently, managersof many federally sponsored IAC's-operate under

the guideline of'recovering about 50% of the faCe value of the federal

support contract by charging user feee. This guidelinefassureS feedback

on the utility of IAC services, since it is unlikely that a user will

continue to pay a fee for a service which is not'. usefUl. -However, there

is no assurance that this guideline leads to the socially optimum level.
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or mix of services: Additional studies on the values of the-IAC services

are needed to determine' whether, and to what extent, service charges can

be used to establish valid indicators of the socially optimum level for

an IAC service.

Technological-Changes

The cost benefit models, while inadequate tools to determine quan-

titatively the impact of technological change, do indicate substantial

impacts on IAC operations by technological trends and events. These

'impacts can affect all phases of IAC activity, but the effects on the

unique IAC functions (evaluation and research) are judged to be less

. than on functions common to many types of information centers. It

appear's that the evaluative and research functions, because they involve

mental judgment and-the utilization of mental resources, are less affected

by technology than some of the other information service functions. Hog;

ever, there can be considerable changes in how the evaluative and research

functions are performed. For example, the widespread implementation of

terminal-to-terminal conferencing can affect how research is performed by

'improving the efficiency of communication among members of an "invisible

college". .

Cost Accounting Systems-

'Cost accounting systems which collect and report the coAs of pro-
.

viding IAC services are feasible and should be utilized by all IAC's.

The implementation of such systems will permit lore knowledgeable deci-

sions and policies regarding the level, mix, and pricing of IAC services.

The systems should include provision for consistent accounting for major

cost items. Personnel time, in particular, should be allocated to major

service outputs in a meaningful, consistent manner.

Value of IAC.Functions

The "value added" by the uniqUe IAC functions of evaluation and-.

research needs to be examined. This value added, resulting in higher

quality data and information, is relatively expensite, since it arises ,

<r
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from the application of resource'specialists' efforts. There needs

to be a careful examination of how valuable such quality appears to

be to the LAC user. As a minimum,"*there needs to be some estimate of

the relative value of,"data quality" compared with other service

characteristics such as responsiveness, ease'of access, cost, etc.

This study of the value of the LAC function is the single most import-

ant next step in developing cost benefit information for IAC services.
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1

,,..INTRODUCTION

This appendix reviews the literature relevant to a cost-benefit

study of information analysis centers (IAC's). It is intended to

review the ideas from the literatUre which were judged most salient

and relevant to the research effort.

This literature review is divided into eight general subject areas.

Although.there is considerable overlap between some of the papers reviewed

here, they,are categorized

are: (1) ,General Reference

Information, .(3) 'Financing

oy Cost Recovery and User

by their. primary emphasis. The eight areas

and Background, (2) Economic Analyses of

of IAC's, (4) Cost Accounting. for IAC's,

Charges, (6) Marketing of LAC Products and .

-Services,' (7) User Appraisal 'of IAC Performances and User Needs Studies

and (8) Descriptions of IAC's.

The results_of the literature survey indicate considerable interest-

in the problems df ihformation dissemination such as Asir needs, cost.

-

accounting, and financing of information centers and IAC's. However,

much of the literature is qualitative and that which is quantitative is

usually case specific.

0
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GENERAL REFERENCE AND BACKGROUND

An excellent referenCe and. background source mvinformation
. .

centers is Information Systems, Services, and Centers (WeisMan, 1972).

The book is concerned with several aspects of information such as the

properties of information systems and services, mechanisms-of informa-

tion-transfer, design considerations for, information systems, technical

details of documentation, administration of information centers and

services, and the financial support, for and concept of the worth of

information services. ;

The last three chapters of the book are devNted to -an examination

Of the information. analysis center concept, ThebaCkground, functions,

and definition of IAL-s are reviewed with emphasis on the distinguish-.

ing characteristic of an IAC, critical evaluation. In addition, sev-

eral typical IAC's are examined to illustrate.he environment of IAC's

and the impacts that these IAC's have on science. The last chapter

contains an analysis of-the characteristics of federa4ysupported ,

...

IAC's in'terms of age,.,professional fields, host organization,.serVice

and products, sponsors,s'and size of the IAC: Wuliitative'criteria for
.

. ,

establishing and disestablishing IAC's are presentedto provide some :

guidelineS for decision and policy makers. The status and prospectus

of IAC's are also revinwed. .
,

"Information Analysis Center: The Challenge of Being Needed"
. .

(Branscomb, 1972) provides a good overview of some of the basic. needs

for infOrmationanalysis centers imthe'disseminatiOn of scientific and

technical information, the tr itionalunderValuing of information, the

11factors limiting the piices ) prodirt of an IAC, the importance of
,

critically evaluated data in research, and the role of automatic data

processing in IAC operation. In addition, a basic methodology foe,
..-

.

measuring the success.of IAC'sis presented in terms of questions that

should be asked of the users of IAC's, of the IAC itself, and of the

RID policy makers in government and induStry. The author suggests five

necessary and suffiCient requirements for the success of.an IAC:
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competence, continuity, completeness,. conscience,-and-cash. The con-.,

cluding remark is a quotation of a recommendation frpm arepcirt to

the Secretary General of the OECD that: governments should-ivcrease

their support of the information interchange mechaniSm and .;.."that

policies and strateiigs for scientific and technical informat4.ort.

should be developed as an integral part of design of pOlicy as a

whole andR&D policy in partieUlar...',

3 15
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ECONOMIC ANALYSES OF INFORMATION
0

The most interesting, and innovative, research to come to.light

in burliterature search and review is a 1971 MATEEMATICA report to

the National Science Foundation entitled "A Cost-Benefit Approach

to Evaluation of Alternative Information Provision Ptocedure (sic)"

(Baumol, 1971). Theresearch-was directed by an eminent economist,

Dr. William S. Baumol. The report, is actually a compendium of four

distinct research projects, each investigating a salient aspect of the

economics of information. Interestingly enough, insofar as cost-bene-"

fit analysis is a. fairly well defined approach to economic viability,

and the title of'the MATHEMATICA report notwithstanding, none of the

four separate research efforts deals With cost-benefit analysis. Ina.
particular, with the exception of the one macro - econometric study,

there is little in the way of benefit estimation, a sine qua non of

cost-benefit analysis.

The first of four separate research studies is the just mentioned

macro-econometric approach. Building on some well-recognized work of

Griliches, Mansfield, daellenhsiaz in explaining gross national prod-

uct over time as a function of, inter alia, a variable measuring dis-

embodied'technological changes this study introduces a flexible.

distributed lag formulatiOn o nditures: The model was esti-

mated using various specific 1 g formulations. While the apprOaCh

showed promise, there were suffi4ient discrepancies between the.

MATHEMATICA esUlts and those of other etudies regarding economics of

.scale that tfie*results.wer'e judged qUestionable.

The second research study is a microeconamic analysis of, ekfi-
..

ciet.icy conditions in information dissemination: Insofar as tjle analy-

sis posits.a fixed amount of government subsidy available for all

dissemination channels, the research does not aid in finding the bene-

_ fits of such dissemination. The results' of the analysis are expressed-

as the usual ecdnamic marginal"..cirlaracte6zation oroptimality. A
.

.number of ,tporetically interesting cases:are analyged and discussed.
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The third study follows the lines' pioneered by Lancaster in his

"A New Approach to Consumer Theory" (Lancaster, 1966) in which com-

mddities are characterized by a vector of characteristics. While the

-approach is spelled out cleaAy, the empirical' problems of demand es-

timation remain. The model appears applicable to the design of new

information channels, but adds little to the resolution of benefit

estimation problems.

The final study* deals with the economics of two sector unbalanced

growtti It is shown that the nontechnologiclly progressive service

sector will demand ever increasing labor supplies in the coming years.

Such results are shown to be applicable to cost forecasting for infor-

mation services._. The model is seen as providing input data for use in

N(
the potential application of the second and third studies.

A.D.J. Flowerdew and C.M.E. Whitehead provide a critical survey

Of economists' forays into the information science field in "Cost-
.

Effectiveness, and Cost-Benefit Analysis in Information Sciences"

(Flowerdew, 1974).. For our purposes, the -most interesting conclusion

was as follows:i_ "Despite much interesting work, no really satisfactory

cost - benefit study has yet been carried out,..no investigations have

r:\\

really faced tit the problem of assessing the value of extra infor-
--

=ation to a firm or to society...."

Flowerdew and Whitehead provide a fairly complete _discussion of

the principles, applications,-and-problems-of
cosf-effectiveness and

rst-benefit anlyses-in inforLan science. As economists, they are

ciritical of improper costing techniques which pervade the information

literature. They take care, to point out the important 'classes of prob

lems eConomists can fruitfully attack, and outline the approaches and

data relevant to4each problem.

The "Report of the Panel on Economics.Of the Science Information
2!,

Council" (Danilov, 1973) is a relativelx2nontechhiCal overview cif the
..,

principles, problems, and approaches of economic analfsis(particularly
(-

cost-benefit and cost-effectiveness) as applied to they. infbrmtiOn,..:.- '''-'

A

science field, For our purposes, their main conclUsion : "Though'.

it may in rare instances be possible to get objective- easures-of bene7



saw

fits, or lower boundto them, in most cases the ultimate judgment of

value will have to .come from themultitude of users or purchasers of,

the services: these will usually have more expert and firSthand owl-

edge of the benefits-delivered than anyone else...." The authors feel

the most useful sources of quantitative information onoWnefit values,

are "market responses" and "investment of time by individual users."

There are many more general references to the economics of infor-

mation. :These were discussed in the proposal under the classifieations:

risk analysis, search behavior, market'signals, advertising, research

and development, demind-analysis, priding policy, and cost analysis.

The discussion will not be repeated here; however,-Specific references

to these epics are in luded in the bibliography for completeness.

I
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FINANCING OF IAC'S

One of the fundamental questions
concerning IAC's is whether they

should be completely pUblicly supported, i.e., subsidized by public

funds, or completely privately funded. Two informative papers on this

subject which present somewhat different,viewpoints,were
reviewed.

The first paper, "Fundamental Aspects of the Financing of Infor-

mation Centers":(Schwuchow, 1973),
provides a concise statement of the

basic question and offers some answers to these problems. Five,ques-

tions are presented with a short Lscussion.of each. Briefly, these

questions are (1) should public or private funds be used to finance

information" centers, (2) can'centers be
operated on a profit making

.basis, (3) should centers be financed from general tax revenue or from

user fees, (4) should fees be based on costs, andi(5) what practical

forms should fees take. In answering these questions the author feels

that these centers will by their nature be primarily publicly financed

(but that private financial resources should be used wherever possi-

ble), that in certain information sectors the market place mechanism

is useful and desirable, and that user fees (with some limitations and

exceptions) are appropriate. .-HoWever, he considers the level of fees,

to be quite controversial. and so presents the pro and con arguments

for cost recovery through user fees. In addition, he outlines the

principles to be used in formulating a fee policy. Some of the possi-.

ble formS of user charges for the different services provided.by an

information center are presented.

A paper which offers a different perspective is "IAC's and the

Private'Sector" (Norton,, 1972). Because of the. slow response of the!

private sector t .expandinginformation
needs during and after WW II,

the federk_go rnment became involved in funding of information pro-.

grams. Bowever,' in the author's opinion,.the private sector_has made

much progretAn recent years in this area and now has real contilbu-
.

a

tiong .to make. in the field of information. This presentation brings

out some.of the issues facing the private sector in deciding.ori the
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feasibility off n LAC -type ,information service, whether with Or
.

without government support. Tthse issues are presented in the form

of seven questions with discussion of the pertinent aspects of each

question. The author Concludes that the private sector is qualified

to work with IACs in the d67elopment_ of cost-effective and widely

Useful information services and that the private sector is probably in

a unique position with regard to answering the seven questions pre-

sented in the.paper. These areas are estimating market size, evalu-

atilt the need for customer education, estimating all probable start-

up and ongoing expenses, obtaining and applying user feedback, identi-

fying and making risk investments in development and publications of

useful byproducts, applying cost-reduction techniques, and-developing

maximum penetration of the market given that protection from unfair\--

competition is provided.

- I
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COST ACCOUNTING FOR IAC'S

Since operating costs must be well defined before realistic cost

recovery systems can be implemented, the literatigewas reviewed for

papers concerning cost accounting systems for information services.

A good overview paper in this area is "The Practice of Ch4rging Users

for Information Services: AState-of-the-Art Report". (Penner, 1970). .

The author performed an extensive'review of the literature to identify

actual operating cost, accounting systems that charge users for services,

the attitudes cf users toward being charged fOr information services,

and the degree of concern about cost=accounting for information centers.

In these areas there was a scarcity of articles on actual operating

systems (although their desirability was frequently mentioned), a gen-
.

eral resistance, to paying for information; and a scarcity of information

on cost accounting for information services. Some data on costs of

unit operations were collected and are presented, but the author-feels

that arriving at realistic cost figures is risky because of the "unique"

aspects of each system described, and the lack of standardized defini-
.

tions of terms such as "input costs", "searching", and "abstracting".

The conclusions. drawn concerning the lack of information on the-

practice of charging users for information services were that (1)

ing for information was not commonly accepted .by society, (2) charges

must be based onmealistic costs and the methods for arriving at these

costs were still primitive and (3) if centers did cost-account and did

charge, they didn't write about it. The author perceived that the

evasive attitude toward costs was changing,_ at least in large operating

systems.

A paper which goes into some detail to lain an approach to de-

termining the costs of an information center- is tleal Co'sts for Infor-
,

mation Managers" (Price, 1973). The:operational system described, a

building block cost analysis, is based on the premises that (1) the

most effective display of iiliormation systems costs is in terms of unit



costs and (2) unit costs are only meaningful in a framework which

includes all costs of the system.

-The basic approach to building block cost analysis is to iden7.

tify the activities of the information system such as general costs,

ad hoc efforts, inputs, outputs, and collateral services. For each

of these activities the classes of charges are itemized (e.g., direct

labor, fringe, computer usage, other direct costs) to determine the

total direct costs. /cor these costs which cannot be directly asso.-

ciated with production, some realistic method of allocation is used.

The result' is a detailed breakdown by activities and'function of the

unit costs for each operation in the informatioil system, which pro-

videil the decision maker meaningful information concerning control

and'reduction of costs and possible service charges for-users.

The problems of obtaining cost information in a technical in-

formation center are addressed in "Managerial Cost Accounting for a.

Technical Information Center" (Helmkamp, 1968). This Ph.D. thesis is

concerned specifically with a NASA Regional Dissemination Canter.

This center which- ,provided two basic services, retrospective search

and selective dissemination, had the objective to operate as a self-

supporting-entity. Thut the need for relevant cost information was as

vital as in any business firm.

The approach to the problem of providingcoit information con -.

sisted of steps First, a formal managerialcost accounting

system was designed expressly for:the two information services. This

system was then implemented for a trial period to test its effective-

ness. The data developed from this'system can then be used in the

st:_tistical cost control_ model delieldped as the second step in provid-

ing reliable and relevant cost: information. The statistical cost sys-

tern the theoryfounded on th theory of statistical quality control, nd permits

management by exception. A random sample 9f five searches y selected

each month for each service and the direct costs associated with each

sealrl-are recorded The mean and range of each sample are then com-

pareckwith representative values to test the 'null hypothesis that' the

direct unit'search costs are in control.



The major conclusions of this study are that "objective manager-

ial cost accounting practices such as tho'se develoied in the preceding

chapters are both possible and essential in the operation,of a tech-

nical information center."



CST RECOVERY AND USER CHARGES FOR IAC'S

Several interesting papers were reviewed in the area of cost

recovery and user service charges. This is an area of considerable

interest, especially for IAC managers, because of the concern over

discouraging information transfer through the imposition of user

service charges:

The first article, "Information Analysis Centers - DoD Policy

on Cost,Recovery" (Christensen, 1972), reviews the DoD policy regard-

ing service charges for IAd products and the concern which prompted

this policy, i.e., that the benefits from some DoD IAC's were not com-

mensurate with the cost othe IAC. The benefits of IAC's have been

difficult to measure and because these benefits must be established

if viable information activities are to be maintained, service charges

were selected as a mechanism of demonstrating these benefits to policy

makers for resource decisions. The possibility of adverse effects on

DoD R&D programs is recognized and therefore the effects of service

charges on IAC's are being closely monitored. In addition, the author

points out that service charges are a means of rhich more DoD IAC's

can be opened for use by the general public.

Another-presentation in this area, "DoD Policy on Cost Recovery

as Viewed from an Information Analysis Center" (Veazie, 1972), is an

overview of the problem faced by DoD IAC's in implementing the DoD

policy on cost recovery. Some of the objections to'this policy are the

effect on relationships between the IAC and its users (especially those

beneficial to the IAC), the reduced utilization of an IAC after insti-

'tution of service charges, and the induced time lag between compilation

of data and its availability to users (presumably due to More paper-.

work and procedures). The efforts made by EPIC (4ectronic Properties

Information Center) to recover costs through user charges, are presented

The main purpose of the article, however, is to present a plan by

which IAC's can make DoD's cost recovery policy work and still maintain

the'IAC as.a national resource. The basic premise of the plan is that
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a marketing group be included as an integral part of the DoD-IAC

network. This marketing organization would have responsibility for

"market research." The author feels that the implementation of such

a plan can "...retain the iLAC network and publish products that sell

because they are beneficial to the customer." - i

A pragmatic approach to the pr blew of determining what users \

i.
should be charged for information s rvices is taken in "Cpsing Infor-s

oration Services"(Lutz, 1971). In his opinion, basing user charges on

estimates of user benefits is not profitable and therefore, user

charges should be based on costs of services provided; since charges

based n costs would be easier to develop, understand, and evaluate.

Star ng with this assumption, the author then examines four different

types of user charge systems, discussing_the advantages-and disadvan-

tages of each, For any user charge system sel'ected, the decision of

what costs are to be recovered-must also be made. Four levels of cost

recovery, from the full cost pricing to minimum value pricing, are

outlined with an example of each, using cost figures for an operational

information center. Finally, the author present6we4ht steps for

implementing the cost analysis and user charge system.
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MARKETING OF IAC PRODUCTS AND.SERVICES

Because of the-xequirement for some federally supported IAC's to

-recover a significant portion of their operating costs, the marketing

aspects of the products and services of IAC's have received increased

attention. In the paper, "Marketing the Products and Services of

Information Analyeis Centers" (Roch, 1972), the problems of production,

publication, technology and marketing'are eXplored- William Roch

identifies the marketing challenge for IAC's as,being..."to identify

and reach the group of potential users even where this group is of

a narrow scientific or technical discipline." Other problems are

created by the ac ptability criteria of economy, timeliness and qUa1=-

His conclusion concerning the market value of evaluated data

compilations isthat the information is valued by users at only slight-
.

ly above the distribution cost level. He also identifies e2eamples of

user oriented data products, their characterises,4and traditional
..44cs

publishers of these data products.

Another paper in the same area, "The Marketing of Information

Analysis Center Products and Services" (Veazie, 1971), examines the

need for national guidelines on IAC service charges and the factors

that determine what products and services are galeable and what could

be charged for them.. He outlines four different objectives of IAC's;

the advantages of using an IAC; the variables that affect IAC operation;
1

the objectives,' advantages, and disadvantages Of service charges; vari-

ables affecting guidelines for marketing; factors influencing demand

for--IAC products and services; distribution channels fOr these products

and services, and the. problems involved in the measurement of benefits.

Two case studies of IAC's which have implemented service .charges are .

presented. In addition, a survey of federally sponsoredTAC's concern-

ing attitudes of their managers to marketingq3roductsand services was

performed. The results indicate that most managers feel that service

charges-would interfere with or redUce the effectiveness of their ser7

vice.
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A third paper in the area of marketing is "PLASTEC Reports Sell-

.

ing Through National.Technical
Information Service " (Pebly, 1972).

This paper reviews the sale of reports of an IAC through NTIS over a

two year period. The sale of publications by the Plastic, Technical

Evaluation Center (PLASTEC) *as first_ considered when it was recognized

that DoD was moving in the di,Egptjon of cost recovery. The develOpment

of the arrangement with NTIS and the results pf sales on several re

ports a;.e reviewed. 'Although sales of PLASTEC reports have been gen-
t

erally good, the total distribution of PLASTEC reports was appreciably

less than before,-free distribution was stopped. This article provides

some,good insight into the type of problems encountered in marketing

the products of IAC's.
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USER APPRAISAL OF IAC PERFORMANCE AND USER NEEDS STUDIES

The report, "User Appraisal and Cost Analysis of the Aerospace

Materials Information Center" (Scheffler, 1970), is an evaluative

study of the-performance of the AMIC docuTent retrieval system in

terms of its ability to meet the information needs of the users and

the variations in operating costs over a period of time. 'The degree

of user satisfaction was estimated using an evaluation questionnaire

mailed to over 340 past users of AMIC (twenty-nine. telephone contacts

were made initially to check (Alt the questionnaire)., This special

questionnaire, different from the search evaluation form routinely

sent with each reply 4O.an inquiry, was designed to identify user'

characteristics (org4nization, type of work, subject area of work),

satisfaction with information obtained from AMIC.(speed, pertinence),

other sources of information used, and suggestions for improvement of' ...,

AMIC service. There was nO"attempt to determine perCeived -benefitsron
,

the part of the users. There'is some quantitative attempt at. be efit

estimation .on the search evaluation, form sent out. with each.repiyf to

an inquiry,but the responses,to this7particulartion are of. lim-

ited value in the opinion of the aUthors.

Because of the,difficulty of quantifying benefits to users, the'

only.economic data presented are historical operating cost data which

relate to the efficiency of systems operation.

Although this report does not attempt to estimate benefits of

users, it is useful in terms of identifying user characteristics and

user satisfaction with the products and services of -an IAC, and provid-

ing some cost data oh operating a typical Don IAC.

A Ph.D. thesis which examines the degree of use of IAC's is "Use

of Federally Supported Information Analysis Centers by Special Librar-

ies in Large Companies" (Sternberg, 1971).
e The objectives of the study

were 'to determine the extent of use of IAC's and to establish the per-

centage of user and nonuser libraries, the profile of user and nonuser

libraries, the reasons for using or- not using the centers, the'ratings
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of the services of each center, and the effect on the libraries, as,``'

result:of using the'centers.

The study was conducted using a lengthy questionnaire sent to "

the libraries in the top 100 companies in the "Fortune Directory of

the Largest Industrial
Corporations."' The total number of libraries

surveyed was 548, of which 386 responded. Of.these.,386 respondents,

94 used IAC's and 29 of the 94 felt that the use of the IAC'S saved

their. library money.
Other respits of the survey, were, that many li-

brarians (46X) encourage their patrons'.to use IAC'S, that the great

majority (80%) consider.IAC's another resource tool and that..the reason

'given most often for using an IAC was the availability of supplementary

services. .A significaninumber of libraries were not aware of the
4 .

existence of IAC's, an indication that IAC's need to do abetter job .

'tns

of advertising their services.

As a.result of.this study,-the author makes several recommendations

(both to libr4ries andIAC'S) intelding (l)' more lijor4iians in special

'libraries in large companies should,use IAC's, (2) both small ana large

special libraries should take 'advantageef-IAC-services, (3) IAC's

should advertise to reach libraries that .'are nCt7aware of ; IAC's, -(4)

IAC's should adopt programs to eduCate these libraries that do know

about IAC's but don'use them, (5) IACIs should continue to provide
Y. ,

state-of-the-art revies, and other unique publications, (6) IAC's should

improve their services -so their users will'be better satisfied, (7) a

liaison should be provided between IAC'S and special libraries, and (8)

a set'of guidelines to foster use of IAC's should be adopted by both

librarians and IAC's.

A recently completed study which examines theutilization of IAC's
4

is "Scientific and Technical,JnfprmAEicm.
Needs of Users or Potential

Users ofthe DSA Administered;-DoD Information Analysis Centers" (Corri-

dore,-1976). The Defense Supply Agency (DSA) serves as administrative-.

manager for eight DoD-sponsored IAcv.s.. and is responsible.for providing

program guidance to these IAC1S. .ToInsure that this.program guidance

is effective, DSA obtained feedback frqm Defense.scientistS and engi-
,.

neers-by.the use of two separate but related surveys. The first as-

,
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segsed theUsets'-'levei of satisfattion.while the'second.determined''

users' Scientific:aed technical Information needs. Thii report de- .

`scribes the results of both these surveys.
C.

The turvey'to determine 'the level of user satisfaction'was dis-

tributeeto 27 of the leading DoD/RDT&E aboratories/activities ep-

gaged.in R&D effort withintheIAC.'s:a as-oftechnologY. Of the 19

laboratories that responded, _95% were satisfied with the technical

fields covered -by IAC's, .93% were satisfied: with the products and

services offered by the IACsi.but a signf4icant percentage (69%) were.

either completely unaware or.only partiai_y aware of the existence of

IAC's. As a result of this last finding, several actions have been

..taken to increase the awarenesS'ofIACTS-among DoD scientists and.

engineers.. Theie include briefings to selected laboratories, lig.
z.

,

tribution ofo User Guide for IAC's to approximately'30,000 Defense

scientists and engineers,' announcements in DDC's Technical Abstract

Bulletin, promotional mailings to selected individualS/organizations,

and identification of and contact with potential IAC users.

The, User Needs Survey was conducted among 949 personnel.at 51

major DoD R&D activitiesto identify spec?fic, job-related scientific-

and technical information needS of Defense scientists and.engineers.

Of 5he51 activities addressed, 47 responded with 703 questionnaires.

Some of the principal findings were th4 :(1) 72% of all respondents

experience difficulty in locating, obta fling and using scientificwand
. .

technical information, (2) 24% of the respondent's` time is spent in

locating, obtaining and using this information, and (3) respondents

e'generally need more facts, data, findings or constants than other types
>

of information-. Based on the findings of this survey, the following

conclusions and recommendations .are presented.
-

(1).-DSA should increase the scope& of rAC!,,s and direct them to:
. .

produCe handbooks, databooks, and state7df-theart,reports,

'(2) the most.impOrtant products or services thatcan'be Offered.

by .IAC'S are handboOks and databooks,

(3) DoD scientists and enginers have a great need for summary

type scientific and technical Information,

rre
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(4) by ixrnreasing their soope, DSA IAC's can satisfy approximate- '

ly 40Z at the informatiqn
need.44N

s identified inthe study and,

(5) IAC's collectively appear to''be underutilized whith apparently

stems from a lack of awareness of the existence.of

Another study which examines the information needs of scientists
4

and engineers is "User Siirvey Report" (Maddock, 1976)- "This study -was

performed for the Defense DocUmentation Ce4: nter (DDC) by Auerbach Asso-
4.,

aates..to identify and document the scientific and technical infor-

mation (S &TI) needi' and management infarMation needs for the DoD Re-

search; Development,_ Test, and Evaluation.communityv and (2) to identify

user problems. associated with the acquisition of S &TI /RDT&E manageMent
.

infotmation provided by DDC or other government or nongovernment sources.

A total Of 100 organizations.wete surveyed (25 in each of four

,

cate :ies) witE!enty staff members selected randomly from each orga-
,

nization. A total of 698 interviews were successfully completed.

The principal findings of 'tbisestudy are- (1) local libraries are

the primary formal source of infoeatiOn while "distant" libraries are

preferred by a very small minority, (2) technical repirts'"are preferred

to other formats for information presentation, (3) printed media are

preferred to computer printouts and microforms, (4) users will not pay

for information services unless the quality of service is substantially

improved and targeted toward theirprecise need's, (5) increases beyond_

the current level of response, time are unacceptable; and (6). support,

personnel reported.a significantly higher rate Of IAC ur*a4zation than::

bench level qi management personnelbut total IAC usage is low..
, .

-As a result,of this study, two of the conclusions and recamMenda-

,
4

tions presented are:* (1) DDC should move from a position of protViting

only bibliographic,
document7-oriented service to the_provision of fact

and information servic as well, and (2) improved access to IAC's by

benchlevel personne is required.
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9

DESCRIPTION OF IACIS

A-paperyhich desciibegthe organiZation and Operatiohlf-a group,.

of IAC's is "The Information Celider Complex at Oak'JtidgeNatiOnal.Lab-
.

oratory, Bibliographic InforMation Services for.ERDA,Activitilie(Ulrik-.

son, 1975).: The ICC,- established in 1971, provides ORNL, ERiA, and

other government:agenCiee with information in several areasAnciuding:

-energy, human health, envitonMentaljiMpact,-radiation;_tracecontami-

.nants:, land use and-planning, and ecosystems remodeling and,analysis.

Themajor types ofserviceS supplied.by:ICC are,- bibliographic

references,'directories of researChers, inventories of current research

projects, fadtual information, numerical data, organization of collected

material, and assessment of information. The paper provides-7a descrip-

ion of each of these services including the types'of information in-

cluded and the ways in which these services can be utilized. In addi-

tiOn,.the organization components Of'-the ICC are described in terms of

their areas of expertise, and the specifid'servicesand products:

offered. Of the thirteen components of ICC,' fiVe areidentified-as

IAC's in the 1974 Directory of Federally Supported Information Analysis

Centers.

Another paper which provides -a description.of the organization,

operation of an IAC is "Data Availability and the Role of the EROS Data
op
Center" (Watson, 1975). The,Earth Resources (EROS) DatapCenter.was

established in 1972 to serve as-a.Prime dissemination source of LANDSAT

and other remotely sensed. datad-information.

, .

The center!provides data -both in the form of photographic images

and in the form of digital data on computer compatible tables (CCT10,

and services4?in the form of domestic and international training; prep-
_

aration of education aids, the conduct and documentation of applications

demonstration:projts, and application assistance in theuse-of spe-
,

cialized analysis equipment.
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This paper describes the history of the EROS Data Center, some of

the specific products And services available, the tylls of customers

utilizing the center, and the volume and'trends of sales over the Vast

several years. In addition, the procedure for obtainiUg da.-1 from

the center is oUtlin'ed,
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CONCLUSIONS.

As is evident from iihis literature. review, little of the available

literature is concerned with,quantificatIn of benefits of IAC's and

their services. Although the benefits are'perceived as significant,

- the progress toward realist- z esrimation of these,benefits has been

minimal. In general, the available literacure tends to concentrate on

the services provided by IAC's ancl the costs of providing these services..

The literature which does d:sc:ss use of IAC services is case-specific

and thus does not offer much useful data for the development or testing

of a cost-benefit methodology for IAC's.

A.e"
Another conclusion which seems apparent frOm this litrature survey

is that a low level of awareness among potential IAC users. is a continu-

ing problem, at least for DoD IAC's and likely-for other IAC's as well

Thus, the potential benefits could be much larger than current benefits

simply because so, many potential'IAC users are not aware of IAC products

and services. For those users who are aware of IAC products and services,.

theoverwhelming majority of those surveyed are satilt ed with the avail-.

able services.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

4i

This glossary defines major terms frequently employed in cost analysis,.in

cost-benefit analysis and In connection with information analysis centers

as they will be used in-this study.

ALTERNATIVE COST: See` "opportunity cost".

COMPETITIVE .MODEL. AnabstractAgdel of,a market economy which satisfies

certain well-defined assumptions. It is-the basic model of economic analysis.

OW= Economists have shown that an actual economy patterned after the competitive

model will make the most efficient use of resources and,make;society aseell

oft as possible (according to the Pareto criterion*). If certain assumptions

are made in addition,to.those characterizing the.competitive model, it can be:

shown that observable market. prices equal the shadow prices*of the economy's

goods and services.

COIPENSATINC VARIATION: In considering.movement from one economic state* to

another, the maximum amount of money the individual, would be willing to pay

to make the'move (if he favors the move), or the minimum amount he would

accept'as compensation for.making the move (if he does not favor the move).

g';

CONSUMER'S SURPLUS: The differebce between what a consumer would be willing

to pay for some good and the price of that good. Measures of consumer's :

surplus are derived from the consumer's demand curve, and are widely Used

in cost-benefit-analysis when the project - being- investigated will cause a

significant price change 'in some. good. Consumer's surplus is an approxima-

tion to the more technically proper 'compensating variation*

COST: , What must be given up to acquire or achieve something. Costs. to

individuals are often different than costs to'society. . This occurs when

transfer payments* or externalities*are involVed. Examples: Buying .a used

car is a cost to an individual but is not.cost:to society, since the transaction

represents a transfer payment*. Op rating a car is a greater cost. to society

than to, an individual, sincepollution_is created. This is an external

diseconomy.
. ,

COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS (CBA): A systematic evaluation of a project ta deter-

mine vbither, and to what exterNvits social benefits outweight its social

casts; al's°, 'the varidOs techniques' to perform the evaluation, such

f. .aS shadoW pricineAnd di,scounting. CBA.draws heavily on= the cecepts and

methods of economics. '

COST- EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS ,(CEA): A. systematic evaluation of'alternatiVe

approaches to achieving a specified pall' The object ;s, to seleCt the least

cost approach. CEA is most useful when'thebenefits a.e not'readily and

meaningfully translated into'dollar amounts.

Indicates the term itselT, is,defined in this glossary:
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- COST RECOVERY; The policy institutedby the Federal government whereby..

sane Federally suPported,IAC's*are
required to charge- for their. products

and services where the users can reasonably be expected to pay forheSe:

products and, services': The term "full coSt'recovery",normaliy'means the

recovery of all direct and_ indirect costs; however, it isSometime0oosely'

used by IAC-managers and others.to mean'the recovery of only marginal.costs.

.

.

CRITICAL DATA: Data which have been reviewed by knowledgeable:teSearihers.and'

are judged to be reliable, i.e., that data which may be used with confidence_

in planning experithents, reducing results, .and_ interpreting phenomena

.

DEMAND: The schedule ofthe various quantities of some good which will be

purchased at!varioUS prices dUring a,specified period of time.; Theconcept.

may refer to an-individual good or to.the-sum of-all individual goods - the marke

Demand schedules may be represented in tabular, graPhic,.OreqUation form:

DETERMINANT OUTPUT: The products and services of an IAC whOse'cOntent is

determined by the IAC;*for example, data cOmpilatiOns,-6tateof7theLart

and survey reports, handbookS,cetc., whichlare directed by the IAC Mission: ,

1972).. See "reactive output". .

DIRECT-COSTS:. Costs that,are specifically traceable to or caused by.the

production of a product or provision of a service; some examples-are..the

1abOr and materials used in producing a product or service (Anthony, .1970)

DIRECT EFFECTS: Increased real value of output or real cost associated with.

a project.

',DISCOUNT RATE: Given some benefit (or loss) which will be incurred at

some specified date in the future, the number which, when the 'future benefit-

(or loss) is-discounted by that amount, makes that benefit (A6rlOss) aomparable

to'one incurred in ,the present. The number is usually specified as an annual

rate. Example:' Suppose $100 is expected to be received immediately. If,

the discount rate is 10%, 10% x $100 $10 means the $100 gain now is comparable

to $110 in one year.

ECONOMIC STATE (OF AFFAIRS):. The distribution of utility, br satisfaction,

among the members of .society. A
°

EFFICIENCY: A characteristic of a part, or the whole, of an economic system--

Efficiency prevails when, for a given amount of input, the 'greateSt-possible

output isproduced.'" 'Alternatively, efficiency prevails when, for a given .

amount of output, the least poSsible input is used to produCe it. .7 -

..G

:ELASTICITY:. A:measure of the responsiveness of quantir- price along

demand or supply curves. ,It is defined as the percer :hange in quantity

diVided by percentagechange in price.

)

EQUILIBRIUM: A state of balance between opposing forces. An economic .

equilibrium is a situation which is gravitated towards-aild,,onceichleVed,

remains. The most common application is market equilibrium, wherein the':
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EQUILIBRIUM (continued)
forces of supply and demand driNle the market price to an equilibrium. At

equilibrium, the price tends to remain constant unless disturbed by new

tortes.
- .

EQUITY: The "fairness" of the distribution of income, or utility, in an

economic system. Since the concept,inherently involves value judgements,

there are no acceptable universal qpantitafive measures. Ordinarily, in

CBAtc the decision Tqoakerwhen presented all the evidence, must. subjectively

determine whether reasonable equity standards4re satisfied.

EXTERNAL EFFECTS: See "externality."

EXTERNALITY: A faCtor which causes an individual or firm to become better

or worse off, but over which that

for which that individual or firm
an external economy) or can exact

diseconomy). Pollution is an dft

individual or firm has no control,- and
Canbe charged no fee (in the case of
no compensation (in the case of an external''

-- .0

cited external `diseconomy

FIXED COSTS: See ''nonvariable Costs ".

FULL COST: The sum of all direct and indirect costs; total cost; the "full

cost price" of a product or service is based...en all direct costs for that''

product and service and an allocated share of-fhe indirect costs Unthony,-.1970)-

FULL COST RECOVERY: See :'cost recovery".

IMPERFECT COMPETITION: A term characterizing a'Market which is not perfectly

competitive, such as monopololigopoly, or monopolistic competition.

INCOMMENSURABLE Again or loss which, while easily quantified in its own

dimensions.; is not readily translated into monetary, terms. The classic.'

.example is the loss of human life, Number of lives lost is (usually)

easily determined, but the associated monetary 'valueig elusive-
.

:INDIRECT COSTS: Costs not assOciated-directlyA7ith the_products produced

'services provided. -Scime examples are rent,.utilities and taxes (Anthony,

INDIRECT EpFECTS. The impact of, on-the,restof the economy.

Indirect or secondary benefits aM a form of - external benefitsTheir

inclusion in costbenefit analyses has been - subject to violent attack in

recent years. "The logic of_counting these benefits should be carefully

constructed and justified in terms of thebbjectives of a project.

INFORMATION ANALYSIS CENTER (IAC): "...d formally structured organizational, .

unit specifically (hut not necessarily exclusively) established foi 'the purpoSe,

-of -acquiring, selecting; storing,- retrieving=, evaluating, analyzing, and syn-

thesizing a -body of .information and/or data in a
Clearly 'defined specialized

field or pertaining to a specific mission with. the intent of compiling,,: di

.gesting, repackaging, or otherwise organizing and presenting'pertinent., information

and/or data in a-form ilost euthoritative, timely,' and usefulto,a societi'of

peers and management." (National Referral Center, 1974). An_"academic".IAC

is bne which Trrimarily serves.academic users and is therefore usually ldcated

in an academic environment.

or .

197-0).
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INTANGIBLE: A gain or loss fOr'Which there al4e not 'apparent dimensions in

whiCh to quantify the value of the-gain or loss, Examples would. include

galas or losses in field6 of aesthetici;,personal freedom, social justice,

international peace,
or'changes in ,the distribution of income::

INTERNAL EFFECTS: The effects of a project whiCh acCrue,directly,or'

-indirectly to the entity under':study. -They arethe,benefits(coSts)

mhich are "captured" (suffered) !by aTroject and clearly are included

''in a cost-benefit analysis,.: /.

MARGINAL. COST:, The changein4' cost that results from producing one

extra unit of product 'Or -Servf 100 units can.be produced for-$500

and 101 units can be prOduCed for $502, then the .Marginal cost at 100.

units is $2. (McCarthy, 1968).

MARGINALISM: A characteriiation applying to, liost forms of economic analygis

in_recognitibn'ofthe fact that economic decisions are rarely "ail or none"

but rather "more or less." Thus, economic decisions are most often Made

"at the margie,'

o.

0

MONOPOLY; Amarket situation in which-there iS.only, one firm selling a

product with no close substitutes. ,Also, the firm itself:

NET PRESENT VALUE: A single number representing the,value of a future

stream of benefits and cost discounted to the present

NONVARIABLE COSTS: Costs which do not vary at all with volume; fixed

:costs (Anthony, 1970).

` NORMATIVE ECONOMICS: See "welfare economics".

- ...

'OPPORTUNITY COST: Sometimes called "alternative boat,', ,,The value of -the

benefits foregone by choasing,one course of action over anoth r. As. an

-
aggregate measure, it pii;c4

of individual. shadow price *. aluations.'fcomposed

l'
. ,

PIRETO CRI 'ION: ',,This is a criterionfor judging n economic.state whiCh

s achi b4iih-degree'of acceptance
abong-economists. ,It states that

__

.

Sta.

liN
.

..,,- aretc4 superiorto State Two if, in\State One, no one is '

worse a; 7...1 an- he would be in Sta Two and at least one person is better.

-- off. e ....blentiwith the Pareto iterion is that it fails to be ap ricable

to real situ
tloils:wherein Some persons are wore off,-and some better f, in

going, from St te to another. See alio-"potential pareto criterion".

,
,,

. ... .

.

...

;ii-,'PECUSURY 'EXTERNALITIES:
-.The.financial effects of a piojebi on'other parts

o -an economy asfellt through prie changes for outputs or inputs: They

,4*not.generally included among the, effects; of. a projeCt_becauSethey

-db,nOt reflect changes' in the ,mil.productiOn of goods:and seriii4s and

woften-ouldeletd,to the double counting of project benefits- on costa.

.
,44,i -4* 0 --

_

,

'POSITIV8'ECONOMICS: That branch of economics,which describes,. explains, and

predicts' actuil economic
phenomena-- It is devdid of value judgements, "Saying...

hothingaboutt-whetherOr7notrgiven
economic states of.aftairs*are goods" or bad .rte

.

ti
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POTENTIAL PARETO. CRITERION.; This is a-decision criterion'used in judging
the superiority of`-an economic state. .Ey this criterion, State One is .

judged socially superior to State.Two if those who gain by the choice of
one over two could compensate thOse.:Who,lose such that, if compensation
were paid, the final result would be that no one. would be-wor5e off. This

is the criterion most frequently used in cost- benefit analysis.

PUBLIC GOOD: A good with two characteristics:

a

i) 'Non-Rivalry in Consumption
ii) Non-Excludability

The first means that, at least up to'some point, the consumption of the goad:
by one person does not dithinish the-amount available to another person. 7The-
second...means that, once provided, it is impractical, or imposSible, to
exclude anyone from consuming the good. Examples of public.goods include
bridges, parks, national defense, and disease control.

.

REACTIVE OUTPUT: The products and services of. an IAC*produced in response to
a specific request; for example simple Inquiry answering and bibliographic
services (Veazie, 1972). Ses.22.eterminant output ".

SCENARIO: An outline or synopsis indicating.Scenes, characterS; plot, etc.-."''
This term has been adopted from theater use to-dramatize the need fot
establishing And visualizing clearly the detailednatdre of a project
alternative.

SECONDARY EFFECTS: See "indirect effects."

SELECTIVE DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION (SDI): A type of current awareness
service which provides a user with notification of accession of new documents
by title and/or abstract, based on the user's probable interest as evidenced
by a match between a. list of descriptors for'the document and his-
interest register prOfile,(list of descriptor,T characterizing his interests)
(Weisman, 1972). .

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS: Given some relation Q-='F(pi, Pn), where.
the P',s, are parameters, the determination of the,responsiveness in Q to
Changes in the parameters. This is an important aspect-of- cost-benefit
analysis, since values. for some parameters dust. often be crudely estimated.
This allows the analyst to determine how sensitive his conclusions are to
his choices of yarametet values. The sensitivity of Q to a gbange in Pi from .

Pik to P _is SQ/P i
[(0(Pil)-Q(pa), m(pi0)].(pil4i0)/pi01.

se.

SHADOW PRICE:" The true economic value of a good, as measured-by its ability

to contribute to social well-being. The shadow price it economics is

analogods to the dual variables of linear-programming. In a perfectly

competieconomy, Market prices,wouldarcurately reflect shadow prices.

Shadow prices are the- proper valuations to employ in-cost-benefit analysis *.
.11

SOC IMPAOT'ANALYSIS: The attempt to identify all the significant direct

And direct effe *Of a proposed actIon on man's economic,- social, cul-

tural, political; n physical envTonment. The analysis attempts to assess

1 .
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SOCIAL. IMPACT :ANALYSIS ,(continued)

the magnitude of 'each impact and its(value. ThrOugh the process of, valua-

-..tlon* an attempt is made to determine,. as far as possible,.whether the

J3verall effect:of the proposed7actionis
socially-favorable or not. S.I.A.

also atternpts:t determinehowdetrimental
effects can be circumvented.

-The'analysis i an and to the decision maker and should present as much --

InfOrmation.a possible in a digestable and useful format. Care must

.alwaystbe exercised to accurately convey the reliability limits of the

analysis.

SOCIAL OPPORTUNITY COST:- What society must give up in Order to accomplish,

some goal-or achieve some end. It represents the true cost of a project.

SOCIAL RATE OF TIME PREFERENCE:. The disCount rate at which society as a

whole is willing Leo give up present consumption 'for future consume ion.

Althotigh it cannot be observed in economic data and must be aPprox ated,

it is generally considered the correct*diScount rate for use in cos -behefit,

analysis.

STATE -OF-THE -ART REVIEW:
A review of the most.up-to-date

literature on a

particular subject performed by a knowledgeable fesearcher in the subject

area to determine the level Of development; the most common output is.a

monograph. -

SUPPLY: The schedule of the various quantities of some good which will be

offered for sale at various prices during a specified period of time." The

concept may refer to a single firm-or the sum of all firms--the market.

Supply schedules may be represented ih.graphic, tabular, or equation

form.

TECHNOLOGICAL EXTERNALITIES:
Real consumption or production opportunity

changes for other units in an economy which are due to-a project. They_

represent changed social welfare, cannot easily be priced and are frequently

incidental joint products. They arcllormally included ina cost- benefit

analysis.

TRANSFER PAYMENT: A shift in income from one person to another or from

government to some person for which there is no corresponding increase in

-current production. Thus, transferpayments are financial transactions

which are not reflected in national income or national product accounting

.statements'.

.

UNIT:-.0t.SERVICE:, A unit of measurement of the output a product or

service, of an IAC!' In terms ofthe cost-benefit study, the results must

be independent of the particular unit of service selected if thg results

are to be.considered valid. Therefore, the important
given

is to

select a unit which Can be consistently applied to a given product or service.

The unit of service is especially important.in pricing studies where the

focus is on expanding or contracting output via prig changes to customers.

Thus, the unit of service must be unambiguously
defined so that the -price

per unit of service can be readily measured at different price levels.



UNIT OF SERVICE (continued):
. -

The units of.service defined below'for particular pro ucts and services axe

typical. These units of
of information contained
newsletters) or editipn

service are based an the assumption that the quantity
s approximately the same from issue to issue (e.g.,
edition'(e.g., handbooks) *

Inquiry Response Se ce for-computer based literature searches, one
'search of a data base \ or .a given set of descriptors is one unit of
service; for personnel\tige, onei man-hour 'is one unit of service

Han4books and State:-o-f-ths--Art Reviews - one volume distributed to a
user is one unit'of servic

NeWsletter - one copy sent to a subscriber is one unit of'service.

VALUE THEORY: That branch of economics which deals with explaining and -.
predicting the values of goods, as such values are revealed in economic
transactions. Value theory is associated with supply-demand analysis and
marginalism.*

- VARIABLE COSTS: Costs which vary directly'with.volume; direct labor is an

example (Anthony, 1970).

~.0 WELFARE ECONOMICS: That branch of economics concerned with measuring and
improving individual and social well-being. It is basedon explicitly stated
value judgements, or criteria, by which economic states may be .compared. The

Pareto criterion* is a widely used value judgement in welfare econamicS.

WILLINGNESS-TO-PAY: The widely accepted measure of the value of some good to
some individual. It is t:-:ed for estimating the value of certain types' of

benefits, especially whel*market prices are not available.
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.

INTRODUCTION'

ihis.appendi;,,I5rovides a background diScussiclof the-cOnditiOns'

and. rationale forgovernment supporto5r subsidy of what otherwise Might;

be private sectors of the economy. The'rationale for gOvernment support,

such asgovernment.support:of information analysiscenters (IAC's), is -.

based, on the existence of externalities, i.e cases in which socia)ancl

private costs Or.SoCial and private benefits diverge. -The diScus40n in

this appendix is In nded to explain and illustrate general Situations

that may help concep uhlize the economic issues facing IAC's.
. _

r
The discusSion pCAceeds in four steps4 The next chapter includes an

introduction -.of the basic concepts of social and private costs and exter-

nalities. Next, this chapter discusses and illustrates the relationship

of. these basic concepts to the central idea of "externality". The chapter

concludes with a "laundry list" of externality-inducing situations. _This

list includes interdependencies between consumptionand production, insti-

tutionalized rules and procedures, risk, balance of payments, public goods,

unemployment, scale effects, noncompetitive markets, and national security.

. The final chapter summarizes implications for IAC's of these discussions of

.government support for sectors of the economy.
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Private. and Social Costs-and Renefits

2

' -

sa

.-FMNOMIC..CONCEPTS

,A private cost is what the individual (person, hOusehOld, or firm)

must give up to receive SOUR good or service. A social Cost is whatsociety

as a whole must give up so that the good or serviA will be received by.

some individual. For most goods and services, the social and private costs _

are identical% For example, the individual.who
purchases a suit of clothes

for $100 gives up.$100 worth of other goods and services he.could have pur-

chased. Likewise. society 'as a)whole (under fairly general; assumptions)
,

gave up $100 worth of other goks and services in order that that. $100 suit

could be made. Sometimes, however, social-and Private costs diverge., The
/

individual who pays $500 for one year's worth,of courses at a state ,UniVer7

-sity has.given up $500 worth of other goods and- services he might have.,,pur--
Qh,

chased. However, the year's worth of courses has cost society much more

(on average) than $500, since 'the state university is subsidized. The

social cost of a state university education exceeds ithe- private costs.

Similar statements can be made about private andsocial benefits. For most

goods and services they coincide, but for many th do not. While the

measure, or yardstick, for costs is what must be givenap_, the measure of

benefits is willingness-to7pay. Thus,- while some individuals might be

willing to pay $500 for a year of state university
education, society as .a

whole might be willing to pay, say, $1,000 for a year's education forthat

person. The $1,000 would include the $500 the individual'woUld be willing

to pay plus very many small amounts other persons would be willing to pay.

toward-that person's education because theyfeel, for. any number of reasons,

personally better off if that person becomes educated. They might feel, for

example, that that person's education may,make him less likely to-become a

criminal, or to wind up on welfare rolls,'or simply that his education will

make him a more pleasant Potential neighbor. Thus the social-benefits of

edutatidn,.as measured by. society's willingness -to-pay, exceed the-private.

benefits.."'

160
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`EXternalities

When social ilnd.privatelosts,, or.iocial anirpriVate

we say that an'externalitY exists. °F.Xtertilitiesmay arise froM numerous, Sy

. and largely differentiated, circumstance*: When.an. externality exists and

J.'S:judged Sig ficant,"there'is good reason to suspect that the private.,

4tsector of the economy is not providing the. socially optimal amounts Of.some.
'- lic.,

.

goods or serviCeS,- 'In this cases it is.considefed to be In the best : -'-

t..;.

interests- of sociey.:.thit an appropriateCorre4tion of prjvate activity be_

effectedrby the public sector:''Typically,the correction can take two fOrms:_-

direct public intervention or indirect public:intervention._ 'ate former

might be characterized by actual public provIsiOn.ofithe goOd'Or_Service, or

of regulation of private producers; Wflile'the latter by various financial

i ucements by government to tkprivave sector encourage a modification

of its production plans.: With regard to education, the public sector's

intervention'has been * the direct variety: public education is "produced"

directly by local and state governments. A good example of tthe indirect

approach by government is the cape of individual home ownership. Society

has decided that the. social benefits of iridividual home ownership exceed the

private benefit-(for reasons too letgthy to get into here). To appropriately

modify. private sector behavior, the federal governMent allows_intereetApaY-
.

ments to. be deducted from gross income for tax purposes, This.reduces-the'

real cost '(to the individual) of borrowing and thus reduces the real cost of

home ownership. Some Individuals who would not, have otherwise purchased a

home are now induced to'do

-For the Mathematically.inclined; and for those_unconvinced by the fore-

going'llterary argument (the argument being that when sociWor private costs

.-Zi benefits diverge, public.intervention.Can improve overall-welfare), a more

rigorous argument is develOped below.

By- socially opimal is meant that collection of goodsAnd' services which
maximize the welfare of soctety, subject 'to the overall availability, of
resources.

0.
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An.( cdnoitic Model .11lastran

;
'Yor sImplicityv:,let us focus .on a very simple economic model._ Our con-'

the'readerwill find, are generalizable to mote complex'SctuatioitS:,- . .

The concIusionS.are simply this:. first, the presence. of externalities,

the pursuit of.individual self- interest doeS not result in-the best interests

of, society being observed (vis' a Vis Adam Smith's famous "invisible hand"

.doctiine' which states that usually individualsin pursuit of their Own;:self-

'%t

Ish intairestS; ateled; ,4s if by an'invisible-hand-to-do-wfiat'is,:best for

everyoM0 Second, fit is; pOsSible forgovernment action-, directly or-in-

directly, to.appropriately modify individual behavior to be in' accord with

social objectives,

Our model -posits two individuals, A and B,'°each of whom consumes only

two goods, X1
and X

2'
However, person A receives satisfaction, or utility,

not only from his own consumption of Xi and X2, kit from B's conSumpti-OnJof

X For example X1
maybe landscaping and B's

from A's front porch.

We represent A's utility function by

front yard

A

dominates, the view_

L) I X2A Ale)
'Where X

IA
"ks the

amount-of,Xl.consumed. by A, and so on.

B's utility,function-is

U ;(zi)
We, assume both A and B experience diminishing marginal utility in their Con-

.

suthption of Xl'and X2. -That is-,.thelmore units' of a good consumed (per time

period)the less satisfactidp is gained from the marginal unit. Nonetheless,

we also assume that an additional unit always confers some positive amount

of utility. More concisely,

(1)

(2)

2

;)
CU1

< 0
XL.1
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Fig. d-1 'illustrates the relevant concepts.' Note, -the upper figUre illus-

trates-that. mote consumption always yields more utility, but-at a d inishing '.

lt
rate.. The lower figure, derived from the upper, show that extra (o -male=H-'

ginal) utility from another'unit of consumptionis ys positivebut:the

iicrement decreases with increasing consumption. ch f e-(C:la and C -lb)
4

"reflects conditions.:(3).

Iconomic theory-posits that each individual allocates his given income

,among the alternative.goOds available to him so that he maximizes his. utility.

Letting IA and IB.represent the money incomes of A and pi and P2.the 'unit

priceS. of X
1
and --the prOblem faced by 'A is

fi x, /.1(X1 XZA) Xrs

X/AJ )201.

St 7 7, X ,A -17 PL A l24 4 1p 4 .

Not that-A's control ia:iiables .(written under "MAX") exclude XiB: A.has.no

.

0.n

control- over the :amount X1 that B purchalfs,. even' A's welfare de-

pends on it Necessary conditions for the solution of (4) are derived from

(4)

the associated Lagrangian expression:

These conditions are:

U

A///4 xi4

, l'>--

Xitzt )(18

.

X

163" &c)
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(.6)

(7)

(8)



A

TOTAL.

MARGINAL
UTILITY

Quantity Consumed

Figur0C-1a. Total Utility

COnsumed

1

X

Quantity

Quantity Consumed

Figur C-lb. Marginal Utility vs. Quantity
. .

'Consumed

Figure C-1. TOtal and Marginal Utility,Functions for One Good
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Dividing (5) by (6) , the. Lagrangian mult lier , , may be eliminated,

as is done in.(8). Conditions (7) and (1Y characterize the optimal solution
/ .

to (4); es self-interest ,problem. "Assume the solution, to.(7)

3E and 3E
lA 2A4.

In. like manner,-B's self-interest solution

and (8) is

can be. computed.- It would

be some valuei
:LB,

3E
2B

satisfying, in particular:
. c

Now

We define

That is,

memb6rs.

Let is investita;e

D.. X2_.8

)

7

let us consider theproblem from a social welfare point o

the social welfare, function' w = tjg_.]

view.

society's 16vel of well -being depends on the,Well-being of its

isconsistent.yith-IL

and

- are

The

whether the solution to the overall social problem

social' welfare problem -is/

MAX
)(2.6

5, 77. P (X,a X-4) P2- ( Xza + X z6)--7:. -1; +

In words, find the amounts of X1A, X2A, X
IB' 2

X,
B'
) which society can afford

which` yield the greatest overall level `of welfare. ..111e first "order crititions



1-

LAJ u& A =

4)/) . xz,
I

u4 dXig )u8 DX1g

IA) au6
xa8

0.0)

Ja:

.a

,Let the solution to these conditions be

O 1
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Now let us investigate whether X is consistent with X*, in particular

focusing on XiB, the externality-inducing consumption of X1 by person B.

First, to eliminate the Lagrangian multiplier, divide (10) by (11), yielding:

-9' td 4) 611 .

)14 ,) X. g t ,, Xs is Pi :
c") a ws a og f, (12)

D. V' ? X =s .3 xfais

Now, in comparing (12) with (9), the RHS (right hand side) of ,each is

identical, which means the solution to -( -9) must make the LHSof(9).identical
.

LHS Of (12). That is,

raw c;OA

VA c)-Xig

a L.0 D.ug
-,

, AzG
X

d X28

In order for (12) to hold, some reflection indicates that

18 X g (14)

o
This is because, as stipulated in (3), %Xi.; ). _

Thus; to reduce the numerators on the RHS, X*' must be increased beyond X
1B. 1B.-

This is clear from Figure 0-Bo-The interpretation of (14).. is simply that the'

socially optimal amount of X1 -for person B to consume is in excess of what-

his personal -self-interest dictates. This is intuitively 'quite reasonable:

since B does not consider the benefit that A derives from X
1B,

he provides
.

(a

less than would be prOvided if A's benefit were considered. Jhe-Social welfare

approach considers both A's and B's consumption of' X whereas, the self

interest approach of B does not.

The conclusion we must draw is that if B were_directly or indirectly

induced to increase his consumption of X113 from-XiB X1/3*, theoveralllevel

of social well-being would be.impr)rd.

ThiseXample, then, illustrates the general nature of an eXtei-"naity:, one".

party is affected by the decisions of another party, yet the latter party does

not take the former,into account in making his detision. If the latter is

somehow-induced to take proper account of the former, the'externality is said

to be internalized. Internalizing an externality leads tO'an overall increase.

in social well-beinf. It is generally recognized <at_least among economists)
. . .

that it is government's responsibility to see that significant externalities
.

,
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,become internalized. This is the economic basis for those instances of

desirable government intervention in private decision-making.

Classes of Externalities

As mentioned previously, externalities may arise in a.number of ways:

Following is a listing and discussion of some of the major occasions for

externalities,

co,

Public Goods. A public good is any good (or service) with both

these characteristics:

.

(a.) Non-Rivalry in Consumption. This means that some ,///:

;017'

persons consumption of the gdod does not decrease

izs availability to anyone else. In order words,

it is. physically possible for more than one person

to simultaneously.get the full-benefits of the good.

(b.) Non-Excludability. This term meansithat once-the

good isprovided, it is difficult, or impossible to/

exclude any from freely consuming it.
.

The classic example of public good is national defense. It .s..ciearly.

:non-rdval since my consumption of national defense does not in any way diminish.

the amount of national defense available for others. Other examples of public

goods are:, lighthouses, clean air, some large parks-or recreation areas, and

services:-

Public-good' permit explicit recognition of thefact that some goods may
o

at once be greatly demanded by consumers and yet not supplied by prpfit-

oriented firms. This follows from non-excludability, since the firm which

provided"he good would have no way of exacting payment for'its consumption.

. Put another way; 'thebehefits of providing a public good are non-appropriable:

the firm producing the good cannot reap the'benefits: 'JhiS_is in stark'

contrast to the provision of a private good, such as-bread. 'The firm may

_easily withhold the rights tb a loaf of bread pending payment co,the

by the demander of a specified sum of money. .-

Institutionalized Rules and Procedures. Principally with respect to accepted

accounting procedures and the tax system, externalities are built directly

into some circumstances. Several examples will illustrate the point. Suppose
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that ten years ago a firM signed an agreement leasing _office space fot

.$1,000 for 20 years. Suppose thefirm is free to.sublease, ifit desires:-
,

Suppose the current market value af the .office space is $5,;000 per year,

and finally, suppose the firm's profits excluding,. the lease payments are

$3,000 per-year.' The final profit-figure based Oi accounting Procedures

would be $2,000; $3,000 less out-of-podketcostS.of'$1,000 for tent; The

currentiralue'of the space would never.be considered.' The trUe,final profit

figure, as determined .from economics, is =$2;000.. This is beoause theffirm

can shut down, sublease the spaCe for $5,000;'yand-earn a profit of-,$400b:

By choosing to ea= $2,000 instead of $4,000., the firi . is teally-losing

the digferente': $2,000 per/year. Thus prcifit is - $2,000. .A decision to

- stay in business based on the- accounting profit, results in .a misallcitatio

of resources: the officespace is not being used, by the firal-tofwhith it is
*

of greatest value, i.e.,/tp firm willing-t48--Pa -$5,000,per
. -

As another example;.cOnsider excise takWlevied.on.te producers, Of

certain goods: This 'directly causes private Costs to 'diverge from social
k -

- -

cOsts,-and causes a less than optimal amount of the good to be podUced and- y%

consumed. In the absence of the tax costs, costs to the,firth and soc, iety

are presumably identical: land, labor,'capital., With. the t:ax, the firm pays

an .additional charge, yet social costs ar:-: -changed, This_leads to atilt

" --- .

J
.

_

. in.produCtion.

'Interdependent Production or Consumption. This, along with public goods,

is perhaps the most significant-class f-externalities. Our initial

discussion of externalities drew on a consumption'interdependence':, person

A's-utility depended on B's consumpti9n of Xl. For completeness, we now

briefly present a case of production interdependence based on pollution.

Assume two firms located along' a fiver, the.Upstream_firm discharges an

effluent into the-rivet. as a,byprodnct6f its production-'process, and

the downstream firm draws waterfrom the river foi use in its production.

The downstream firm must treat the water, at some cost, to remove impurities.

The more impurities, the greater the.cost: Each firm's.goal is the maxi-

mization ofits own prOfit. The overall social goaliS the maximization'

IP
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of theValue of production. Let:Lrm A'be upstream and/B_downstream. It

will'be convenientto introduce-some notation..- ) .

Qi Output of Firm i

C
1

.Total Costs,of-Production for Firm i

P1
Selling-Price of the Output of Firm i

Profit of Firm i

E
i

Effluent of Firm i

-V- Net Social Valueja market oriented measure of social wee are)

Firm A seeks to m'aximize apt C

fa CA
,t)

O

The-latter conditions state that marginal cost is positive and increasing

over the rele t -range, 'Finally, for firm A,

E YQPI) Ea-QA

__i.e., its level;of.effluent depends positively on its level of output.

Letting Qa
.be A's'pr.ofit-maximizing level of output, QA is such that

(15)

which is simply th6,first.order necessary condition for a maximum'foriGi

Similarly, QB is 'such that re C
a

is, B's costs depend on
A'S effluent, which B takes as given. The social

HoWever C
B
= C

B
(Q

B'
E
A
). "That.

.

objective is to maximize

v = E G?f4 + Papa
i.e., the tptal willingness to pay for output less the total costs-of producing it.



Expanding V,' we have V = PAQA'+ PPQB CA (QA) - CBE-Qv (QA))

A relevant first order_condition which the socially optimal production of

QA' QA* must satisfy is

Now let

PA
c2A . a ER (;10A'

us-examine the difference between QA
(the self-interest production

level of, firm A) as given by (15) and Q
A '
* the socially optimal production

level given by (16). Figure Glillustrates the key aspects

of P
A
'and C4/4?,A at X determines

A.
according to (15).

section of P ;C:B D E' at Y determines Q

. 'The intersection

Likewise the inter:

* according to (16).

s A .gQA a EA 0-Q/A
A

,And this, course., isNote .that Q-A*-4:Zi_,,, as long as -a (1 8 0:1E14

indeed the case-.
-mss acL,

Thus, a'proauction

on the output ofanother

social and private

interdependence.- one firm!s>coStN7funttion'dependent
,

gives rise to an 'externality.,, hat' is, it results-.
.

costs diverging, leading "to a.non-optimal resource allo=.
.

cation: too much Q
A

tends to be produced.

-Risk. Many, if 'not most, ?commercial and' industrial undertakings invcil.ve

some degree of risk: the possibility thatthe eventual returns will differ
7

from the planned returns. Most analysts agree thit, faced.with risk,'society's'

;

best' interests are served when projects-and their maghitudes are chosen to

maximize expected returns R
' N

and
1.

INJ

C <
.C= 1

total finanCial resources of

+Let R ,be the possible retUrns.on Projeet1,'and let

be the probabilities with which those returns are anticipated, ;then

and likewise for

P-
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Figure C-2. The Optimal Priyateand-Social Levels of QA.
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the socially optimal set of projects is that set which maximizes

Net Social Benefit =
Cb<:

A.
in-'

subject to L: (:C t C where (1). is a 0,1 variable:
.n.g;

1 if the project is chosen, 0 otherwise. The underlying rational-is straight-

forward. If a large number of. projects are to be chosen, those yielding less

than the expected return will be balanced out_by those yielding more. Over
, I.aVa

ajarge number of projects, the "expected" net social benefit is likely a

very goOd predictor of the actual benefits. Thus, the maximization of

"expected" benefits is the best guide to maximizing actual (but yet unknown)

benefits.

Leaving aside the issue of whether net social benefits equal net private

benefits (for that issue is addressed in other sectipns of this discussiOn),

the question remains as to whether firms are-motivated to adopt the expected

profit,\ (gtanting for the moment that profit equals benefit) cmiterion.

can be readily appreciated, there are important situations in which the

e;:pectations rule is likely to be violated. That is, there are situations

when it is. in the irm's best interests to,not maximize expected profit. These

situations occur when only a limited number of projects are to be selected and

an adverse payoff on_any one may spell disaster Igethe firm. As an extreme

example, consider; Table firm has 4$2,000,,to commit' to projects. The table

details the costs, possible returns, probabilities of those returns, and expected

profit, E (7), for each project. An example of'E (77) illustrates the approach:

I

TABLE C -I

Example of the Influence of Risk on Private Detision-Makin

PROJECT

PROBABILITY OF POSSIBLE RETURNS

COST
($)

E Or)
,.

($)
( -100,000

Possible Returns .

200,000-10,000 20,000

1 .
,

2 -,.-

'3

.5

0-

0

0
.

.5

.4

0

.5

.6

.5.

0

0

2,000

1,000

1,000

48,000

4,000

7,000
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With $2,000 available;

Project(s)

the firm can choose

E (r) _

to initiate one of the following:
e
1

, Unu1tilized Capital

1

'2

3.,

2 & 3

None

48,000

4,000

7,000

11,000*

0

0

1,000

1,000

0

2,000

.----7*

1

a

It Is clear that the-expected value rule gives rise to selection of project 1.

Yet, Table shows that if 1 is chosen, there is a 50% chance of a return

- $100,000. A firm, particularly a small firm wherein a major loss would threaten

its existence, would reasonably refuse io accept such risk. We would expect

that projects 2 and 3 would be adopted.

The example demonstrates that when-risks are sigh, the socially optimal

decision rule of maximizing expectations is not likely to be followed. -Basidlly,

the cause is divergence of social and private values. The private firm values

a 502 chance of a $100,000 loss different than a trillion dollar ecanomy values
(

it. Society can easily bear the loss of $100,000 in goods and services, the

typical individual cannot.

International Value of the Dollar. The international value of U.S. currency is

determined by the forcesof supply and demand in, the market for dollars. When

a firm in another country desires to purchase goods from a domestic firm, it

must pay the American firm in dollars. That is, it must find someone with

.1!

American dollars and offer to trade its own currency for dollars at some rate

of exchange. Ve more foreign firms desiring to,buy U.S. goods, the greater-

the demand fdrdollars,,and the more must be paid (in foreign currency) to get'

them. Thus, a higher worldwide price of dollars is established when the demand

for dollars increases. U. S. firms wishing to purchase foreign goods and having

to pay for those goods in the appropriate foreign currency can now purchase a

given amount of foreign currency for less U.S. dollars (or equally, can now

purchase more foreign currency for the same amount of dollars). The real effect

on an increased demand for dollars, in terms of the flow of goods between foreign

a

'*We assume the projects are independent of each other, so the expected values

may be added.
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and domestic firms, in that we are 'now able to trade less of our goods for

more of theirs. To that extent competition forces these benefits (in the

form of lower prices) to be passed on to U.S. consumers, social welfare is

improved by the increased foreign demand for dollars.

It happens, however, that there is a divergence of private and social

benefits in this process. The firm which succeeds in developing a new product'

with substantial foreign demand does not reap all the benefits associated with

the more favorable trade balance and thus is not motivated to pursue foreign

wIm
sales to the extent socially desirable. For the firm, by stimulating foreign

demand for a U.S. product, makes the terms of trade (number of dollars per

unit of foreign currency) more favorable for all domestic firms. All firms

dealing in international trade receive a benefit (lower foreign prices) due

to the one innovative firm. Since the latter cannot charge other domestic
A

firms for this benefit, it pursues its foreign sales only to -the point where

marginal private benefits =--barginal costs, notthe greater quantity where

marginal social benefits = marginal costs. It appear's, then, that government

has a 1-e'gitimate role in furthering U.S. exports. There is a caveat in this,

however. Higher values for U.S. currency will tend to diminish foreign demand

ot
for U.S. products, since their price will have risen. This will be a cost to

some domestic firms. This, then is a balance to strike in the priceof r.S.

currency: too high can be as damaging as too low.

Unemployment. This is a classic case of the divergence of"private and social

cost., and hats far reaching consequences for national economic policy. The basic

consideration is simply stated: when a firm hires-an unemployed person, that

person represents a real cost to the film: so many dollars per month.- None-

theless, that person's employment costs society nothing: since that individual

was producing nothing in his unemi4Oyedstate, society gives up nothing to have

A him.employed by the firm. This contrasts sharply with the case in which the firm
.._

hires a person away-from another firm. Society then gives up his production in

i

one employment in return"for his production in another Society gains only if

the value of his productiop now exceeds what it was prev' usly. It follows that
6- /

itd.s in society's-4est interests for government o stimulate the employment Of,

unemployed persons.

Economies.ofrScale (Natural Monopolies). Increasing returns to scale (or dimin-

ishing average cost) presents a situation in which the free market fails to provide

the socially optimal amounts of the goods involved., and generally fails to organize
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produCtioul in the most-efficient manner. Frg elementary economic 'reav)ning,

it is evident that the socially optimalkproduction of a good is that amount

such that the social willingness-to-pay for the last item just equals the

social cost of producing it, as illustrated -in Figure C-3.

To see the sense of this propositiOn, suppose it is not adhered to, and

the "quantity produced is less than Q* in the figure. Then there,is some indi-

vidual willing to Pay, say, 10 for another unit while the cost of producing

it is, say,:5. Clearly, to produce the unit-and sell it to the demander (for

'a price ?..t. 5 and .4 10) make him better off. Since he is better off, and no

one *orse off, society as a whole is better off. A similar argument applies

to outputs in excess ofQ* : when the quantity produced differs from Q*, society

.4.

can be made better off by moving toward Q*.and society is best off at Q*.

Economies of.scale said to occur when the cost of producing successive

4.

units declines. That is, over the entice range of production; average cost

declines. consequence of this, average cost always exceeds marginal cost

(see 'curves AC and. MC in Figure C-4.

Employing the principle illustrated in Figure C-3 (and assuming marginal.

cost = marginal social cost), Q* is identified in 'Figure C -4 by the intersection

of-MC and D'. The firm, it may reasonably be assumed, has little interest in

maximizing social wel'fare'. Rather, its principal concern. must be profit; and

profit is maximized where marginal revenue just equals.marginal cost,"at Q.

Note that at Q,

Profit = Total Revenue - Total Cost

= (Price x Quantity Sold) - (Average Cost x Quantity,Sold)

.= Rectangle `P Ti X

However, if the firm produced Q*, .te

Profit = P* Q* - C*- Q*

= Negative of Rectangle C* Y Z

That is, the firm would actually incur a loss if it produced the socially optimal

quantity. The situation gets worse, however. So far we have been assuming that

the entire market is served by a single firm. Suppose, instead, that two identical

firms share the market. In,this case it can be shown that each will now produce

--Z less than half of what the--,$)ingle firm would produce. In other words, competition

actually worsens the situation. The more firms there are, the less is produced;

and even one firm alone only produces Q L Q*. The example applies to a number
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MARGINAL SOCIAL COST

SOCIAL WILLINGNESS-TO-PAY
(DEMAND)

Figure C-3. Socially Optimal Production Level

AC

P

C

C*

P*

0

DEMAND

QUANTITY

MARGINAL
REVENUE

AVERAGE COST

Q* QUANTITY

GINAL COST

Figure C-4. Profit Maximizing and Socially Optimal Outputs
Under Scale Economics
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of real situations, particularly the production of utility-type services. In

most cases, the government has stepped in, franchised a single firm to provide

the good, and has regulated its price and (Aitput so that something better than' -41

(P, ocurs.-

Non - Competitive Markets. The existence of monopoly Power in.a, market obstructs

Adam Smith's "invisible hand" from tnrting the forces of private greed to serve

the social welfare. This case differs from the previous one in that, here, more

competitien improves, rather than detracts from, Social welfare. Otherwise, the

analysis.is'quite similar. The indication of-monopoly power is,that the firlhas

influence over the market price of the good in (41estion: the firm.'eket-share

is substantial enough that, by increasing or decreasing output, it can cause the

niiike-175-ertre------trze-Thef-1-rmsaleed.dec-rs.e---ar._.___"."_not`be the only firm ih a

market for it to exercise monopoly power, it is only necessary that it have s3""

influence over market price. Figure C-Sillustrates the case. Note that it is

tine...slopes of AC and MC which diagrammatically distinguish Fig. C-4 from Fig. Q-5.

The profit maximizing output is Q (where MRTC), but the welfare maximizing output

is (()*.(where Marginal Sobial Benefit = Marginal Willingness-to-pay = Demand = MC).,

When monopolypower of this sort (decreasing returns to scale).persists, a likely

cause is the existence of barriers to the entry of other firms. In the .interests

of social welfare-, the effect of various federal laws-is to make such barriers

illegal'. Nonetheless, the laws are effective only In the most blatant cases.

Much monopoly power persists, and it isin the apparent best interests of society

that it, or at least its effects, be mitigated.

National Security. A great deal of federal'activity proceeds under],.the aegis

- of national security. The rationale for government intervention th the economy

in the name of national security is straightforward; wh
h

is not to,say, however,

that it cannot be abused. Basically there appear to be two types of situations

of ..1,1,95.9t.

In the first, society has dire, though very iltfrequent,4eland for some

perishable good or service. For example, the services of many experienced

military-goods firms are required during wartime. It is not prudent to wait

for such firms to ,form when war occurs. However, the peacetime demand for such

goods would preclude the economic viability of such firms during peacetime.
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P*

Q Q*'

Figure C -5. Effects of Monopoly Power on Social Welfare
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_Thus-, it would appear to be in society's best iriterests for some such firms

'to be supported by government during
peacetime-so that they may be,available

in the event of war. Therel.s no doubt that much actual defense expenditure

is for precisely this reason. The "best" number of firms, or the "hest"

level of support are imporEant questions underlying the analysis of each

-year's defense budget. It is obvious there are.no easy answers to such

quIstions.

The second case involves U.S. dependence on foreign sources for vital raw

materials. The well-known economic argument in favor of trade (namely that by

each country's specialization in producing the. goods for which it has a com-

petitive advantage, and by trading its goods for those of other countries, the

'world community becomes7:4s well off.as possible)"breaks down when political

factors begin influencing economic decisions. rtis appears to be the case

in much of U.S..- Third World trade. Oil is a prime example, but other materials

are involved as well. Recen events suggest Oat, in the long run, society
\-,-

.might be better off paying somewhat higher prices to domestic producers, and

thus sustaining their production capabilitiei, rather thantrelying on unstable

foreign supplies. This argument does not preclude trade iai vital materials,

only complete dependence on foreign sources.
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IRPLICATIONS-,FOR:IWS

t.

The above discussioriS suggest several relevant issues which should
J

be of concern to IAC'managers44'policy makers. These issues include.:.

1. Information, in some-situations, has the characteristics of al

public good iu terms Of non-rivalry in/Consumption and non-exclu4a-

,bility. In many cases, however, the condition of_non-exCludability

is'not applicable beeause rhe'information can be excluded from
,

'userp and payment canbeexacted for this information;

2. :Several of the\situationSdestrUed in Chapter 2,.One can con-
\

, .. . ,

lecture,' couldjeasOnahlyappl:y to IAC's, thus externalities
.

-could arise. - ,

, .

, r'-' '':', .

1

3. The 'magnitude of the externalities of interest are not _well' 4.

defined and deserve further.investfgation.
.

.

4. To the-extent that theseekternai4tles apply and are significant,.

the artetint. of information ,supplied by private firms is likely to

be less than the socially optimum,.and government support of
. .- - ....' '

IAC's would be justified .economiCally...
,

1 b
5. The"strongest externality7indUCing situation may be the result

Of the probable decreasin1 g, average cOSt...incurredby inforMation

dissemination activities such as-IAC's. If this.is a decreasing -4Yo

average cost. industry, then private firms operating under.a.profit
-

or revenue maximization strategy woUldnotupplythe socially

optimum quantity of. information. As discussed in'Chapter 2, if two ,_

q

firms were competing, then the total quantity,suppliedlwould be

less than that supplied by a single firm. Thus, to the extent IAC's

incur decreasing average costs' over their range of production,. society

as a whole would be better off with government supported IAt'srather
_

than with privately funded IAC's.

6. Another important externality inducini:coudition involves the per-
,

;ceived risk of establishing .andoperatillg':an IAC. A small firm

may not follow the socially optimal decision rule of maximizing



expectations because the risk of loss is too high for it to accept..

Thus private firms might not provide any of the information diss-

emination activities that are provided by the government.

*.

7. National defense was the original justification for the establish-

ment and operation of many of the federally supported IAC's. As

evidenced by the institution Of cost recovery programs within the

I

Department of Defense IAC's, howevet, national defense no longer

appears to be a sufficient sole reason for the continued support

of these IAC's. This may stem from A lack of, quantifiable benefits

to the national de,fepse that result from theexistence of the 'AC'S.

If these benefits could-be quantified in a believable manner, then 4:

decision makers wi4lin-DoD might not require cost recovery programs

in order .to .demonstrate the benefits of these. IAC's..
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Introduction and Highlights

= This appendixreports on the project actiOities in a narr4tie,

generally chronologiC'rl, format. It presents the-project effOrti

, r

.,

:and results aS'theY: valved, thus illustrating the changes iniresearch

emphasis: "blind all ys" explored, and.the influence of. the Overview

Committee in the project's,development::
;

,

Highlights `include: .
.

. h

- The project' utilized an active, knowledgeable Overview Committee.

= The effort required an analysis of IAC functions and an emiphasis-

.on concepts and methodology.

- There were noconceptual problems, with. cost data, but benefit
.

. .

data were limited and difficult to utilize.

- Interactions
I

lamong services required the development of concepts-
. . .

.

.

that would permit .analyses of combinations of. IAC services.

- Project results include (A) benefit and cost models based on

economic concepts and cost accounting principles and -(3) sensi-

tivities of the costs and .benefitsto changes in parameter '

, -
-

.

. . -

values and technology...,
.

.)
.

The research effort originally was proposed to be a twelve month

effort consisting of six tasks:

1. Project Initiation

2: Analyses of IAC Costs

3. Iaesdgation of Demand CHaracteristics5

4.. Example Applications of 'Results

,5. Generalization of the Results to.Other IAC's

6. Documentation-and Dissemination' of Results

The intent of the approach was to select an information area, pick

a particular IAG.in-this area and develop an-acceptable model and method-

ology, and finally to generalize the results to other IAC's.. Data.=

benefits were to be obtained through interviews with end users df the

IAC services, and the benefit model was to be'based on these data.
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.' The proposed approach and schedule were modified considerably

early in' the project., An unanticipated long delay in receiving initial

- notification of the award made impossible the effort planned during the

summer (1975) by professors -at Emory'yniversity. Consequently, the

first change in the project wars to reschedule the effort over approxi-

mtely 18 months. Although the actual approach generally followed the

initially defined six tasks,the comments and suggestions of the Project

Overview Committee 'substantially, modified details of Llie procedure and

the relative emphases on'the different task-activities. Figure D-1 it

lustrates the stuay.flow during the project:

Project Initiation

Atification of the award was received in June, 1975. Travel

schedules and other.commitmentstof the project team delayed significant

effort until early August. Based on a literature investigation .of

federally sponsored LAC's3", several IAC's at Oak Ridge, Tennessee,

appeared. to,cover a wide range-of subject areas,and collectively to
-1

offer a wide range of services-3, After telephone conversations with a

previous contact at the Energy Information*Cefiter in Oak Ridge, the

project team arranged a visit to the Oak Ridge Information Center dom-

plex-(ICC) in August. This visit included talks with Dr. Gerry Ulrikson,

ICC director, and with staff members of the TOxicology Information

Center- (TIRC), the Radiation Shielding Information Center, and the Zhergy

Information Center.

An evaluation of the findings of the visit was revealing. 'The wide
-

.:,range of services offered by the groups within thb ICC and the breadth

-of technical areas they covered indicated that the '.ICC ,would be a good

focus for the study. The project team tplanned a second trip,to the ICC

for data collection in dctober.

During-August and September the project team solicited and evaluated

Suggestions for members of the Overview Committee. Also during this

period, the Principal Investigator attended the Defense Supply Agency

(DSA) meeting of the managers Df DSA-administered Department of Defense
,

(DoD) IAC's at the Johns HopkinsApplied Physics Laboratory. This

meeting verified the importance of the "project: financing of IAC's and

IAC services was-an important topic at the meeting. Information on -the
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Identified and Reviewed ,
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EROS Data Center, representativeof an IAC.which primarily distributes

-data, was obtained during this period on a previously planned visit to

the Sioux Falls, South Dakota, remote,'sensing data center. The Principal

Investigator during this period executed an agreement with the. subcon-

_tractor, E recastieng International. e

Durin October the Overview Committee membership was completed and

the date s for its first meeting. Members'ofthe project team also

made a second visit to the Oak Ridge ICC, 'attended the American Society

of. Information Science (ASISY%meeting in Boston, knd visited two DSA-

f administered IAC's. Also during October, the project team completed'a.

report on the efforts to date-("Task 1 Report"), submitted it to NSF,

and distributed it to members

OVerview'Committee. The

Overview Committee included:

Dr. E. L. Brady .

Mr. Richard G.- Bruner

Dr. Yale Braunstein

Mr.'Davis McCarn

Dr. Gerald Ulrikson

of the Overview Committee.'

individuals invited to be members of the

(

National BuTau of Standards

Defense Logistics Agency'

Brandeis University (formerly with New York Univ.)

National Library of Medicine

Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

Each of these individuals agreed to serve o\the committee. In addition,

Dr. Y.S. Touloukian and Dr. Vladimir Slamecka, project consultants, agreed

to attend and participate in the meetings. The'first meeting was set for

November 25, 1975.
.

ICCcl(ORNL), Second. Visit. The second visit to the ICC produced
I

detailed information on avai le cost data and.user demand information.

OP
. .

In identifying and attemptin to collect these data, several issues be-

came evident. These issues included (1) the privacy question and the

apparent conflict between privacy and freedom of information, and (2)

the perceived reluctante of users to discuss the benefits of the informa-

tion services provided.

The project team proposed that'all user data (and, where desired,

cost data) would be aggregated, summarized in statistical form, and not

identified by organizational name in any eventual report. This. procedure

seemed to be acceptable .and to,-adequtely address concerns about privacy.
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ASIS 1975. Attendance at the Boston ASIS meeting had significant

indirect impacts, but only on lter phases of the project;'particularly

it-created a formal opportunity for disseminae±ng results of the research

effort. Informal discussions with other attendees at the meeting' evealed

widetpread and apparently growing interest,in the economics and managemInt

of information centers and.services. These discussions eventuated in an

Engineering Foundation Conference on the Economics, Management, and-

'Technology of Information Centers and Services.

This Engineering Foundation Conference was held at the Tidewater Inn,

Easton, Maryland, August.29-September 3, 1976. Dr.; Mason cochaired (with

John Creps) the conference, and.members of the project team presented

results of the research effort in three p*ers: Dr. deter G. Sassone pre-

sented a paper on the cost lenefit methodology, Mr. t-William Spann

presented a paper on cost accounting for information services, and Ms.

Audrey Clayton and Ms. Ethelyn Bishop presented a paper of!...the impacts-Of

technological innovations of information services.

MCIC and MDC Visits. Members of the project team visited the Metals

and Ceramics Information Center (MCIC) at Battelle in Columbus, Ohio, and

the Machinability Data Center (MDC) a'Metcut Research Associates in

Cincinnati, Ohio. Each of these organizations is a Department of Defense-

"r" sponsored, DSA-administered IAC. Both MCIC and MDC provide several

t services, including-inquity'response and handbooks and other publications.. _

However, the project team came away with impressions of distinct differ-
s

ences. The MCIC has a relatively small full-time staff butc:lutilizes theme

entire Batte/ staff as needed for responding to inquiries and preparing

reports; its outputs are predominantly responses to inquiries and state-
.

of-the-are monographs. The MDC also has a relatively small full -time

staff and makes use of the Metcut staff; its output-consists of,a compre-
-

pensive handboOk, educational seminars, responses to inquiries, and state-

,

of-the-art review papers. Compared with the centers at Oak Ridge; both

the MCIC and the MDC emphasize the critical evaluation of data and

research results.

Task 1 Report -

,.The Task 1 Report completed and summarized the results of the project

initiation, Phase I. It provided a baCkground for the Overview Committee
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and a suggested framework for conducting the remainderOl the study. The

report was-'mailed to the members of the Overview Committee with a note

stating that the report was working document and that their comments

were desired.

Scone. The report included an introduction and background to,

the project and the cl.cisions-mad-e during Phase I on the project's

scope focus,, and IAC's selected for study, and a revised project

schedule. The report also included a literature overview and annotated

bibliography, a general discussion of the economics of government inter-

vention in what otherwise might be private sectors of the econoi0, a

glossary of-terms used in cost benefit analysis, and an interview format

and summary information sheet.

Phase I Decisions. During Phase I, the project team selected

IAC's on which to focus in developing the methodology. The choice was

to work with the Oak Ridge National Laboratory Information Center Complex

(ICC) and at least one DLA-administered IAC. These were chosen because.

of their wide range of technical areas, wide range of services, and

apparent availability of data on users and costs.
2

Typically, IAC services may be gfouped into eight categories:

1. Handbooks/Databooks

2. State of the Art. Reviews (SOARS)

3. Symposia Proceedings

4. Critical Reviews and Technology Assessments

5. Current Awareness Periodicals/Newsletters

6. Responses to Inquiries

7. Bibliographies

8. Workshops/Seminars

The roject team selected two categories for detailed study in developing'

t cost benefit methodology: 1) handbooks/databooks, as representative

of a "mass market" service, and 2) inquiryresponse service, as repre-

sentative of a custom, individualized service.

Cost benefit analyses are intended to aid in making decisions and

formulating policies. Consequently, the project required a decision

or policy issu on which to focus the methodology development. The

study t m ected government funding of IAC's as the focus for the

research effort. This choice was influenced-by observations-on the
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continuing debate about cost recovery through user charges and the

role of federal government financing of new and existing IAC's. The

particular aspects of this issue included two sets of alternatives:

1. The government continues funding of currently existing

IAC's versus discontinuation of government funding; and

2. The government sponsors new IAC's versus a laissez 'faire

attitude (assuming spontaneous development of desired IAC's).

Literature Overview 'and Background Material. The Task 1 Report

provided an overview of the relevant literature, a glossary of terms,

and a background paper on the economics and rationale for government.

financing in what otherwiSe might be private sectors of the economy.

These partS of the Task 1 Report, in revised forms, are included in

this report,as Appendixes A, B, and C, respectively.

First Overview Committee Meeting

The first-Overview Committee-meeting was held November 11, 1975.

The meeting served (1) to acquaint the members of the committee with

the project's. purpose and focus, (2) to provide the committee with an

overview of the schedule and approach, (3) to furnish details on the

anticipated data collection efforts and modeling approaches, and (4)

to initiate a dialog between thp committee and the project team. The

attendees included; in addition to members of the, project team and the

members of the Overview Committee themselves, Dr: Joel Goldhar and

Ms. .Helene Ebenfield of the National Science Foundation and Mr. Joe Blue

of theThefense.Supply Agency. The following paragraphs summarize the

discussionS on the major issues.

Research-PUiTose and Scope. The meeting participants agreed on

the purpose of the research: to develop a methodology for analyzing

the benefits 'and costs of information services. The participants also

agreed that the research should emphasize IAC's and not be a study of

information centers iri general.

Decision/Policy Focus. The participants discussed the appropriate-r

ness of government funding as 'the policy focus for the cost benefit

study, and the general issue of what should, be the appropriate level of
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government funding seemed to cover the common interests. The relatively

new policypolicy of charging for services was an issue of considerable concern

to the participants; the traditional concept of information (and the

service necessary to make the information available) being freely avail-

able, with no direct cost to the user, still lingers.

The participants discussed the scenarios appropriate for evaluating

the effect of government policy. For the alternative pl "no _government

funding ", resulting.in no LAC being available, the participants suggested

two possibilities for subsequent impacts: (A) the users themselves will

perform (probably at a greater cost) the services which the IAC performs,

or (B) another center might arise to fulfill the functions of 'the LAC.

Data Collection and IAC Functions. Several participants expressed

concern about, using the inquiry response data collected thus far ,(from

ORNL) as a basis for establishing cost and demand models. The concern

seem to be that these data might not be representative of an IAC

which provides substantial data analysis and synthesis (as opposed' `

what many perceived as-primarily a bibliographic search service).'"
-v

Dr. Touloukian offered data from hia_centers as an alternative;

Mr. Bruner promised DLA cooperation in data collecting, pointing out
:/'

the conflicting considerations of freedom of information and privacy.=4.

It was generally,agreed that the research team could protect privacy

by aggregating data and not identifying the user in disclosing data to

NSF or others.

Dr. Touloukian suggested that a useful categorization of IAC's is

that of mission-oriented centers and discipline-oriented centers. The

mission-oriented center serves a particular set of users and typically

will address problems which cut across several disciplines. The dis-

cipline-oriented center emphasizes review, analysis, assessment;-and

synthesis of information within a particular discipline. The latter
1

center is at the forefront of a technical area and, as a / result, is

likely to be aware of problems in the technical area even before a

demand arises .for solutions to these problems.

Dr. Braunstein suggested that all information services may be

viewed as some mixture of scrc -ling and research. A possible third

distinctive function was discussed: data base.building and maintenance.



Academic IAC's. The participants discussed the definition of-an

academic IAC. The discussion resulted in no readily identifiable unique

characteristics of an academic IAC and no consensus on a de
if
inition.

Several participants suggested that such centers, given the difficulty

of definition, probably deserved no special at tention.
e.

Social Factors. the participants mentioned several factors which

are judged to influence utilization of IAC services, particularly services

for which there are fees. Many )karticipants expressed the view that

such social factors outweighed economic factors in determining the

demand for IAC services.

- An engineer may fear to reveal his ignorance through

requesting money for an LAC service or through a care-

ful documentation of savings 'which resulted from using

an IAC service;

- IAC personnel may resent the fact that they must charge for

a service which appears similar to free services offered by

other operations;

- The gatekeeper concept (expressed by Tom Allen and others)

.raises the issue of how information is transferred when the

.

gatekeeper is not thei;ibrarAan. In other words, an IAC

may not be used, if thleinformal gatekeeper does not have
f,w

the authority to .pur ase information services.

At the end of the meeting, the participants agreed that the research

effort at best coald only identify such factors and discuss them. briefly.

A detailed discussion z:)t- investigation is outside the scope of ttic- ajct.

Technological Innovations. The plan for identifying and asses

the impacts of technological-innovations on the economics-cif IAC ser-

vices was discussed. Several of the participants expressed the opinion

that technological changes will have a second order impact on costs and

that the primary/most important'impact will be on benefits through

easier use of (access to) the 'services and, consequently, an increased

market for the services. The .IAC might be able to serve a larger fraction

of its potential market with the implementation of technological innova-

tions..
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Factors Affecting Users' Willingness -to -pay. An important considera-

tion in cost benefit analysis is.will.willingness -to -pay (WTP) . WTP is evi-

denceddenced byt,demand curves for particular services. The discussions at the

meeting included considerations of WTP, and the f011owingaI:ist of

factors synthesized from these discussions:. V'

- Money availa'Sle the.potential user;

- Particular probleWneed or current interest;

- State of knotai7edg,24of the user;

Perception of the 'user as to the nature of the cost:

investment (capital) versus a problem-solving expense; and
N\,,

- Captive versus non-captive-nature of` the market., .,(tIn

a captive Market, one cannot assume that the market price

reflects willingness-to-pay.)

Unresolved Pssues., The participants raised and discussed, but did

not resolve, the following issues:

- What is the Ipact of time and c*Cumstances on demand curves?

How does one treat thedynamic nature of demand curves?

- How does one handle 'actual demand versus potential demand?

- Do commercial data bases depend on existing IAC's? Do

existing IAC'S subsidize commercial data base services?

- What is the value of building and enlarging a, data base?

How is this value-affected by data base size?

- What is the nature of the expected disContinuity in a cost
, o

versus price curve for a service? That is, what is the cost'

of performing"he accounting and other functions necessitated

by instituting a nonzero charge for previously free services?

Mid-Project Overview CommitteeMeeting Members'of the Overview

Committee generally agreed that a mid -project meeting (possibly around

February) would be productiveand.waS desirable. The meeting would

review the method or methods, for collecting and analyzing data and the

preliminary findings on deVeloping the cost benefit methodology.

Summary'Resules of the Meeting. The participation of the members

of the Overview Committee resulted in the project team having a greater

appreciation for the_concerns of the eventual users of the research and
-

in the committee members having an exceptional understanding of the aims



and,approach of ehe-project. To further assure shared concepts of the

project, the principal investigator prepared a summary of the meeting,

discussions, and mailed it to the articipants with the request for

further comments if they wished. Based on the discussions at the

meeting and the subsequent comments, the project team made the following

changes in emihasis and approach:

- Tertinated the planned intensive investigation of data from

the Toxicology Information Response Center (TIRC) because.

the committee believed that the analysis function at TIRC was

limited and not representative of IAC's;

- Decided to col ct and analyze data, available from DLA and the

Center for Information and Numerical Data Analyses and Synthesis

(CINDAS), which-the committee believed to be more apprqpriate

because of the.DLA center's emphasis on evaluation, analyses,

and syntheks functions;

-,Changed the technical approach from economic analyses of single

services of IAC's to a multi-service economic analysis ,approach

because of possible interactions among costs and demands (there- .

by benefits) of services; and

- Began'an investigation of IAC service demand based on uncertainty

subjective uncertainty of the potential LAC user).

Interim Research Effort

During the time from December, 1975, through April, 1976, the

project team collected and evaluated data,. developed concepts, designed

cost and benefit models and calculation procedures, and performed initial

'analyses utilizing the models. The results of this period's effort -were
,

documented in an interior report and sent to members-of the OvervieW Com-

mittee. The second (and,as it developed, the final) meeting of the

Overview Committee was set for April 29, 1976.

During this period) the project team received and reviewed user data

from DLA and from CINDAS. These data provided additional insight into

the nature of benefits but confirmed-the difficulty of collecting statis-

tically significant benefit data: the CINDAS data included few examples

of services for which there had been a user charge and the DSA informa-

tion provided episodical/anecdotal examples of cost savings or problem
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solutions resulting from someone using an IAC's service. These illus-

trated the value, of LAC services but provided no statistical data nor
A

data which'could be aggregated meaningfully.

During this period the subcontractor developed a list of techno-
-

. .

logical innovations suggested for inclusion in the scenarios to be

analyzed in the later phases of the project. This list represented

a range of communications technology innovations which cpuld impact
0

IAC services and activities. The list was mailed to members of the

Overview Committee for their judgments on the relative importance of

the various innovations to LAC decisions and policies.

The project team completed the initial formulation and documentation

of generalized cost and benefit models. These models and the underlying

conceptual framework were described in the interim report and distributed

to the members of the Overview Committee for their .review prior to the

April 29 meeting. The report and the results of the meeting are sum-,

marized in the following paragraphs.

Interim Report

The interim rei)ort'was completed anddistribiite0 in April, 1976.

It reviewed the research effort's purpose, scope,.approach, and status,

described the conceptual' approach, summarized the cost and benefit models,

and outlined proposed future project effort.

Introduction. The introduction to the interim report reviewed t e

plirpose, scope, approach, and status of the research effort. It am-
,-

2.-lasized.the changes in direction and em phases which reflected the com-

.seats from the first Overview Committee meeting. These changes, generally
/

.resulting in increased effort on Tasks 2 ^and 34(AnalySis of IAC Costs and

Investigation of User Demand Characteristics) and reduced efforts on

Tasks 4 and 5 (Example Applications and Generalization. of Results); in-

cluded the following:,

- Increased emphasis on the unique capabilities and functions of

IAC's;

- Refinement of a functional model of IAC operations;

- Recognition of the critical nature of social factors in deter-

,Amining actual demand (versus, potential demand) for IAC ser vices;.,
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- Increased awareness of the possible advantage of viewing the po-

tential user's purchase decision from a probabilistic perspective;

An awareness of what appears to be high demand-price elasticity

for IAC services; and

- An awareness of a desire for measures of benefit'diher than

users' "willingness-to-pay".

Conceptual Approach. The conceptdarapproach provided a framework

for examining the relevant parameters of' IA&operation and user behavior._

The emphasis in the adopted approach is a.model framework that is con-

sistent with the stated observations, namely:

Low "willingness-to-pay" by actual' and potential

users of IAC services;

- High apparent' elasticity of demand for AC services;

'.- Small -quantities of IAC services demanded;

- The existence Of individuals who are knowledgeable and

informed about IAC's but who are nonusers or underusers,of

IAC- services;

- High "real" value of IAC services; and

Interactions among the demands for different services; in

particular, reduced demand for other services with increased

handbook sales.

The adopted framework described the demand fbr IAC services'as a,

repidual, risk averse, ,4emand, and the models of the demand'were de-

scribed by graphical representations of supply and demand. The complete

description of the conceptual framework is included in Chapter 4 of this

ti
report. )

Cost and Benefit Models.-The interim_ report described basic mpdelS.

of costs and benefits that were based on discounted projections of bene-

f its and costs to society resulting froM the utilization of IAC services.

The model utilized benefit estimates basedron the value of "time saved"

by an IAC user. Cost estimates were 'based on cost parameters obtained

froth various IAC's. The report used the inquiry response service and

.'the -handbook Service as examples.

The project team recognized,-a priori,. the inadequacy. of the value

of "time saved" estimates as a measure of total benefits. .(The Overview
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.4.

Committee subsequently affirmed this recognition of inadequacy.) How-

ever, this benefit measure provided an indicator of tangible benefits?

was useful for communicating the model structure, and could be viewed

as a lower bound on IAC benefits.

The adopted cost model utilized a "fixed cost plus variable cost"

structure. The, total fixed cost for an IAC was calculated by,.summing

the unallocated fixed costs (costs which could not be associated with

any particular service) and, the fixed costs associated with each, in-
,

dividual'IAC service. The variable costs were the marginal costs as-

sociated, with supplying an additional unit for each particular service,

holding all/other variables constant.

The interim report illustrated ale.utility of.the models.by assum-

ing parameter values and illustrating the results of sensitivity analy-

ses of the models. The sensitivity of°a Model.to a change in a parameter

value -is defined as the ratio'of the percentage change in outcome (e.g.,

benefits or costs) to the percentage change in the parameter value

which causes the change in outcome. In more concise terms, sensitivity

to parameter P, S is defined by

S
P

(AC/C) AV
P
/V

P
), where

V = original value of parameter P

AV = change in value of parameter P
.

C = value of outcome at V
4

AC =change in outcome resulting from AV .

The-inquiry rponse cost model proved'to be.ielatively insensitive

-to changes in- arametervalues (all sensitivities were less than unity),

but it showe the most sensitivity to changes in values of the assumed

time horizon 7), professionaltime'spent in responding-to inquiries

(.54), the professional salary rates (.41), and the fixed cost allocation

factor (.46). The handbook benefit model showed the same sensitivity to

time horizon (.7) but greater sensitivity to other parameters:

assumed annual user benefit'(3.0), price charged by.IAC (-2.0), and

assumed number of users per year (1.0).
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Research Emphasi& Options. The interim report outlined options

for emphasis in the remaining research effort.and requested comments .

from the Overview Committee. The options, Nhich were not mutually

exclusive, included:

Applications of the models to different scenarios;

improved, estimates of parameter values;

Expansion of the conceptual approach to include the

time dimension from the perspective of the-state of.

technological development and the stage of development

of the IAC;

Expansion of the conceptual approach to include an

econometric model of industrial p(egments (aimed toward

a compvlson of variables such as industry growth rates

in seggients similar except for the existence of an IAC); and
. .

- Documentation and further
explanations/descriptions of the

approach, rationale, models, etc.

The interim report was mailed to the members of the Overview

Committee with a cover letter requesting eKat they review it before.

the meeting. The letter included questiOns to 'guide their review:

1. On the basis of your experience, should the conceptual model

explain observations about user behavior other than those

accounted for?

2. Are the procedures outlined in the cost and benefit models

simple enough to be .utilized routinely?

3. Recognizing the inevitable incompleteness of any routinely

applicable economic analysis, would you'have confidence in

using the .outlined analytic procedures to assist you in

making decisions and formulating policyT-

4. issues otherthan'those outlined in Section V which

should be addressed by our. research effOrt?

5. What other'reearch issues are'sUg ted by. the conceptual

model?
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Second Overview Committee Meeting

Thep,second meetIng of the Overview Committee was held as scheduled

on April 29, 1976. In addition to those participating in the first

meeting, Dr. Joseph Talavage (Purdue University), who was performing

related economic research on IAC's, attended and participated in

this meeting.' This meeting, as did the first,- proved to be useful; the

participants freely exchanged viewpoints, suggestions, and their

reactions to the research approach and model concepts. A synthesis

of notes on the major discussion points at the meeting was mailed to

the participants for further comment. The following paragraphs sum-
o

marize the discussion issues.

, Overall Model/Conceptual Framework.',Therewas no strong disagree-

ment with the conceptual framework. However, the participants believed

that there were exceptions to the generalized criteria ("stylized facts")

used to construct the model and that these exceptions and considerations

should be noted. Discussions included the notion that interrelationships

among IAC services might be affected by types of handbook users, excep-

tions to the low "willingness -to -pay" of IAC users, and the fact that

there are different types of IAC's (e.g., research focussed vs service/

response focus).

Data Collection. The participants discussed the difficulty (and,

to oine, the apparent impossibility) of collecting benefit data. The

consensus was that d%ta currently do not exist for a credible cost

benefit analysis; some individuals. believed that past attempts to deter-

s

, .
mine values of such parameters as "time saved" did not yield credible

results. A,related issue is that of the credibility of such an analysis to

decision makerS (e'.g., Congressional Committees), who would require

additional explanations and perhaps additional economic. analysis pro-

.cedures.

User Behavior. "Costs"-in the model should be interpreted as

"perceived costs. to the user". The cost curve, according to those

expressing an opinidn at the meeting, should exhibit a discontinuity

when-the service is obtained outside the user's own organization, Also,

"USers".is too generic a term; there needsto be a description of
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different categories of users, differentiated according to their own'

information resources and information needs.

IAC Functions and Benefits. The participants pointed out'the-

-importance of the IAC's functions of providing high quality data,

recognizing that the naive user may not realize the dangers of using

old or obsolete data.

However, there appeared to be a general agreement with Dr. To4loukian's

statement that if all the IAC's were closed, the immediate effect wbuld-

,

be hardly more than a ripple: a few heavy users Would notice tnd would

have to change how they obtain information, but there would be no,im-

mediate, widespread effect on individual organizations in the scientific

and technical community.. The significant impact would be diffuse and,

cumulative over a few years' time: lowered research productivity and

lagging technical innovations would eventually have substantial economic

'
impacts both on domestic industry growth and on the foreign trade balance.

The participants frequently mixed discussions about the value of the

information provided by the LAC with discussions about the value of`the.'

services provided by the LAC. The project team iterated that the ob-

jective of the research is concerned with the value of the IAC service.

However, as the discussion focused on LAC benefits, it was tempting to

discuss the need for, and benefits of, the information itself rather

than the mechariism for providing the information.

Dr. Slamecka suggested that identifying and communicating benefits

would be aided by differentiating
private/organization benefits from

societal benefits. ExAmples of the former,include: timeLeffort savings
-

from alternative ways of obtaining TAC-type services, data quality

(accuracy. And precision), data reliability (low-risk to use), uniquenest

of the data /service, and the (relative), intrinsic value of the-informa-
.

tion. Examples of societal benefitS are the codifyAtion of knowledge

and second order benefits resulting from utilization of the knowledge

produced/synthesized by the W. The participants agreed that the

principal focus of this project should be'on defining an to the extent

possible, measuring the private/organizational benefits of IAC operations.
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Meeting Results. The participants agreed that the estimation of

.benefits was far from simple and that the overall magnitude of the prob-

lem of d ing afi operational cost benefit.method exceeded the re-

souiceS"-;. for this project.= Basically, the participants admitted

that of determining the value of IAC's was extremely diffi-

cult. and that this project ppad not CoMplete the needed research.

The benefit estimation model and procedure, as it had been developed,
0

-Ws judged to be inadequate for satisfying all the requirements of justi-

fying IAC's.before Congressional Committees and -OMB. The model,.althsugh

providing a lower bound on benefits, provides a bound that is inadequa e

for. making decisions and budget pres6ntations with confidence. In pa ic-

ular, the model and procedures should more explicitly account for the

value of the data quality, timeliness, and reliability (characteristics

which seem closely related to the unilue, distinguishing aspects of an

IAC vis-a-via other information centers).
.e\s

I 4Although na 104 1al defense and other issues of national interest are

important, the p -ir'-e.ipants believe that IAC's could not _be justified

solely on these iosues and that more explicit identification and estima-

tion of the benefits listed above are desirable.

The participants agreed that the emphasis in the remainder of the

_project should be on improving the benefit estimating procedure and on

documenting the research results in a report.which would be "free of

jargon and -easily.read". Dr. Touloukian offered summary documentation'

of case studies>which,might be.useful in determining the value of IAC

-services to ,user organizations. In addition, Mr.-. McCarn offered

brary of Medicine on` service demand curves. However,

- the-:concenstis of- the participants was that such data would not be :repre-

sentative of IAC services involving analysis and synthesis. The partici-

pants also encouraged the investigation, through further literature

searching and possibly direct contact with users, the feasibility of

quantifying the users' decision processes: i.e., determining what factors

are used in making decAtiOns on using an IAC service.
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Final Project Effort and Conclusions

Based on the results'of the second Overview Committee meeting,

the project team emphasized the user aspects of benefit calculation

and began documenting the concepts and research results. This final

phase resulted in this report.

The project team examined .the cases 'provided by CINDAS. These

cases illustrated the organizational issues and difficulties Associated

with reducing funding for internal Iibrary-related information services,

but they did not pro4ide economically meaningful parameter values.

The project team 'also examined available research results on

characteristics of users of IAC and related services: The subcontractor

members of the project team analyzed the impacts on IAC costs and bene-

fits of technological innovations. This effort examined the effects of

two particular innovations - (1) the introduction and widespread adop-

tion of a portable, acceptable microfiche reader and (2) the development

within the STI community of a substantial network permitting terminal -to-

terminal conferencing - by comparing alternative future scenarios for

the IAC.

The project team documented these and other research results in a

series of working papers which were then circulated among the project

team members themselves, the project consultants, the ,members of. the

Overview Committee, and the sponsor tor comment. The distribution of

these working papers aed.the r sulting comments poved a useful step:

understandings,of concepts, es cially outside-the project team, were

enhanced. Ilk 1

The -resUlts of the project were further disseminated by presentations

at the Engineering Foundation Conference in Easton, Maryland (August 29

September 3, 1976) and by a summary project report in the ASIS IG-IAC_

newsletter
3

. Each of these resulted in informal feedback on the clarity

of the concepts, mode of presentation, and (usually)'requests for ad-

dition 'al information. Consecilleiltly, the research results have been

disseminated and discussed informally prior'to the formal completion of

this final report.
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INTRODUCTION

Information Analysis Centers

Information Analysis Ce5,ters (IAC's) provide different,prpducts

and services which depend on common resources: personnel, data bases

and documents and facilitieso\ Becaude normal current pblicy, especial-

ly for the federally supported IAC's,.emphasizes.costrecovery, it is

desirable to base product and service pricevn the cost of providing

the product or service. HoweVer, the utilization of common resources

makes an analytic determination of the true costs of providing a partic-

ular output difficult or impossible. The problem then becomes one of

allocating total costs amongthe different IAC outputs in a manner that

is consistent with and that will facilitate the socially optimum levels

of production and consumption.

The-Joint Cost Problem

The General Problem. The problem of joint costs arises when there

does not exist a unique relationship.between the marginal costs of pro-'.

ducing some output and the level of that 'output. 'Two outputs,-X and Y,

share theloint costing problem if the cost of producing an=extra unit

of X (the marginal cost of X, MC(X)) is not indeperident of Y. For

example, if the total cost, TC, of producing X and Y. is given by

TC ao + aix + a2y2, there is no joint cost prOblem since MC(X) = a,
, -

and MC(Y) = 23-iY; neither marginal cost depends on the level bf the

other output. However, if TC =
o
+ aix +a2Y2 + a3xy, then MC(X) ,=

al + ag.and MC (Y) 2a 2Y +,a3x. The marginal cost of one product is

not uniquely related to the level of that output, and fu there is a

problem of joint costs.

A classic example of the joint casting problem is the cdst of pro-

ducing beef and leather from a steer. There is no apparently meaningful

method to differentiate the costs of leather frpm the costs of beef,



and economists have failed to provide a general solution to this problem

and to the general problem of joint costs.

The IAC Problem. There is one key difference between the general

joint costing problem and the IAC problem., In the general problem (as

in Che6beefand leather from cattle), the outputs are produced in fixed

proportions. An IAC is not limited to producing services and products

in any fixed proportions, however, and this fact permits the development
- -

of an operational, rel4tively simple solution to the problem of allocating

costs to the different.IAC outputs.

Criteria for Selecting a Cost Allocation Method. There are numerous

methods for allocating costs, but the desire for.an operational method
,=

(i.e., the assigned costs should be meanitigful for control and pricing)

suggests three criteria/Which the cost location shoUld satisfy:

1. Assuming that the unit costs will provide the basis'for pricing

the output, the costs (and thus the pricei) should induce an

optimal mix of the outputs, as gauged by traditional measures

of social welfare;

2. Assuming the unit costs will be used in production control

decisiOns, the, costs should induce the most efficient use of_

resources.

3. Assuming the, unit costs will provide the, basis for, pricing the

output and-assuming a regulatory mandate that the *acility earn

only a normal return on investment, the assigned unit costs:

should cover the total costs of prao.duction and no excess profits.

In other words, if-the outputs are priced at unit 'costs, the

resulting revenue should yield only a normal rate of return

above total prodUction costs.

Overview of Paper

The remailpler of the paper consists of four major sections. The

',section following the introduction presents a baSicConceptualtodel

for an IAC with two outputs, the derivation of unit costs based on the

assumption of an optimum production level, and a discussion of the model
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-and derivation- .Chapter 3 extendS'.-the presentation to include the

condition of non-optimum levels of production and describes an' iterative

procedure to determine optimum levels. This chapter also extends the

approach to situations of decreasing marginal costs.

.The final chapter is a brief suimary. of the significance of the

The paper concludes with a list of refer-

.

ti

el and its application.

ences.
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ALLOCATION OF COSTS AT THE OPTIMUM PRODUCTION LEVEL_

Basic Model

. Assume that an IAC'prodnces two services: an inquiry response.

service and a handbook. . (Two services are used to keep the Model

formulation and discussion concise; the extension to more than two

services Is straightforward,) The generalized inputs to producing

these outputs, in keeping with economic tradition, may be taken as

land (nonrenewable resources), labor (internal staff and external per-

sonnel), and capital (equipment, building, computers)., Let ,

I = Number of units of inquiry response service provided (e.g.,

number of.pages of documentation .or number of hours spent in

answering inquiries)

H ='Number of handbooks produced

L = Number of units of "land" used

N = Number of units of "lAor" used

-,K-0Number of units of "capital" used

.
The production function can be represented by the implicit function:

F(I,H,L,N,K) = 0.

In words, the specification of the inputs '(L,N, and K) allows certain

maximum joint outputs I and H. Graphically; the function can be repre-

sented by .a,set of product .transformatioriCurves(PTC's) such as thote-.

shown-in Figure E-1.

In Figure (E,R;11) , represents aparticular level Loreach input,

and the lower PTC represents all posSible-combinatiOnsofI and H,which'

this i5articUlar,input combination can produce. For example, (L,N,K) can

be used to produce either (I',W).or..(I",H"). The set of particular in-

put levels represented by (L,N,K) is higher than (L,F7,R), thus the

corresponding PTC is higher in the FOrtheast quadrant than the first

PTC The slope of the PTC is the marginal rate of product transforma-

tion, or MRPT.

a
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1 Slope im.Marginal.Rate of-.Prod;ict ,TransforMation OIRPT)

Product Transfgmation CurVes(PTC'S)

H"

(L,N,K)

I"

Figure'R-1. Product Transformation Curves for an IAC

-

Figure 1-2.° Lines Representing,Different Output Proportions
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Note-that different proportions pf outputs can be represented

' by lines of different slope, each passing through the origin. For

example, Fig. E-2 illustrates output-proportions of R1. (one handbook

for each uniS/Of inquiry response service), R2 (two handbooks for-each
er

unit of inquiry response service), and R3 (one handbook for each two

units of inquiry response service).

Derivation of Unit Costs

. This section derives unit,costs by determining the implications of

each of the criteria presented in Chapter 1. Initially-, assume the op-

timal production decision has already been made and the only task is to

assign unit costs. This restrictive assumption later is dropped:

The first criterion presented in Chapter 1 demands that unit costs
.r

(and by iMplication, prices) be consistent ,with optimizing social wel-
,t

fare. Social welfare is optimized when the value of the consumed goods

most exceeds the cost of production.

Thus MAXIMIZE IP(H)dH ± - C(L,N,K)

:SUBJECT TO F(H,I,L,N,K) =

where P(H) and P(I)-are the ordinary demand curves for H and-1, JP(H)dH

+ JP(I)dI measures the gross henefits.of'consumption (area'under the

:respective demand'ciirves), C(L,N,,K) li the cost of inputi=,-ad F the
.

irodudtion function relating oututs to inputs. Using the Lagrangian

approach tp_characterize.an optimUm, we have

L ..fPO0dH = - C(L,N,K)-+

whose first order conditions imply thit

PH
Pi BF/al

and, by assumption, 'the price of'H will be its unit cost; and the price

of I will be its ,unit cost. -Letti C
H

and C
I
be the unit costs, we

(2),.

have

P
H

C
H

and
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The second criterion presented in Chapter 1 demands that the

assigned unit costs induce efficiency: That:is, for any given qughlti7

ties of H and 1 which. are prodUced, the 'minim= cost

10.ust be achieved. The objective therefore is to

MINIMIZE.CH H + CI I

SUBJECT TO F(H,I,L,N,K) = 0

The7.agrangian first ordcpilditions imply

CH af/aH= _ (5).
CI aF/ai

Finally, the tlird criterion demands that the IAC just break even,

i.e.,

of that production

PH H + pr, =;F4L,N,K.) (6)

or, total revenue must equal total costs.

Conditions (2) through (6) summarize the.requirements that a good

measure of unit costs should satisfy. Fortunately; there is some re-

dundance in_the equations. In particular, using (3) and (4), one ob-

serve4that (2) and (5)..,are equivalent and that-(6) may be expressed as

N' C'H H+C I = C(L,N,K) (7)

Thus the issue reduces to finding (or assigning) unit costs so that

both (5) and (7) are satisfied simultaneously. The optimum production.
.

decision determines the production levels (e.g., H* and I*) and the

lowest cost, C*(L,NcK). Equations (5) and (7) then become two inde-
.

.pendent equatidhs in two, variables'C 11: and CI, and a unique solution

-always exists. This is easily shown-,,

Note that
arim evaluated at (H*,I*) has a particular value; let
aF/aI

this value be K, Equation (4) may be rewritten as = - K, or CH =

- K CI, or CH .+ K CI a 0. Likewise C(L,N,K) at (H*,I*) is-a particular,

constant TC. The system courprised of (5) and (7) may be written as

4,1

+K

I*

CH

CI

/P.M

TC

9.



The system has a unique7solution as long as the 2 x 2 matrix has an

inverse, and an inverse exists aslong as the matrix is non-singular..

Its determinant'is D I* - K H*,' Both H* and I* are positive, while

. .

,

K is negative. It follows that D is necessarily pOsitive. For later

reference, the solution to the system is

- K TC C =
H. I KH I I - KR

In order to make the approach operational, we need to show that

the right hand side (RHS) of (5) is a meaningful expression. In fact,

it is easy to show that the RHS is (5) corresponds to slope of the

.isoquant in Figure E-1. That is, it is the rate at which the handbook

and inquiry response services must be traded off when inputs. are kept

.

constant. To see this, start with the production function, (1), .

F(H,I,L,N,K) =-0

and take the total differential

BF dH aF dl 3F dL 3F 4N 8F dK n

aI 3L 3N 3K

Note that along a PTC, L,N,K are constant-, so dL;dN,dK each eual 0.

-
Using that result, and rearranging, we find

dI 3F/3H
dH avai-

-7Thiax.is, 'the slope of the PTC (the marginal rate of product transforma-

tion) is the:negative of the RHS of (5).
1-

A simple eXample'will-show-how the aboveapproach,.summarized by

.4,(5) and'(1),'can determine meanin,gful unit costs.

.Suppose ollie has determined production levels of I = 200.and H =

400, and the minimum total cost is 100. Suppose the marginal rate of.

product transformation is 1.2, i.e., to produce one More tnit_of"in-

quiry response while keeping all inputs. constant, 1.2 fewer'units of

!s.

1Note that in the case of joint production with outputs in fixed propor-

avas
tions, is not defined since output substitution is not possible.

Hence, as mentioned above, this approach'will not solVe the general .

problem of costing joint fixed proportion outputs.
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. handbooks must be produced. From (5) we know that

Cu

ti
= 1.2

I -

and from (7).,

C. 400 + CI 200 =A.00

These can e solved to determine that the unit cost of handbooks, CH,

is .176, and the unit cost of inquiry response, CI, is .147.

These unit costs

1) induce.ad optimal consumption .pattern:

2) induce efficiency in resource allocation

3) provide a fair return to the informatiOn center-

Discussion,

This approach to costing joint information outputs leads to the-,

somewhat surprising conclusion thatit is not necessary to dissect the

operations of the information center in order to determine the unit

costs of the various information products and services. This is not to

suggest, however, that the approach is completely divorced from the

operational parameters of the system. Rather, the approach identifies

and,circumscribes the minimum requisite operational information: the

trade-off rate between or among the various information output forms in

the neighborhood of the desired output levels as inputsc)are held con-

stant. Although this trade-off rate rarely is readily apparent, it

usually can be estimated by a combination of design and operating data.

Given our criteria for judging the "goodneseof.estimated unit costs,

the unit costs derived using the above approach must be judged superior

to unit costs which are based on a thorough analysis of the'inEorma

-,service-process, even though far more information.presumably would be

required, by the latter approach. The merits of our approach thus

include economy of information es'well as improved unit costs.

The model thus far"has been concerned with the purel

lem of assigning unit-costs in a joint product situation after the

production decision has beet made. In particular, if the socially op-
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timum prodliction level has somehow been determined, then the unit costs

def d by (5) and (7) have the three especially appealing propertiesie
dis in Chapter 1. , '

Now suppose the optimum production level must be determined.. Can

prices based on our unit costs aid in this determination? Are condi-e.

tions (5) and (7) consistent with the socially optimum production level?

The latter question is important because we have not yet established
a

that the quantities demanded of the various energy farms at the unit

prices defined by (5) and (7) will be consistent with the quantities

'supplied which gave rise to those prices. The remainder of/this paper

''defines the concept of optimum producon 'level, examines the relation

between production levels and unit costs, constructs an iterative

approach which drives production to its optimal level, and finally

demonstrates that the solution iteratively achieved is consistent with

the static costing conditions represented by equations (5) and (7).

o

tiF
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.

DETERMINING THE OPTIMUM PRODUCTION LEVEL

The Optimum Level of Production

From society's viewpoint, the best output level for any good is

that level;at which its marginal revenue product (MRP) equals its

marginal cost (MC). A good's MRP is the value added by the last unit

produced of the subject good in the production of some other good. MC,

of course, is the cost of producing the last unit of the subject good.

To see that MRP = MC is the condition for optimality, assume it is

violated. Specifically, assume MRP > MC. This means that, for example,

if the last copy of a handbook used in the production of widgets adds

$50 to the value of widgets produced, while the cost of the last is $20,

then the production of one more handbook yields a net benefit of

$30 ($50 in grois benefits less $20 in cost). Equally clear is that the

initial production level of handbooks improves social welfare.' Only if

MRP = MC is no improvement possible; and thus the output level at this-

point is optimal.

Figure E-3 illustrates this argument. At low levels of H, MRP ex-
.

ceeds MC and benefits are derived by increasing H. At high levels, the

converse is true. The MC curve'for H can be considered as being con-

structed in terms of the number-of units of inquiry response,I. The

MC of a unit of H is, indeed, the units of I sacrificed. Thus the MC

curve reflects the values of the slope along.a product transformation

curve of FigUreE-l. Since more and more I must be sacrificed to succes-

sively,increment handbook output, MCH ,necessarily rises to the right.

.MRP
H

slopes downward to right due to the law of diminishing marginal

produCtivitY. Extra .copies of the handbook add less and less to the

value of widget production, ceteris paribus.

Unit Costs, MRP, and MC.

The approach detailed in Chapter 2 is based on the premise that
.

4
output levels are used to determine .unit costs. These costs, or prices,



H

Figure E-3. The Optimal Level of Handbook Production

are then used by production management to efficiently.channel resource

use and by-customers as the baSis for their purchase decisions. It is

well known from economic theory that customers will purchase H and I in

-Amounts such that

MRPH
PH

MRP PII:

and that efficient production managers will produce H and. I so that

MC P
H H

MC
I

P
I

(8) and (9) are first order optimizing conditions for customers and

managers, respectively.

Before proceeding we add an additional assumption to. the model:

(8)

(9)

assume the total cost function for H and I is linear homogeneous.. That

is, if the total cost (TC) is

216
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10.

TC.= g , 0), then a TC = g(AH0,aI0)
(10)

for a > 0
,

It must be stated that 10) is merely a simplifying assumption and will

be discarded in'later discussions. .Nonetheless, there is a good deal.of

evidence that cost relations do tend to be linear homogeneous, and this

assumption enables us temporarily to avoid second -best problems.

Suppose. the current level of handbook output is HS (handbooks"sup-.

Plied) and the Current level of inquiryresponseoutput is IS. At

these output levels there is defined a Marginal Rate of Product Trans-

formation (MRPT). The MRPT determines the ratio of the unit costs C

to C
I

from (5). Equation (7) determines their absolute level. The

solution to this set of two simultaneous equations yields unit costs

-K TC
I-KH

where K = aF/aH MRPT between H and I.
aF/ai

From (3), (4), and (5),'we-4-sge that

K = - PH
/P

I

and from (9) and (12).wehave

*K = - MC
H
/MC

I

Substituting (13) into (11) yields
e,

*(MC
H/
/MC

I
). TC

C
S

=
. MC

HE + mc H

-MCI

Multiplying the right hand side by 1-R-- resulti in

MC
H

TC

Ca =
MC

I
I + MC

H
H

(14)

Now, by aSsumption, the total cost function, TC = g(H;I) is linear homo-

geneous. By Euler's theorem we have

TC =
.

31
aTc aTc .H c I (15)
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Substituting (15) into (14) and simplifying yields

CR = MC
H

(16)

and it is easily shown that

C
I

= MC
I

(17)

ThUs if the- total 'abst function -,is linear homogeneous, the unit costing,

.
approach defined by-(5) and (7) is nothing. more. assigning marginal

costs

.

costs as unit costs. Using.these unit costs as prices thuS is simply

marginal cost pricing.

An Iterative Procedure to Determine the Optimum Level

Having shown that the unit costs are, in fact, marginal costs, an

algorithm to'find the optimal output level is easily constructed. As

might be expected, the algorithm simulates a competitive market. At,

the currenC(assumed non-optimal), output levels, H
S
and IS, the unit

costs defined by (5). and (7), Cu'And CI, are simply MCH and MCI. Con-
, s 0

sider MCH and refer to Figure,V-4.Since HS is less than H*, the'unit'

cost (price) defined by HS (found on the.MC
H

curve) elicits a quantity,

demanded in excess uf R*. An excess demand for the handbook is manage -

ment's signal to increase HS, wh /h defines a new CH, a new HD, and so

on. At each step, excess demand or excess supply) signals the direction

of changes needed in HS. Convergence toward H*)is as-sured.
2

: A similar

series of steps.is,' of course, carried out in the I market. It is T,

worth noting that the MC curves are not fixed. Rather, because H and '

I are joint products, MCH shifts with changes in I and MC shifts with

-changes in H. ///

Note also that each step in the dynamic process of moVing'toward

the optimum is consistent with (5) and (7). This unit costing approach

is appealing not only%t the optimum but at sub-optima as well. Applied

in an iterative fashion, the same unit costing rules which support an._

2We.haVe not defined a rigor-Oils convergence piOcess since the literature

abounds with example's. The.precise convergence process is only a tan7

.-gential issue here.
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Figure E-4. Non-optimal Levels of Hatidbook Production

optimum can lead production decisions toward that optimum. The op:

'timum and the unit costing rules thus form a stable equilibrium, with

deviations from the optimumriignaling'for decisions which return the

'leyels_to the optimum7point.'

. .

Extension to Decreasing Marginal Costs

This section briefly indicateitow the above approach to deter-
-

mining unit costs in a joint production situation can be extended to the

case of decreasing marginal costs. It,is we 1 known that marginal cost

pricing in the presence of decreasing.marginal cost results in negativeL-

profits. Clearly then, marginal cost pricing cannot be adopted by an

IAC which desires to break even. With the constraint to assure .a viola-
.

tion of the social production optimality condition, the problem is to
'-

find the "second- best'.' conditions. The problem is to choose unit costs
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which'satisfy (7) and yet yield the greatest social welfare. Opera=

tionally, theproduced quantities of H and I will be less than their

socially optimal ('first-best ") levels.
How should the production cuts

be distributed between H and 1?

The problem, can be formulated as follows: maximize the net bene-

fits,from the consumption of H and I while maintaining total revenues'

equal to total costs.

Net Benefits = Gross Benefits*- Gross Costs

P(H)dH +iSP(I)dI - g(H,I)

Where MRP = P(H)'and MRP = P(I). These, of course, are.the 'demand. )

H.

curves for H and I; respectively. The total cost function for Land I/

is g(H,I).

Total Revenues CH H + C/ I.
(19)

where C
!I
and C

I
are the unit costs to be determined.

The appropriate Lagrangian expression is, using (18) and (19),,

- I

L = . P(H)dH + 13(I)dI - g(H,I) + A(CH H + CI I g(H,I Y) (20)

0 0
-'Observe that if C

H
is the unit price of H and.H units are

C
H'
'then the MRPg at His CH and:

-.
ac

demanded at

- MC
H

(C
H

H H MC ,421.5
r

acT
= c/ - + x (CI. +.1 ai- CI) = 0

Now recall that. elasticity of demand (for
H). can beexpresged.

EH=
CH ag

.ac
H

H

(22)

(23)

-Using (23) and the analogous expression for E (21), expression (22)

may be rewritten as

c
H

- MC
H
+ A(1

L

MC
H)
-= 0

CH
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MCI
CI MCI + A(1 - N

5 C
. 1

.(25)

Solving each of (24) andt,(25) fob A, equating, and rearranging terms

results in

<CH My/CH . El

(C/ MCI) /CI ER.

The solution to this second-best problem is that each unit cost must

be set so t t its percentage deviation from marginal cost is inversely

.pxoportio '1 to that good's elasticity of MRP3. Thus,while retaining

condition (7),, expression (5) must be raced by (26). The simultan-

eous solution of (7) and (26) define second-best unit costs wader joint.

production., An iterative procedure may also be constructed on (7) and

(26) to dyive production toward its second-best le-velt

BaUmol and Bradford derived this result in [1]; however, our deriva-
tion seems somewhat more straightforward:
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DISCUSSION

Unit costs of production form the basis for crucial resource alloW

cat n decisions. Especially in the case of joint products, unit costs

tend to be computed from crude conceptual dAseCtions of theengineer-

ing.opera ional production. system and arbitrary rules of thumb for allo-

catingjoint costs. Using the example of an LAC, this. discussion has

shown that even in the .cases,of nonseparable production of foint prod-.

ucts, meaningful unit costs may be constructed with a minimum of infor-

mation. The approach is to characterize "good" unit costs and derive

the costing'rules from ihese characterizations. _The paper demonstrates
A

that when total cost is7a linear homogeneous function; the unit costs

are simply marginal costs. The unit costs assigned by conditions (5)

and (7) not only support an optimum production level, but are the.

foundation>for a sequential decision process which drives '41.\!tput levels

toward the optimum. Finakly, in secand.4est cases, the unit costing

approach must be'modified by substituting-expression,(18) for.,(5).
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